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A Desirable House for Sale !
A THREE STORY BRICK HOUSE on Myrtle
street, between Cumberland and Congress
streets, containing twelve finished rooms and Library,
ail in complete onler,
gas and Sebago water. Suite
of parlors and ball frescoed. Lot exteuds
through to
street.

Rates,of Advertising: One inch of space,
ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w *ek after; three insertions, or less, 451 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.

Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $ 1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements?’ and “Auction
Sales”, 52 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $ 1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square tor first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

Cnsipel
PATTERSON,

For pi ice and terms apply to F. G.
Ottice 13 Fluent Block, opj»o8ite City
oc!6eod3w

**a'*-_

Desirable House lor Sale.
centrally located three story HOUSE on the
westerly corner of Cumberland and Chesnut St.,
containing 12 rooms. Gas ami Sebago, Apply to
oc27*lw
WM. H. JERRIS, or J. C. PROCTER

THE

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

For Sale

acres of
a nice Sugar

good land, well divided; has

Orchard of 400 tree*,
~~cut twenty-five tons of hay this year.
An abundance of wood and water. This farm is situated in the town of Campton, N. H., which is a favorite resort for Summer Boarders. Is only four
miles from Plymouth. It otters a rare opportunity
to one who wishes either to engage in farming or
keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for botli
branches, as the place must be sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Portland.
ocGdtf&wlt

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
ARCHITECT AND BUILDER,
No 16C«tt«n Street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks ami Hard
w*H)d Doors, made to order.
sel0*lmthentf

KEILEIi,

L.

FRESCO FAINTER,
NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
O

RESIDENCE

MAY

i

FOB SAJLE.

Occupied by Blake & Jones*
Will be sold, at a bargain. Terms Easy. Apply
Now

Portland Me.

Jyt7

to

JAMES

©’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR
has

oc24d3w

LAW,

AT

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.: with marble
mantles, Wood-hou.-e and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and bliuded, Barn 40 x GO on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fiDe cement bottom; grounds ornamented

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Street.
NIB.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
^Motto-Gooil
Aim

work
Please.

to

Moderate
may 20

at

FOR

FIXTURES!

GAS

A

Street.

Exchange

128

The “Limerick

BOSS & STUBDIYANT,
WHOLESALE COAL

FOR

DEALERS

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
'Vilkesbarrc. Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfanr27
rt of shipment o any point desired.

THE

OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.
__

J. HT. HcCOY & CO.

ROOFERS.

Canuty, Town, and Indiridaal Right,
Sale at tlds Office.

repairing leak
descriptions re-

paired.

and Shingle Roofs Painted.

2S Spring Street.
Me.

Box

P. O.

1413.

Harrison, Bradford & Co’
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Chairs,

Wanted

52

oc25d2w

of the U. S. Treasure Department and
Attorney In all the courts in the District of' olumbia,
the
will attend to the prosecution of tlaime belore
at
Court of Claims aud the various departments
octll~u
Washington.

PICKERING,
WILLIAM IIOBSON,

OUNSELLORSATLAW,

I v*
Is:

m3
Broeg
»
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Lock Box 55 P. O.
Philadelphia Pa.
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on for years beA Big Battle has been
tween tbe Constitutions ol tne Sick, on
and
all the Active Poisons, falsely called remedies, on the
other. The Poisons have had the best of tne fight,
and a long list of the killed may be found in every
cemetery. But at last, common sense is putting a
stop to this pernicious conflict. At last

one*side,

The Prisoners

unfur-

or

dinary exigencies, and good for every ailment of the
stomach, the bowels, the nerves, the muscles, and the
secretive organs. Sold by all druiogists.

SCHOOL!
MBS. A. II PIENDtETON'S,

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,
CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,
PORTLAND,
been
remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
Gentlemen boarders at rates ranging from five to
eight dollars per week.

enlarged,

WH. F. HUSSEY,

Proprietor.

JylPdtf

BUSINESS

DIRECTORyT

Middle St. All
machines for sale and to let.

W. C
On

COBB, Nos. 38 and 30 Pearl Afreet.
direct route between New Custom
House and Post Office, near the market.

Congress
(Koure 9 A. M. tp 5 P. M.)

346

MARK.

15JLUE,

St.

FOB lAFJtBBV I’SE,

BOSTON

4 LIBERTY

EverNotice to Owners of Eots in
green Cemetery.
Cemetery.
person owning lots in Evergreen
Treasurer
at the Office ot the
sum ot one dollar for each
care for the same by the

City,lot, will in-

FOB

SALE

Ilf

TOBTLAKD

BY

SMITH, GAGE & CO., 92 Com’l St. .1. AV. PEEKINS & CO., 86 Com’l St., HOYT & FOGG, BookselljyiiTWSuikn

•JAS. BAILEY, )
•J. S.

PALMER,

Dye-House.
FOSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY Sc CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
order.

Furniture and Honse Furnishing Goods.
cor.

j

.IAS.BAn.KY,
J. s.
VALMER

C.E. JOSE.

my!9dtf

For Sale by E. A. JOT. Fluent Bloek, Opposite
Hew City Hall. Portland, Maine._.-mZldiin

NOTICE!

Maine Savings Bank.
No. 1O0 Midtile

Street, Portland.

deposited in this Bank on the first da,
of any month begins on interest the same day.
on interest the
t deposited on any other day, begin.
tint dav of the ftoL'owiug month.
A. M. BUBTON, Treaearer.

MONEY

-jlMT'•'here seems to toe an uneasy desire on the part of PI4NO MAKERS to know who among them is
the ‘‘bright particular Star” in the
the
Even
firmament.
Musical
‘‘Bogus Concern” would he counted in, The Dog Star rages. Mats
is fiery. Jupiter is warlike, while
bis obsequioiks Satellites sing to

his praise.
Amid the Darkness and confu-

in hereby given that I have this day given my non, Frank H. Center, his time to art for
I himself, and shall claim none of his earnings or pay
I any debts of his contracting from this date.
N. D. CENTER.
No.
oc29dlw*
Yarmouth, Oct. 99, 1879.

NOTICE
T

Expenses in 1872 Less

WEBER

GLORIOrS

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Done in the best possible manner by 8.
YOUNG Sc CO., No. 103 Fore 8t.

W.

1>.

able.

Ed. B.

Carpet-Bags.
DURAN & VO., 171 Middle nud
116 Federal Streets.

A. R.

eod2w

Providence Tool

A

GIFFORD Sc Co.,

W.

Photographers.

Marine Hardware & Ship Chand

lery.

Roofers.
Silver and Plated Ware.

&

Boston

—

mass.

Man to his

a

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

Ho. 2 Park Street

the firm of R. T.
disolved by mutual consent.
BOSCOET GREEN,
JOSEPH GREEN.

The above documents

are

American

rbe three points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;

2nd; rvness. no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
inteimingling of odors; purity and active air, the

elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and lor sale by J. F. MERRILL between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
Jt Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.
jeMtf

of

Ele-

our

WOOLENS

our

tlie

a

CO.,

assort-

E. CHURCHILL

Life Insurance Co.,

UgOd

BARNES

&

porter,

H. PEYRET.
aug9

3m

Butter and Cheese !
this

Where may be found

Apples, nice

Tubs of

by
gle bbl. and Produce of all kiuds.

oc2l

car

load

or

S. P. BARBOUR,
No. 133 Commercial St.

tf

new

fresh and

a

store,

complete stock

o

PURE

MEDICINES, DRUGS, CHEMICALS,
Toilet and Fancy Articles,
found in

a

first class Apothe-

oc28d2w*
~

notice i
COPARTNERSHIP for the purpose of

A

ll. rylng

on

3m

and

THE

FRED. F. MEAHER & CO.
oc25d3w
Portland, Oct. 10, 1873.

BAKED

SIMPLEST,

Durable and Cheapest Pump

Most

Apothecaries

old stand of

CHARLES VV. GILKET,
Corner of Congress and Preble Streets,
has been this day formed under the firm name and
style of

Celebrated.

WOOD

in

Use.

They neither Rust, Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metMade by accurate maal or other wooden Pumps.
in all their parts, raising a large
chinery,
amount of orater with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the Feat and the Cheapest Pump made. Send

car-

the business of

at the

AGENTS,

CUCUMBER

chain lightning you immediately take a short
cut to the railroad aud go to sleep on the

track; whereas,

after

imbibing

a

little of San

Francisco's bottled insanity, a burning desire
takes possession of you to steal a horse and

buggy.

form he may appear, and is read with

avidity by boys and girls whose judgment is
hardly formed enough to admit of their reading indiscriminately. There is too much exaggeration, and everything is too improbable
to make his stories good reading for young
We make the “Yacht Club” no ex-

ception.
by Lee
Noyes.

Published
&

&

Shepard.

For sale

by

etc etc.

Here is a book which we heartily recommend to boys and girls.
It is a companion
volume to “Jack Hazard and His Fortunes,”

“A Change lor Himself.” Those of the
young readers who have followed Jack’s forand

tunes thus far will want to knovy how he succeeded in “doing his best.”

Published by Lee & Shepard.

For sale

by

By Llijah Kelsome

entertain-

ing books for boys cannot be denied. But we
hardly think this volume, which is the fifth
of the “Pleasant Cove Series”, ranks in merit with some of its predecessors.
It may be
that the author is getting tired, from continual writing, and needs rest.
Possibly his
Young friends may not asree with us. and
may take the same delight in “John Godsoe’s

Legacy” that they have in all
previously written.
Published by Lee & Shepard.
Bailey & Noyes.
and

that

h«

has

For sale

by

SocialfJudgmcnt*. By ff. B.

AND

BEANS

Be ready for yonr Hot Baked
Beans and Brqwn Bread when yon
hear W. C. COBB’S Bells coming

EVENINGS,

or a

circular.

&

KENDALL

WHITNEY,

General Agent for State of Maine.
se3
d&wtf

between

live and seven o’clock.

A fresh Importation of Double and Single GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PTSTOLS. Also all
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.

G. L. BAILEY,

can

dtf

have formed

St.

urnishing

vees, &c ., alter

Sept. 1st,

30.1872

TA*X,®Ja

17 PLUM STREET.

MR.

11. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.

Cole’s

Quadrille

Band

IN readness to furnish music (any number
pieces trorn the Portland Band) for Haifa, Pnrtiee, Arc., and on all occasion# where music is re

IS

qnired,

on

up to become men and startle the world out

phylactic qualities of vaccine matter. But
frequently the world, very properly, lets them
starve or eat their hearts out in disappoint-

reasonable terms.

Apply

to J.

so has its revenge after all.
John
of whom Mrs. Eiloart so pleasantly

ment, and

Ashdell,

volume, is a representative
conceited, very troublesome, the occasion of many mishaps to himself and others, making mistakes without
number, but withal clever, warm-hearted
courageous and original; in a word a boy fadiscourses in this

of this class,- very

one, and can be safely commended as a book
fit to be read by children—and it takes a very
book to deserve that recommendation.
For
Published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

good

by Loring,

Short & Harmon.

Marringc Vow. Hy tin. Caroline
Corbin, Anlbor of “Bcbecca

Secret,” etc.
author makes the man
true to his marriage vow for truth’s sake; and
although he has, in moments of weakness,
strong temptations to disregard it, he conor n

Woman’*

All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leaner.
|3f“Any number of pieces furnished.
[Advertiser copy.]
jy2Sti

SCALE IA BOILERS
I

will

Remove and

Proven!

SCALE in any Steam Boilers,
make no charge. Address,
GEO.

W.

01

LORD,

PHIEADKEPIIIA.

quers them, outwardly at least, and becomes
moral hero in the eyes of a woman
other than his wife, who loves him, and has
the charming frankness (?) to tell him of it.
As a natural sequence he must have his rea

her, dies, and he is free to marry “his soul’s

affinity,”—which he does at the proper time.
Despite its somewhat extravagant sentimentalism, the book it really quite readable.
For sale
Published bv Lee and Shepard.
by Loring, Short and Harmon.

Hard Pine Timber

COLK,

Vender. Portland Band. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
fOdtl
Bund Headquarters, 194 Market Square.

hand and sawed to dimen01(>n8.

Ilnrd Pine Plank, hard rtne Flooring
AND

STEP BOARDS.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
Wharf am) Dock, First, corner of K Street
my3eodly
State street, Boston.

Office. No.

Park and Seaside Towns.
CEMETERIES,
COUNTRY PEACES.
Robert Morris Copeland, landscape Gardena has
made plans for 12 Park and Camp Meeting Towns,
l'j Cemeteries, and 500 Public and Private Estates
He furnishes advice, plans and superlutenaoncj fo
all kinds ot suburban and rural improvements.
Offices, 19 City Exchange, Boston, Mass., 705 Sanson
St., Phila., and Ridley Park, Del. Co. Pa. au30cod3m

Mctbadist*. Bv I,. T>ermnn,
nnthor of The Eife nnd Time* of John
WealerMr. Tyennan has the same reverence fer
scrap of paper on which the name of Wes-

The Oxford

PA.

a

was

ley is
for

written as the devout Mussulman

one

bearing

the name of the

attache,!

to dogmata than
when the
Evangelical

adjourned,

it mi, a

reader with amazement to fim]
Wcaley anJ
his old friends frantically
arguing minor
questions of doctrine aud gradually
from coldness to absolute enmity.
John
Clayton, one of the ibost conspicuous of the
Oxford Methodists, became a radical churchman ami a Jacobite, refusing in his later life
to recognize the Wesleys by so much as a
look because they taught salvation by faith.
Out of the same disputed point arose the personal Controversy between Wesley and the
gentle Hervey, author of the celebrated
“Meditations'’ and one of the ablest of the
Oxford Methodists. Hervey adhered to the
established church and spent the last hourt
of ids life in replying to an attack from Wesley. Benjam Ingham, the Yorkshire Independent, and J dm Gambold, the Moravian
Bishop, contended agriust Wesley with all
their might. And thil exhausts the list of
prominent “Oxford Methodists.”
But if
they were mad sectarians it should be recorded to their credit that practical benevolence
formed a much more prominent part of their
system, especially while they were associated
at Oxford, than it does of most existing religious societies, including the one to which
they gave the first impetus. The care of the
sick, the visiting of prisoners, the reclamation of the vicious and especially the relief of
the poor were the first duties that
primitive
Methodists felt bauud to perform. And it Is
gratifying to observe how much of this benevolent spirit has come down to their suc-

passing

cessors.

»

Published by Harper Bros. For sale
by
Boring, Short Jfc Harmon.
Turns’* Wedding Tour. Ks Elisabeth
*•1,art Piielp*.
To Miss Phelps we owe thanks for some
very amusing and very extravagant child
stories, and to the Messrs. Osgood for the attractive volume in which they are enshrined.
It is much to be doubted ir children ever
talked a3 Miss Phelps
represents; hut they are
all the more delightful for
that, and vast improvements on the “soaring human boy” of
real Hie. The author takes occasion to
whip
the elders over the shoulders of her
boys and
and
deals
in
not a little pleasant satire.
girls,
She introduces her peculiar ideas, (peculiar
because sensible) on dress, and
indulges in
much effective ridicule.
For sale

by Bailey

&

Noyes.

Books Received.
FROM

NOYES.

BAILEY &

Normandy Picturesque. By Henry Blackburn, author ot “Out in the Mountains,” “Artists
and Arabs.” “Travelling in
Spain,” Ac. With Numerous Illustrations.
Find American from second London edition. Green cloth, red
edges, tinted paper, 291 pp. Price $1 50. J. B. Osgood A Co.
Doing His Best. By S. T. Trowbridge, author
of “Jack Hazard and |his Fortunes," Ac. With
Illustrations. Green cloth, 279 pp. Price 81 50. J.
B. Osgood A Co.
Child Life in Pro.se. Edited by John Greenloaf Whittier. Illustrated. Green cloth, tinted
paper, gilt edges, 300 pp. Price $3. J. B. Osgood
A Co.

Literary nod Mociul Judgment*. By W. B.
Greg. Green cloth, tinted paper, 352 pp. Price
$2. J. B. Osgood A Co.

Trotty'* Wedding-Tone nnd Ntory-Book.
By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. With numerous Illustrations. Cloth, gilt, embellished, tinted paper,
224 pp. 'Price 81 50. J. R. Osgood A Co.
FROM

The

LOTIINO,

Boy With

S

lOUT

A

HARMON.

By

Idea,

Mrs. Elioart, auBoys of Beechwood,” Ac. Illustrated. Scarlet cloth, 238 pp. G. P. Putnam’s
nn

thor of “The

Sons.

Complete Poetical Work* ofKdmnod

The

Clarence Mleiiavnu. Complete odltlon. Cloth,
tinted Daner.312 pp. Withmu-trait ot iu.«kr.
Price 82 CO. J. B. Osgood; A Co.

Amnron* ; or the Cruise of the Rambler.
recorded by Wash, beiDg volume six of the
“Camping-out series" edited by C. A. Stephens.
Illustrated. Green cloth, 257 pp. Price SI SO. J
B. Osgood A Co.

On the

FROM HOYT, FOOO A BREED.
Tale Lcetnre* on Preaching.
By Henry
Ward Beecher. Delivered before tho
Theological

Department^)* Yale College, New Haven, Conn.,
regular course of the “Lyman Beecher Lectureship on Preaching.” Brom Phonocrsphic Reports. Second series. Cloth, 330 pp. Price $1 50.

in the

Jo B. Ford iSt Co.
A

Good match. By Amelia Perrier, author of
Culpa.” Blue cloth, 375 pp. J. B. Ford A
Co.
“Mea

Wrnri.. An American Novel. By RobGray, illustrated by Darley, Beard, Stephens, and Kendrick. Bine cloth, 284 pp. Price
8150. J. B. Ford A Co.

Brave

ertson

FROM DRESSER A

Deity.

MCLELLAN.

The Live* of the Chief Justice* of
Knglund By Lord Campbell, author of “The Lives ot

Chancellors of England.” In four volVol. 1. Illustrated. Cloth, tinted paper, 387
pages. Price $3 50. Ertes A Lauriat.
Famous Case* of Cirenmstantinl Evidence. With nn Introduction on the
Theory ot
presumptive Proof. li s. N. Phillips, author of
on
Evidence.” Cloth, 15J pp. Price
“Phillips
$2 25. Estes A Laurint.
The Lord
umes.

FROM FESSENDEN BROS.

The Dnnbnry New* man's Almanac, and
other Tales. Carefully compllod by the author
and another astronomer. Applicable to
any latitude that you are; a»d warranted to contain more
weather for the price than any book of the kind
in the market. Price 25 cents. Published
by Shepard A Gill.
BY MAIL.

marvel-Workers, and the Power which
helped or made them perform mighty works; together with soma personal traits and characteristics of prophets, {apostles, and Jesus; or. New
Readings of tho Miracles. By Allen Putnam, A
M.. author of “Natty a Spirit,” Ac
Black cloth,
238 pp. Published by Colly A Rich, Boston.

Bible

KIlNC'EU.Ail WlS NOTICBN.
Does Advertising Pat?—There Is do Instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success,
“My success is owing to my liberality in advertising. ’'—Bonner.
“Advertising has furnished me with a competence.”—Amos Laurence.
‘I advertised my productions and made mon-

ey.”—Nicholas lonfiworlh.

“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one do'lur in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.”
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I havs
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Bar-

prelude

num.

Fob Sate on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owuers refer to S. T. Pullen.
Esp..
Phess office.
ieH-dtf
Job Pbintino.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest

prices, at the Daily
Exchange St

Printing House, 109
Wm. M.Marks.

Press

ANDREW

grand,

ward, and so his wife, who was beautiful, intellectual, but an invalid before he married

the lowest cash prices.

H. McVEY late of Foster Dye House of this
City, Las reopened the Sebago Dye House No. 17
i'tum St., where lie is
ready to do all kinds of dyeing and cleansing of gent leraers garments. Satisfaction guaranteed.
au?7dlv

an

Chas. Grimmer,
C. M. Richardson,
E. M. Gammon.

D. H. Chandler,
J. M. Mcllaly,
J. Tyler,

Sebago Dye House,
NO.

Association to be
for the purpose ol
Parties, Concerts, Le1873.

undersigned
Chandler’s Band,
known
THE
music for Balls,
as

furnish

L

Portland, Deo.

a

Fairfield

JNTOTTCE!

White
Oak Timber and Plank
at

ered

In this book the

Timber and Knees
and

opinions of tueir own,was considgood-for-nothing scamp with much audacity and no common sense by those respectable people who hate to have preconceived notions 'overturned or the good old
way of doing things disregarded. Of consequence the boy disliked and was disliked, suffered much disquietude and caused much.
Fortunately his class is not numerous and the
misery it entails upon a much-suffering world
proportionately small. Generally, being vigorous youths, with much push and a discreditable tendency to survive the misfortunes
which the promulgation of their ideas bring
upon them, the members of this class grow
cursed with

Hi*

sel3

for the Superior Waltham Watchrs,
which maintain their well earned reputation
for
timekeeping anc1 reasonable price. In every variety of gold anu silver cases—open fact* and hunters#
Kev winders and stem winders.
myl2-d9rao

Ship

The Boy With n:i Btlrn. By Jfn. Eiloart.
The boy with an idea,like other boys who are

sale

St.

Agent for Du Pont’s Gunpowder.

Of Foreign and American Make,

Exchange

strong
liking. Among
judgments passed are those on Madame Do
Stael, on French fiction, on the false morality of lady novelists, on Chateaubriand, on
British aud Foreign characteristics, and on
the redundancy of women.
Published by J. R. Osgood & Co. For sale
by Bailey & Noyes.
the

ted to become a leader of thought. The story of his adventures is a thoroughly healthy

48 Exchange

Chronometers and Clocks,

and he astonishes us in the

ies as the motor power of steam or the pro-

—

BROWN_BREAD.
SATURDAY

c-ugiisu essayist luiuisucs seven 01 uis
characteristic papers, all very readable, all
abounding in flesh matter and judgments peculiarly his own. Indeed Mr. Greg is nothiug
iuc

startling

importance

at present, and now,
Alliance has just

As

of its old ruts by such reprehensible discover

perfect

and

day,
Blitter. Plain
Sage Cheese. New Buckwheat Flour. MieliiRECEIVED
winter fruit
the
sin-

gac

cities in California

drink of Sacramento’s

a

and unconcealed

GREENLEAF, Apothecary,

On

No. 1J6 Exchange Street by the im-

principal

first paper of this volume by taking up the
cudgels for Talleyrand, for whom he has a

eod3w

Druggists

Hackmatack, Hardwood or

IN QUARTS AND PINTS,
For gale at

of the two

if not

REMOVAL!

OBBION,

JOHN B. HUDSON, Special Agent,

Treenails,

FRANCE,

ST.,

oc25

myMtf

REIMS,

pub-

ALLEN & CO.

All persons of the same age are not insured at the
rates, but persons with long lived ancestry,
with good habits, healthy vocation, residence, &c., I used.
&c., who are physically sound are taken at much
lower rates than in the old plan, where the long
same

the largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
I HAVE
the State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak

JU3T RECEIVED FROM

of the

MIDDLE

and everything usually
cary Store.•
Particular attention

FORK.

AGENT

CHAMPAGNEf

would irrritc

WC

given to Physicians* Prescriptions, by day or night, in the dispensing of
which none but the most reliablo medicines will he

No. 4 Portland Pier.

tf

keys

is, that after taking

Literary
Greg.

419 & 421 BROADWAY,

WI. SEA TER,

CO.,

A young man who professes to have travel
led says that the only difference in the whis-

& Noyes.
John Cod.oe’a Legacy.

Cor SPRING & BRACI4ETT STS.,
(One street above the old stand,)

wi

&

Such scenes are among the best antidotes to
“free love” and easy divorce.

Bailey

Manufacture,

own

Has Removed to his

Popular

-BY—

FOR SALF. BY

golden weddings they might obtain a new and wholesome revelation of the
beauty and dignity of permanent marriage.

tune.,’’

complete

inspection

for free distribution at A. Robinson’s Rook
Store, 112 Middle Street, or of the General Agents, at
either of their offices.

A_t 54

All Choice Grocery,

attend a few

Doing Hi" Bnt.
By J. T. Trowbridge.
Author of “Jack Hazard and Hi. I'.r-

lic at

Popular

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarien Molasses,

The editor of the Christian Register vthinks
that if some of our restless “reformers” could

logg.
That Kellogg has written

are

Ho. 80 Middle St.,

Barbadoes,
Cienfuegos,

An epicurian definition of gentility was
given by the conservative English vicar who
said, “I always did doubt a man’s being a
gentleman if his palate had no acquired
tastes. An unedified palate is the
irrepressible cloven foot of the upstart.”

Bailey

WATCHES,

Porto Rico,

The heavy villain who does paragraphs on
the Nashville Union and American has discovered that a lawyer is most like a mule
wheu he is drawing up a conveyance.

minds.

87

published by the

IUSURANCE

LIFE

Jfl Off; ASSIES.

All the demands of the late firm, will be nettled by
either of the above pari ies.
Otlsfleld Sept. 1st, 1873.
oc29*lw

Refrigerators.

or

tioned the fact.

—

MAINE,

to whom all applications should ha Baade, and who
has full nowar fea tattle infringements.
mcb4ee4tf

It is silly of the editor of the
Farkersburg
(Ind.) Express to deny that he has committed
suicide, when over a dozen papers have men-

Th© Yacht Club. By Oliver.Optic.
“Optic” is eagerly welcomed; whenever he
chooses to make his appearance, or in what-

gant Stock of

keep

and is of iron.

How is this for a French description of a
“She leaves off kissing at
lady:
twelve, and begins again at twenty.”

ever

we

Truman,

Recent Publications.

CLOTHING.

FINE

1873

young

In,

Minimum Cost, Maximum Results.

PUMP!

is indispensable to Batchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
Butchers
save more than its cost everv Summer.
who use it, in its best form, wiil soon find, their moats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current nt cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
tne U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

~

Partnership.

ocl4

tO Wllich

the market.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber ha# been duly appointed and taken upon,
NOTICE
herself the trust of

Sanford’s Improved

!

Life

Family.

The

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

hereby given, that the suoscriber has

Administratrix of the estate of
JOHN M. SOULE, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds a9 the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called ui»on to make payment to
ELLEN F. SOULE, Adm’x.
Cape Elizabeth, Oct. 21,1873.
oc25dl:iw3wS#

Exchange St.

D. W. & S. B, DEANE.

Ready-Made Clothing,

INSURANCE !

The Pecuniary value of

LIMAI’S

A..S,

Mtw.

CO.,

of

oo17

44 Broad Street,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Dissolution of

Measure

cor.

ITIapIe

Warerooms No. 51

—

AfiKJIT FOR

York

Insurance !

LABOR

J. n- WORK, Agent,

Stair Builder.

xc

Returning our sincere thanks to our former customers, and desiring a continuance of their patronage
in the future, which we shall endeavor at all times to
merit* we invite all in want of Furniture of
any description to give us a call.
Upholstering and Reilairing Furnifuro of all kinds
neatly aud promptly done at onr old StanJ, No, 67

ment of

286 C ougress 8t., Portland, Naine

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
WRINGER

The host and Only Reliable One in

McCOY & CO., 38 Spring Street.

x...

and

Property!

a

GENERAL

IT

Streets.

Street.

by

Supplies.

ju21deowlvr

PROCTER, No. OS Exchange

is

Maftrenea
kind*.

CUSTOM CLOTHING

80 Exchange St., and 28G Congress St.

Pattern and Model Maker.

Street,

The

Heavy Hardware and Rail-

J. I. BARBOUR, 353 Fore Street, foot of
Cross. Portland.

liacn

Bed*
of all

FOR

lived pay for the sboit lived, while those less favored
with long lived ancestry must pay higher rates.
Any i>erson may be rated free
calling at either
of the offices of

Manufacturers of

U©THROP,DEVE1V8 & CO., 61 Exoange
greet and 48 market St.

Cor.

full assortment of

In addition to

Exchange

NEW

BOLT AND IVET WORKS.

BEADING

Carpctiiigs.

HOOPER,

a

spring
Bedding

d3w

Co.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

road

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

Id.

hand

AND NEW II AMPS* III RE,

MAINE

LEWIS OLIVER APHILLIPg.

Masons and Bnilders.

G.

Aiso

LITTLE,

American

N. E. REDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

B* P# IdBBV, Ii». 252 Fore
Crosh 8!., in Beleno’s Hill.

keep constantly on

than 7 per

—FOR—

Robinson,

oc30

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

J. N.

We

Parlor Suits in Plush, Rep and
Hair Cloth. Easy, Fancy and
Reception Chairs, Marble
Top Tables, Hat Trees,
Black Walnut, Chestnut and Piae Chamber Setts.
Ship and Office Furniture made to Order.

C. B.

Block,Gen. Agent

5 Calioon

A. KEITII.

MERRILL.

Street*

city

GENERAL, AGENT & MANAGER

SUM

alone; unrivalled and unapproach-

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

J. A. JIERRILL {k VO., ISO Middle 8t.

large

Beware of all new, impracticable, and
unreliable Scheme*, and insure with the
Old ‘‘Mutual Cife.»>
There is no occasion for
dissatisfaction by those who insure with this Company.
N. B. This is the only Company in the world in
which ordinary life payment policies have become
se'f sustaining—on which the dividends annually
paid by the company, are equal or more than the anuual premium, as will be seen by the foregoing examples.
TONTINE Policies issued bv this Company.

and

done to order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
JT. F. SHERRY, no. 9 Clapp’* Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

RIAlNTO

arises and shines forth like the

-*T-__

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVIDW.DEANE, No. 89 Federal 81.
All kinds of VJphols eringand Repairing

JOHN C.

any other

or

As we manufacture all of the Stuffed
Furniture we sell wc can guarantee ever j
article to be exactly what we represent it.

Cent.

sion the

Exchange and Fed-

HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. It Preble Street. Upholstering done to tirder.

J. A.

BARGAINS

found elsewhere in this

be

can

BIOMETRY

MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

BENI. ADAMS,
erak Street*.

BETTER
than

Investigate the facts before insuring; and apply
at my office without waiting for personal solicitation.

Carpenters and Bnilders.

to

FURNITURE

readily

Family

hereby given'that
N0:S£IrJ?.
GREEN &
is

DOGS—Apr Dogs found i,', the inclosure alter hil
date without the presence of master will he in peril

I

as

This is sometimes disputed or doubted bv those interested in other institutions. Parties who hold nolic ies in other companies, can for themselves
determine the difference in the dividends they have
received, and those paid the holders of our Policies.

Life is

Confectionery.

done

LARGE

DEANE,

all kinds to be found in this city, which, notwithstanding the recent financial panic and failure
of tho Graphic Balloon to reach Europe,
we shall sell at

Loungci,

by Most Other Companies;

Street.

►xi

Trustees.

AS

of

of

are

e it

name

offer to the citizens of Portland and
vicinity the
finest assortment of

paid by Some Companies.

those

ocl6

Book Binders*
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Priuter’s
Exchange, No. lit Exchange St.
SMALL A SUACKFOBD, No. 35 Plum

ers.

the best ot
Superintend
the
ent for the current year; ard
any |>erson paying
sum ot twenty-five dollars will secure the care o.
their lots by ibe city for all time.

mire

c

Four Times

or

49 1-2

Street.

WHITNEY Sc
posite Park.

now

the firm

under

OFFICE

ceased arc required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
SAMUEL NEWMAN, Administrator.
Falmouth, Oct. 7, 1873-<>c25dlaw3wS»

HP

TRACK

ROBERTS,

WEBER PIANO !

Territory,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct#. All
persons having demands upon the estate of said de-

and

ee4__

paying the

MRS.

Is
to receive Pupils in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; either in
class or private. For terms &c., applv personallv or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOOU ft BREED, No.91 Middle

NOTICE

MR*. PAULDING.

medical clairvoyant,

ANY
by calling

School of Elocution !

been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
GEORGE S. NEWMAN, late of Kodiac, Alaska

_

and

45 Danforth Street. Portland, me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
oclOtf
Billings Principal. Send for Circular.

References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.
K. P. Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.
ocldtf

Administrator’s Notice.

Picture*, Rembront, Medallion, Ac., from
By this process we
Retouched Negative*.
Get rid of Frcclilr*. Mole* anil other im-

No

oc21____*2w
St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

prepared

Agency for Sewing Machines.
'V. 8. DYER, N„. 373

■---

!*I©a*e.

Three

School lor Boys and Girls, in School Room at Casco
street Church, is in operation.
Pupils at:ll received.
Suitable assistance will be employed. Attention will
also bo given to a class in Penmanship in P. M., two
or more days in a week.
For particulars inquire at No. 11 Myrtle Street.

& |>

STREET,
various styles of Card

As those Paid

as

J. IV. & H. 11. MCDVFFEE,Cor. Middl

ARTIST,

11

TWICE

EDUCATIONAL,

ABNER LOW1L1, 155 Middle Street.

of the sick-room have discovered that in Tarrant's
Effervescent Seltzer Aperient, they have a
tonic, a febrifuge, a laxative, a diuretic, a corrective,
a regulating and antfbilions medicine,
e^ual to all or-

.v

and

HOTELS.

HAVING

8,013.00! 16,013.00
2,654,97i 5,654.97

Than those paid by any other Company in
the world, and

St., Portland.

P. FEKNY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank.
■ in feta.

For all of which no
oGthe Nkin.
to
extra charge wul be made. All work warranted
for
yourselves.
mchlSdtf
Call and examine

LET.

store in the Rackleff Block, comer
of Middle and Ccurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegantlv finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

or

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

!

perfection*

c

copartnership

a

Federal street.

pleasant part of the city, furnished
IN
nished, with without board.
Address
E.
37 Brown
mfivl4tf

987.40

'flic Dividends oJ this Comp'y

sept lid If

B.,

487.40

70.it I

Rooms Wanted.

Plumbers.

goin^

TO

] DIviden’s
$1251.311 $7,751.31
578.0l| 1,078.01
860.51
1,560.54
1,029.701 2,029,70
2,693.31! 5,698.31

15.25
34.5!
34.21
126.1!
14.0!
232.0S

IN "FACT

large brick

A

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

GEO. E. COLLINS,

I* prepared to make all the

mar24tf

[

The above are examples of. Policies now in force
tna are not exceptional illustrations, but actual ami
uniform results of insurance with this Company, It
will be seen that nearly all these Policies have more
than doubled in ..mount.
There is no
or “Swindle” about this.
T“® experience of THIRTY years of this great
leading Company has shown *he most satisfactory
results, with which every Policy holder is satisfied.
Let those who doubt, call and see for themselves.

EXCHANGE

WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

STORE

JAMES MII.T.EIt.No. «51 Federal Street.

anl

316 CONBBENS

OF THE BEST OFFICES ON
ONE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A.

I

“Mystery”

then tf

jn24*lw

I Amount
of Policy
and

Additions. I

I

13.75
212.00
76.20

To Bet.

BY THE —

—

i

BOSTON.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

?

GIRLS WANTED

oc21Tu&S<fcw2w43

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

tf

A. 8. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. II. I,AMBON. 133Middle St.,cor. Cross.

_

TAMES F.

31J Spring street.

Wanted.

Iteal Estate Agents.

30 Exchange St., Portland.

No.

A
se3l)

WITH
At 52
d
n

former places of business to

formed

>’0V. I,

There is a dog at Cheshire, Conn., more
than two hundred years old. It
belongs to a

Portland

I>. W. & g. It,

1S43.

Dividend

of

NO. 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

8137 67 j

151.47

3/OOj

LARGE FRONT ROOM at

Free Street.

\

oc7tf

street.

To Bet.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.

Ac.

Formerly

75

rooms

To Bet with Board.

4 and 5 Free Street.

=

c

«.

\-J

--j

^

E»-

AT LAW

or

Immediately.

lOO CLOAKMAKERS !
Highest Prices For Good Work.

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR

Rooms To Let.

12.15
25.41
28.10

!

1873

for

898.15"

6001
700|
1,000 ,
3.000
5001
8.000 [

dtf

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen
and board at
Free
pleasant

it

8f

OF

VSTAW kind* of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct,VG0TTfcSti
boxed and matted.

oc20

jrrem“j

$H,5(iO!

can

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

e*rl

3

H

<

o' c

&J“

« s

£P7S

ncUonoagh Patent Bed Lainget,

oc25dtf

!f

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Bede, Mattresses,

Parlor

TWO
Oxford Street.

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle 8trcet.
Anents for Howard Watch Company.

sa»

,,

r<;<
hS.£S
^ £ **
e*£.®

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

»

pis! t> 0

s?sH'

I?
3

3

hrt

^“3

>
m

UPHOLSTERER

l

*

% &

®

2
§ 3
P- r ffl
B
I-,= ^
£=§

e.
d

J. H. HOOPER,

f

Isis* QSS 1 ?:
S
P^
y ^ ^2=1*?
*lgrf H
H 2§ m21*1
%h

2 Ml?

WATER

MANUFACTURER

Bjis;

* © ®

£ 55

FEDERAL STREET,

vrAS AND

«

.•

W. C. CLARK,
103

~
•

x
h

ill?

STEEL PENS.
Special attention called

Wanted.
Gentlemen of steady habits can find good
Board and pleasant rooms by enquiring at 125

Policy.

well built Brick House situated on the wesnear the foot of Pearl street.
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.

THEterly sideofand
Enquire

I Dividend.
nic.a?'

Am"’at
Annual
tj V.1
Prem’m

—

undoubtedly take place in a short time; meanwhile, we, the nndersigned, having removed from

oc22*2w

To Let,

THE

TO

Deering

will
our

and

ASSETS 865,000,090—ALE CASH.

PLEASANT
enec.

*f. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Caudles, 387 Congress 8t,
Portland Me.

by

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.

Portland

Board at 49 Pleasant St.
ROOMS furnished or unfurnished
with or without board. Every modem conven-

L.

northerly

—

ge22d3m

ALLEN HAINES.
*epl9-tl

by

Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State

Also Lores of prepared cement tor
Tools and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roofs of all

(*10AT

—

ESTABLISHED IN

&

quarryman named

City

—

NEW YORK.

HOUSE

Wanted.
MAKERS at 167 Middle street. Best price
J paid.
oc25dtf
C. H. CHESLEY.

LET.

No. 50 Spring street. For terms &c. inquire at the house, or of
FRANK NOYES,
oc2odlwNo. 91 Exchange St,

SALESMEN.—7more goods;

WHEREAS

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

Tin

by

on

1872.

BE

Bakers.

William Parker of the City of Portland in the Comity of Cumberland and State
of Maine on the twenty-fourth day of March A. D.
1873 by his mortgage deed of that date recorded in
the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 390 Page
220, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a certain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate in the town of Cape Elizabeth in said
County of Cumberland and bounded as follows viz:
Beginning at the most South Western corner of
Thomas Robert’s homestead lot, thence running
south 44$ degrees west, niuety-ntne rods by land
which the said Parker sold to Silas Skiilins to other
land owned by said Skiilins; thence south-easterly
by said Silas land to the Murry road thirty rods;
said road, seventy
thence north 76 degrees east
rods, to land sold by the said Parker sold to W, H.
thence
north
19
Skillings;
degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75$ degrees east l>y said W. H. Skiilins
land, eighty rods to the Long Creek road; thence
by said road to Siia* Skiilins mill privilege; thence by said mill privilege to Thomas Roberts
said Roberts land to the
land; then* e westerly
first bounds: containing fifty five acres more or less;
with authority in case of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction and
from the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
and all expenses incurred iu the collection of said
debt; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker
This is to give notice that said lot with the improvements thereon, will he sold at public auction on
said premises on the lOtb day of January A. D. 1874
at 11 o.clock in the forenoon for the reason and purpose atoresaid.
SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
Bv Bradbury & Bradbury,
his Attys.
oc7d3m

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

For

house

Portland, Sep. 18th,

Engineers,

OF THE

and reliable
men to introduce our
one for “York”
and one for “Androscoggin” County. Apply at once
or enclose stamp for particulars.
MJLLIKEN <&
CO., 68 Middle Street, Portland, Ms.
oc2£eodtf

SALE.

State Street, occupied
the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all' modern conveniences.

MACHINEWORKS

—

Wanted.
energetic

Repairing.

For Sale.

PORTLAND

apH

House,”

The *uuBcnber offers for sale his Hotel
3*pro] rty in Limerick Village, York County.
*21 The house has 22 roonffe all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
of water on the premises, and
_two wells
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well Bituated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner.
JOSEPH O. HARMON,
marl.3dtfLimerick. Me.

179 Commercial 8t., Portland.

MAJfFFACTtTREItS

THE

OF

—

TO

—

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

Street.
Springdlwaec<l2w

oo27

Wanted.
HIGHEST market price will be paid for
BARLEF at 138 Fore street, near the market by
P. McGLINCHY,
oc30d3m

kind* of

<llm

o«7

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west Bide
of High, between Pleasant anil Danforth, Sts.
This lot lias a front of about 61 feet and iB about 194
feet deep, and plane have been drawn bi
How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enouire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

KINSMAN,

J.

In House No. 48

Cape Elizabeth
by

MORYING,

Gossip and Gleanings.

—OF—

THE—

THE

—

THEJP BESS.

THE ANNEXATION SATURDAY

K

dividends paid

Chambers to tet

A

All the new
he Porcelain,

Prices.

oc30d3t

—AT

L. TAYLOB.
dtf

Barley

jy!7tf

HOUSE

J. II. LAMSOS,

by calling

Apply to

oc29

Ladies BRACEave

a

$250 per year.

on

For Sale

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

a
owner can

w

Office and paying charges.

“PENN”

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
Inquire at the
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
Portland, Oct. 13th.
ocl3dtf
____•

febio

PORTLAND,

New Jerusalem Church
NEAR
LET
hich the the
this

0~0

L

Ho. 3 Wilmot street te
THEgentlemanrentandof Honse
wife without children. Bent

Found.

ed rooms, all in nice order, Sebago water. Apply to
Wm. H. JERRIS, Roal Estate Agent.
ocl6*3w

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

No. 152 Midtile

AN

the Southerly comerfof
Hanover and Portland Sts., contains eight finish-

THE

3t*

TERMS $8.00 PER
ANNl'M IN ADVANCE.

miscellaneous.

HOW IT PAYS !

corner

lower

AN

JOHN C. PROCTER, or
W. GAGE, 211 Broad St., Boston.

COTTAGE house

Wanted.
experienced SALESWOMAN; also an Apprentice. Euquire at the N, Y. Branch, 335
oc31tt
Congress street

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this:'.; r
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with references

Cottage for Sale.

removed to

NO. 84 1-2 MIDDLE STR11ET,

x

R.

lower

1873.

1,

INSURANCE.

House to Let.

DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO.,

Granite Store No. 1 Galt Block,

STREET.

Tenement of House
of Salem
and Clark streets. Apply at 19 Winter street.
THE
oc30

Exchange

For other Property. A rare chance.
A first rate Farm, containing 160

BUSINESS CARDS.

W.

or

PLAIN Gold RING, the name of “Samuel” on
the inside. The finder will bo
liberally reward*ed by leaving it with the proprietor of the Falmouth
Hotel.•
oe31*lw

at

NOVEMBER

LEI._

House to Let.

A

Block.

TO

Lost.

Estate

Money to Loan.
Real Estate Security, in
Portland,
ONorfir*.class
vidnity-Rcnts colleclert, taxes paid, &c., on
Houses bought and sola. Annlv to F
Commission.
G PATTERSON, Dealer In Real
Estate,'

MORNING.

SATURDAY

MULNIX,

DEALER IX

OFFICE

PARLOR,
—

AND

COOKING

—

STOVES,

Ranges & Walker Furnaces
39 CENTRE
BETWEEX

STREET,

FREE AltD

C'OAGBEM.

”2t)___tf_
Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED

has

—OK—

Hav-

information
Dyed Crown, Black. 3lno-Btark
and Ulnr,
left over from his voluminous Life of Wesley,
Wear.
he has made a new volume with the above
and Pressed Beady Far
not to crack.
title, wherein he follows up the career of th
Ne Kipping required. Warranted
more obscure persons associated with the
KOEOR,
AT FOOTER *
founder of Methodism in his first essays totinfn R«re-«.
ward reform. Whitefield is omitted because
he already has his biographers.
Though this
is leaving Hamlet out of the play, the book
91 EXCHANGE ST.
has an uucDmmon interest nevertheless. Of SO.
at one dollar and upward* comdeposit*
to
Oxford
associates
it
is
curious
Wesley's
|
mence interest on the flrrt day of tiie raonrh
he date ol dcr-oait.
note that nearly all separated from him in
following
j1 *uay2V-<Uf
FLANK NOYES. Treaaorcr.
their subsequent life. In those times more

ing a

mass

of various collateral

arnsMThAStr_«4
Portland Savings Rank,

4Lid

the press.

3 n *DAV M0R5ING.
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regular attache of the Pkesb is furnished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
j*ir>«a, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hote
iftewjtra will confer a favor upon us by demanding
rr—'. utllii of every person claiming to represent our
,sOoli, as we have information that several .‘humB«T nre seeking courtesies in the name of the
end we have no disposition to
he, even passlvely. a party to such fraud
Ef

rav

with

card

Wt do not read
anonymous letters and communlfutloas. ITie name and address of the write* are in
•ai

useslndispcnsah e,uol necessarily for publication

tint

guaranty of good faitli.
undertake to return
tt am cations that are not use;.
m a

W

cannot

reserve

or

com

Xow-a-days and the Days of Old.
Recently a good clergyman of this city gave
h'’s congregation a graphic sermon on the bolltwne .s, heirtlessuess and hopeless depravity that pervades all classes and conditions iu
»icictv. It was a dreadfully dark picture,
And if his hearers took it to

heart, they

havs felt very uucomfortable.
iu

much of truth

it,

more

There

was

of

imagination
dyspeptic so n-

little of that
ireness teat comes of good dinners

perhaps

and

a

must

with too

little out of do.,r exercise and too little actual
• intact with ail kinds of men.
JL ka this good man, there are lots of pcopi* who put ou a look of hopeless despond-

A passenger on an Ohio
railroad, aroused
from serene slumber by the
tooting ot a whistle,
exclaimed petulantly,
“The train has caught
up with those cattle again.”
The number of messages sent
postal tele-

Annexation.
New York and Brooklyn are moving towards a union of the two cities, and a movement is on foot for the annexation of a portion of Westchester county to New York.
On Wednesday evening of this week, the

by

graph in Great Br.tain for the week ending
October 11, 1872, was 319,995; for the week
ending October 12,1873, 372,884; increase, 52,889.

made a rejoint committee on this question
the union, in which the folto
favorable
port
statement in regard to the density of

lowing

of several

The new constitution for Pennsylvania will
be voted on at a special election in December
and if adopted will take effect on the first of
January, unless where otherwise provided in
the instrument itself.
The Sacramento Union declares that Gov.
Booth will certainly be elected United States
Senator from California, if there is such a

made—viz.:
Chicago has a population of only 1,341 to the
square mile, Sau Francisco of 1,661; Boston

population

cities is

2,278; Philadelphia, 5,309; London, 26,653;
Pekin, China, 28,393; Paris 30,150, whflfe
New York has a population of 42,829 to the
square mile. The population of the built-up
portion of the city is still more, namely, 87,-

thing as good faith among representatives, or
strength in the popular will. The Sau Diego
World, a Democratic paper, takes the same

000 persons to the square mile.
Portland
(the islands excepted) has an area of less than
2 and 2-3 square miles, and a population of

view.
The letter of the Pope to the Emperor William cou'inues to attract atteution, and is further commented upon by the British press.
The Times says that the more carefully it is
examined, the more it will be'found to repay
examination, and the more will be the points
of curious interest it will disclose.
Tiie Supreme Court of Massachusetts has
pronounced the act passed by the last legislature, entitled “An act to prevent fraud in
elections in cities,” unconstitutional, so far as
it has reference to the appointment of super-

13,000 to the square mile.
The following observations made by this
committee are worthy the attention of the
people of Portland:
An eminent authority on the movement of
population has stated that New York annually
loses lO.Ut'O inhabitants who cannot find suitable homes on this island, and who seek residences in the neighboring cit;es of New Jersey.
Those who are thus leaving New York have
been aocustoraed to a city life, and seek, in
their compulsory exile,the advantages of municipal administration to meet the wants of
homes for tills valuable class of the population
It is,
annually leaving us in such numbers.
therefore, proposed to increase the territorial
limits of this city by annexing to it the towns
of Morrisania, West Farms, and King’s Bridge,
over

visors of elections by the judges, in requiring
of them a power which is not judicial but executive.
The Republican State Committee of Maryland, after investigating the last municipal
election in Baltimore, say that repeating wa3
done in the midst of the police, and that welj
known citizens, whose uames bad been voted
upon, were unable to procur the arrest of the
offenders,
By these means the Democrats
manufactured a large majority in Baltimore,
for effect epoti the November elections.
But
their frauds were too clumsy to escape detection, and their rascality will not bring them
the expected reward.
General Jubal Early, the Rev. Dr. J. L. MeCurry, General Wade Hampton, the Rev.
Moses D. Hoge and Major Robert Stiles were
the principal speakers at the meeting of the
Southern Historical Society at Richmond Wednesday. The speakers generally repudiated the
the idea of of apologizing for their connection
with the Confederacy.
General Early stated
that it was the purpose of General Lee to write

in the

county of Westchester. This district
seems to have been intended by nature as the
ency when they speak of uow-a-days. Since
territory upon which New York can overflow.
Its westerly boundary is the Hudson and Har
the beginning of the 19th century, they can
lem Rivers, nearly all of which affords a navisee uo good, and during the la-t quarter of a
gable waterfront, which will itself add ten
miles to the dockage facilities oil New York
••atury nothing but evil. Their faces ate
city, from the north to the Bronx River; a seAlways turned to the past. Iu the glow of ries of ridges, all running southerly, extend toward the city, having between them broad
Antiquity, the fogs and mists of superstition,
plains upon which the homes of the people can
And iguorauce of the past become a divine
be bui it, and at (he same time opening out uphalo around this new wrecked globe, and its i on the Harlem River, Kilns, and Long Island
men and women appear iu it as gods and
Sound, iu such manner as to cause a natural
iuto tide water.
goddesses. The men who then died in dun- drainage
The adoption of the measure will afford
geon# or at the stake for truth’s sake, were
homes where “the grass is green and I he air
martyrs of god like mould, while the humble
pure,” at a cost which will put them within
men aud timid women who volunteered to
reach of the working men.
That city is in a
dangerous condition that has no middle class to
comfort tbe dying in Memphis hospitals and
stand as a check upon the pride and avarice of
tbsre became victims of the fever scourge,
the rich, and the resulting envy and lowliness
ware the weak devotees of sentimeutalism,
of the very poor. Without more territory New
York is fast becoming such a city, and for this
eager for any service that would lift them out
reason above all others,
we advocate
annexaof the aelfish throng to which they bslorg
tion.
and of which they were a part. Iu their esGeobge S. Scammon, Esq., who has just
timation there were never warriors of such
been nominated by the Republicans of Malcourage aud devotion as those who fought on
den as representative to the Massachusetts
the plains of Mar.Vhou. The men who sufGeneral Court is^a Maine boy, born and bred
fered at Valley Forge are only maguified info
in Waterville, where he graduated from the
heroic size as years separate them from the
college in the class of’63. He is now pracpresent, while those who crimsoned the
ticing law with much success in Boston, has
hills
of
rugged
Gettysburg with their blood
lots of brains aud energy and is certain to bewere but ordinary men inspired by a vulgar
come prominent in public life upon which
enthusiasm over a bit of bunting.
George he is
just entering. His old college friends,
Washington alone of ail our Presidents is
who loved him well, will watch his career
held up as a model of wisdom aud patriotism
with great interest.
while Abraham Lincoln was but au iguorant

backwoodsman wheu living, and now is only
venerated because his life and deeds are matters of history. Indeed this class of

only happy when reading
of venerable historical societies..

ple

are

It is not

good peothe records

are

ready to be rung in. True the Bourbons in
Burope still insist, in puerile prattle, that they
are “kings by tbe grace of God” and have a
divine right to move nations like puppets and
tax and clash them together at their pleasure.
I* our own country, the Jay Goulds and
Vanderbilts by fraud and violence, bind heavy
hardens uoon commerce aDd industry, but
tbe late upheaval in Wall street has so nearly
broken their sceptre that their abdication is

question

of time..

Indeed,

phan
tom of the Democratic party, like Banquo’s
ghost “won’t down” and still insists on being
re-organized as a living and positive power of
the'

darkiless.

Nevertheless we have no sympathy with those who continually glorify the
past on i denounce the present and it will re-

quire but a superficial survey of the history of
the past and comparison with the
present to
show that the world never neld so advanced
position In civilization, general intelligence,
morality as to-day.
The moral status of a community can only
bo ascertained by noting the degree of acuteness on moral questions, and the degree of
a

and

reprobation which they visit upon exbioitions of vice.
Apply this test to the past
and tbe present and tbe comparison it enables
ns to draw will be favorable to the latter.
David an d Solomon were excellent men.according
to the standards of their time in which their
great virtues obscured and palliated their ofuiu

icnces;

j ringed

ny

me

severer mo

auty or

to-day, no amount of intellectual power or
pious professions could save them lrom becoming social outlaws, or would render them
“available” as candidates for public place.
To-day the moral sentiment of Great Britain
would be so outraged by the licentiousness of
the court of Charles II. time, that public indig.
nation would find expression in revolution.
In our own country in its earlier days,
per.
• anal purity was cf so little account that
Aarou Barr, infamous for his immoralities,
was elected Vice President, and came within
one vote only of securing the
Presidency.
Literature that was freely read by all classes
a hundred years since, has since been banished as indecent.
So sensitive is the public
mind to the purity of character of its
public
men, that a rumor of impropriety against one
ie followed by a demand that he either clear
hi> skirts of it or stand condemned.
The history of the development of Christianity viewed from the present stand point,

affords abundant evidence that the Christian
church of to-day has a fuller realization of
the import of the Master’s
teachings and is
nearer

in its

to His

approach

than ever before.

In

the

high
days of

standard
the refor-

mation. both Romish and Protestant history
is disgraced by frequent deeds of
savagery
that would now appall the civilized world.
There is no question but that the
Pilgrim
fathers were the most devoted and the most
conscientious men of their times, but the
method they employed to convince
Baptists
and Quakers ot the error of their
ways, would
not be sanctioned to-day. Our older
people
tell us of “ordination dinners” where the
most exemplary of divines grew
merry on the
abundance of good liquors, always furnished
on thoss occasions.
To-day public sentiment
In Maine condemns the use of wines at
public

dinners,
clergyman who recently defended moderate drinking in Massachusetts, was held up by the press of the
country as a curiosity greater than an Egypand the German

tian mummy.

All of

us

can

remember when

leading clergymen

in the North defended the
crime of human slavery, when
leading denominational papers were conservative on
this subject, and the American Tract
Society
ref .sed to publish a tract against the

To-day there

is not a

system.
clergyman in the land

who will not declare that it was a
great wrong
Mid in antagonism with the positive
and

spirit of

teaching

the Bible.

Since the dawn of the Christian era there
has been a conflict between the
kingly few
4trd the masses. As
has become

ullnr

Idea or

..

president.

The democratic party is in the condition of
the man who said that it was so long since
he bad seen a dollar, that a five-cent piece
looked as big as a cart-wheel. They have
magnified the result of the Ohio election into
a democratic victory.
St. Louis Democrat.
The Boston Globe thinks the most impor
tant lesson of last year's fire has been unheeded. Among all the new structures completed or going up in the burnt district its reporter is unable to find a really fire-proof

building. Every one of them has wooden
partitions and floorings connected by wooden
stairways, and all this woodwork may bum
out, aDy day, leaving the outer shell standing,
perhaps, but worthless.
There are lots ot men, abundantly ab'e.
who take no home paper; and yet when they
die, we shall notice their deaths cheerfully.
Editors have to he forgiving and public spiritcu.—-yru/ titftci ifviM.

popular question in Massachusetts just
what shall we do with the lloosac
tunnel? Our advice is probably not sought
for; but it would settle maGy political differences, and bring some money to the Stale, to
shut it up at both ends, dig a hole into it from
The

is

now

Ihe top, and exhibit it to the awe-stricken
mariner and others as a mammoth cave.
—Rochester Democrat.

resolution,

The

iu the Natioual

Board of

Trade, by Mr. Dorr, of Buffalo, asking Congress to clean out the Detroit river, suggests
the geological fact that the time is comipg
when there will remain no natural connection
between Lake Huron and Lake Erie. In
other

words,

nature is at «ork destroying the
siugle water route which Chicago now has to
the sea. It is within the memory of man
that Lake St. Clair has shrunken in its dimensions, and is being surely and rapidly encroached on by the up-rising shores. It is
entirely within the prescience of the scientific
prophet that Chicago will, one day, stand on
bluffr a hundred feet above the water, of the
lake, while the adjacent prairies will be wooded like the crests of New England hills.—

Chicago Tribune.

of the

Speaking

Grangers

the St.

Louis

Globe says: Sincere iu their aims, and entitled to sympathy in their presentation of the

great needs of the agricultural interest, they
have not yet proposed any remedy which
promises the least relief.
Those who think that women should not
vote because

they cannot fight,—in other
words, because they cannot help in the last
extremity to enforce the laws, apparently
forget that the same physical weakness exposes them helpless to unjust laws, and that
the ballot is the same defense for them that
it is for every man and every class in the
community.—Geo. Wm. Curtis.
Congregational Union Conference.—
This body composed of ten Congregational
Churches in West Oxford, and seven a ljoining
in Cumberland; held its semi-annual session
wi'h the Church in

Wednesday

Hiram,

on

Tuesday

aud

last-

Two years ago, this church consisted of seven
was without a place of worship;
its numbers now are increasing, and it owns
free from debt, a Meeting-house of ample size,
which is also tasteful, comfortable aud conveni-

members, aud

ent.
The pastor Rev. R, H. Davis, has just entered upon the second year of his acceptable'and
successful ministry.
The Moderator of the Conference Rev. T. S.
of Bridgton, aud the Scribe Rev,' N,
Scribner of North Bridgton, were chosen at
the previous meeting.
The sermons were delivered by Rev. J. F.
Rea of Bridgton, and by the Moderator.
A discussion upon the “The Holy Spirit,”

Perry

assigned uuder different heads to several minister and laymen occupied mo3t of the session
and

full of interest and profit.
The claims of the Christian Mirror with its
proposed new departure under the able editorship of Rev. B. P. Snow, were briefly presented. A collection was taken in behalf of The
was

Maine Missionary Society. Bangor
Seminary
also held in especial remembrance.
Besides the ministers of the Conference, a
majority of whom were in attendance; Rev’s.
was

and

Osgood of York Conference

wer*

The
meeting of the Conference will bg
held with the Church in North Bridgton.

News and Other Items.
The secession of Chicago from Illinois, and
its establishment as an independent state, is
still discussed by the local newspapers.
The outcast women of Washingtan
are
said to have contributed §000 to the Meinp his
sufferers.
The amount of bonds already placed by the

mobhed in the cities of
Wb° ,,eM
Pylons of respect
*«ty.neMwi at the
higher law,” and emblazoned
upon

D,ati0nal

institution

next

next

Were

its banners, slavery
extension.”
dswn, and with it fell the

get the notion out of Mr. Allen G. Thurman’s bead that he is in danger of being the

preset.t.

*^da

re°

Current Notes.

Springfield Republican says probably
a surgical operation will now be necessary to

it Went

syndicate is §70,000,000. Their contract empires
December 1st.

of Slav

ery, and to-day no set of politicians are
so
The St. Louis hanks, which
suspended curidiotic, so unmindful of intelligent public
to
opinion as go before the people ou the ques- rency payments a few weeks ago, have all resumed, and are astonished to find that their
tion of restricted suffrage.
receipts of currency exceed the payments.
The comparison might be carried still furthllie recent storms did
great damage on the
er, but would only show that the
increasing lake coast in Huron county, Michigan. Many
years have brought to mankind a
li'gber civ. valuable piers were carried away, and vess* Is
llization and a broader and truer culture. To weis driven
upon the rocks.
•how otherwise-that
The
the civilization of to.
Washington Chronicle advocates tihe
< aj is not as
high and as gener:lj as that Of ; passage of some law which will cure the allei
*
ed evils resulting from the
e past—that its
alms and purposes are less i
abolition of
,'p
Iranking privilege.
noble—that rts appreciation
pf and regard for I At a trial recently held in
St. Louis, the n.1 s
ngnt » not so well defined.as
centuries agomer at the bar, the lawyer who was
defend!, ,E
condusion
lim, the reporter and the Judge, were all clas jnates in college.

«^tCChmtLity0is ahfaiSU‘ble

The Ilev. Win. D. Herrick of North Amherst,
Mass., has accepted a call to the Cougregationalist church in Gardiner.
Rev. Charles E. Goodwin, pastor of the
Christian Church at York, has been obliged to
relinquish his labor on account of impaired
health. He has been with this society for
tweuty years lacking a few mouths.
Rev. Wm. Merrill has closed' his labers with
the church at Kennebunkport, and is about to
return to Lyman to rest and recruit for awhile.
The !resignation cf Rev. M. H.
Williams,
pastor of
Plymouth Church. Portland, lias
been accepted, and aCouncil will soon be called
to dissolve the connection.
Rev. b. W. H. Baker has tendered his
resignation as pastor of the Congregational church
in Brewer.
The Baptist church in Washburn have invited Rev. R, A. Patten to labor with them the
coming year, and are having preaching every
Sabbath at their newschoolhousein the village.
Rev. Dr. Butler, formerly of this State, having been obliged to leave Kansas on account of
the health of his family, has been engaged by
the Columbia street Baptist church of Bangor
to supply their pulpit for a few weeks.
The Cumberland Congregational Association
will meet at Cumberland Center, on Tuesday,
Nov. 11th, at nine oclock A M„—the meeting
to coutinue one day.
The first division will
present papers. Preachiug in puniic ny Kev.
'V. n. retiu
PvtUttUQ.

Rev. Wm. E.

jj

Spear,

of the last class at the
was ordained
pastor of the Congregational church in Dunbarton, N. H., Oct 16.
Rev. N. W. Plummer of Hebron will commence a meeting at the Free
Baptist meeting
house in Sweden Friday, Nov. 14th, at 2 p, m.,
to continue over the Sabbath.
At South Auburn the church of which Rev.
Mr. Mil iett is pastor is greatly blessed. Forty
persons have been converted and united with
the church the past season. The church has
been repaired.
A^ Methodist church is to be erected at Jordan’s Corner, Denmark, on a lot purctaseil of
Mial Jordan, on the south side leading to Denmark Corner. One thousand dollars have been
subscribed, and the work is to commeuc at

Theological Seminary in Bangor,

once.

A revival is in progress in the Advent church
in Bangor. Also in Itockport, where more than
one hundred conversions are
reported.
The Baptist church iu Pembroke fare
making
efforts to secure a pastor.
At a recent meeting, ‘the third
Baptist
Church, Camden,’ unanimously voted to
change the name to ‘the Baptist Church, Rock

port.’

Rev. W, E. Morse, of Caribou, closes his labors with the church in that
place, and also
with the M'ssionary Convention this month,
and goes to Nobleboro to labor with' the church
there.
In Madrid some twenty young
people have
been llie fruits of a revival of religion in that

Piscataquis County Conference of Congregational churches held its semi annual scssTon
Oct, 21st and 22d, at Abbot, in the midst of the
great storm. Ou some of the roads the river
liad poured its waters so deep as to flow into
the carriages, well nigh immersing the horses.
All, however, passed with safety, ltev. Charles
Davidson, moderator of tbe Conference, was
ordained to the work of the ministry, on Wed-

nesday.
Tbe Haverhill, Mass. Gazette says that Rev.
Wm. H. Spencer has resigned his pastorate of
the Unitarian Society of that city, It is
report-

that he lias become converted to the Orthodox faith.
Tbe Baptist church in Waterville on
Sunday
last, voted unanimously to extend a call to
Rev. S. P. Merrill of Adams, N. Y.
About one half tbe members of the Christian
Baptist Society in Skowhegan. which society
recently dissolved, met last Saturday and formed themselves into a new organization, to he
known hereafter as the “Primitive F. W.
Baptists,” with Elder Mitcheil as pastor.
Rev. F. Reed has recently commenced his labors as pastor of the Freewill Baptist church at
ed

Gray.
A strong revival interest is prevailing io Lexington, where, of late, Rev. Charles Woodcock

has been laboring in the cause of Christ. About
thirty have been converted and reclaimed.—
There are twelve new converts, among whom is
a little bov nine
years of age, who takes an active part in the social meetings.
Rev. J. R. Bowler, general Baptist missionary, has been laboring with the churches in

Aroostook.
The

Methodist church in Vienna has had a
donation of $.500 from Mr. Lewis Cofren, lately
deceased, to support preachiug.

STATE NEWS.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY

The night train will be taken off the E. &
N. A. Railway, November 10th, and sfter that
date no Pullman cars will be run over that
road.
Michal O’Connor of Bangor had his leg
shockingly smashed by a heavy stone falling on
it in a stone yard, Tiiujsday, on the east side,
but ortuuately for him the leg was a wooden
one, substituted for one of flesh and bone aud
blood lost last year by M r. O’CoDuor.
On Monday night the dwelling house of Mr.
Johnson Lamb npar Carmel, was totally destroyed by tire with most of its contents, includiug a large quantity of potatoes iu the cellar.
About fout o’clock Thursday morning the
store of Hugh Reed & Co., at Glcnwood, was
burned, with the entire stock of goods which
it contained.

The Journal says the Odd Fellows of Lewiston and Auburn have made
generous donations
to the Memphis sufferers.
The Journal says Deacon Josiah Jordan who
died Thursday, was the oldest man in Lewis

rions

WALDO COUNTY.

The Gordon case will be the first murdertrial held in Waldo county for 15 years.

YORK COUNTY.

The Journal says there seems to be no doubt
bnt that the horse and carriage of Robert W.
Lord of Kennebnnk, which was stolen on the
15th mst., was takeu by the notorieus Jack
Hale, as the celebrated horse thief was in town
on that day.
The next session of York county Lodge of
the f. O. of O. F. will be held with Springvale
Lodge, No. 122, at Springvale, on Thursday,
Nov. 6th, 1873.
Cornish and the adjoining towns bad a Union
Fair at the first named place Wednesday and

Parsonsfield,

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.
bones, the first who spread]

Still,

as

I cast

a

that

a

<lose of

nine/* it is equally cerhealthy tonic like Hostetter’s

Stomach Bit ters taken at this inclement season ol
the year may save many an unpleasant twinge.
A
dose, however, iB not sufficient. The system should
1*3 LWrougLly
-with
this
ohorgod
genial vegetable
stimulant and iuvigorant. Commence taken it with
the commencement of the atmosphere ci«uige»
which distinguish the winder «—* thts autumn,
xirereny you imt avoid tnose disturbances of the digestive and secretive organs, and those painful deceases of the muscles and nerves ol sensation, which
often render the period of the year which should be
the merriest, a season of penance and disquietude.
The extraordinary vigor and regularity which this
exhilarating restorative imparts to the most important functions of the body, render it an tnvaluabie
remedy for nervous debility, constipation, indigestion. torpidity of the liver, and intermittent fevers.

SPECIAL
KIND

NOTICES.

WORDS.

The Associated Reform Presbyterian says—For
years Perry Davis* Pain-Killer has been known as a
most useful family medicine. For pains and aches
we know nothing so good as the Pain-Killer.
For
many iuternai diseases it is equally good. We speak
from experience, aud testify to what we know.
No
family ought to be without a bottle of Davis’ PainKiller.

Davis & Son. Prov. R. I.,—
Gents:—Although a sirauger to you I am not to
invaluable
medicine. Pain-Killer.
1 formed
your
its acquaintance in 1847 and I am on most intimate
Messrs. Perry

terms with it still; my experience in its use confirms
my belief that there is no medicine equal to PainKiller for the quick and sure cure of Summer ComSore Throat. Croup, Bruises and Cuts. I
tave used it in all and found a speedy cure in every

tdaints,
case.

fours

Truly.

T. J.

CARDINER, M.

D.

Judging by
experience whoever once makes a
trial of Perry Davis* Pain-Killer, will not fail to recommend it widely as on une<mailed liniment, and
valuable internal remedy for colds aud various other
complaints.—Every Month.
efficacy of Perry

Davis* world-renowned PainKil'er in aP di-eases of the bowels, even in that terrible scourge, the Asiatic Cholera, has been amply
attested by the most convincing authority. Missionaries in China and Indi have written home in commendation of this remedy in terms that should carry
conviction to the most skeptical, while its popularity
in communities nearer homo is amp] eproof that the
virtues claimed for it are real and tangible. Among
family medicines it stands unrivalled.—Boston Courier.
The

The Saturday Evening Gazette of Boston, says:
It is impossible to find a place on this broad land
where Pe.ry Davis’ Pain-Killer is not known as a
most valuable remedy for physical pain.
In the
countrv, miles from physiciau or apothecary, the
Pain-Killer is cherished as the exclusive panacea,
and it never deceives.

“We have tested the Pain-Killer, and assure
ou. readers that it not only
possesses all the virtues
claimed for it, but in many instances
any
other remedy we have ever known.” surpasses
Ifrrvttd of Gos-

pel Liberty.

oc30sneod&wlm

20,000.

10,000.

TEN THOUSAND COPIES

STATE OF MAINE ADVERTISER
Will be published and distributed
December 1, 1873,
to every Merchant and
ol Maine.

General Trader In the State

This advertising medium will be issued in Book
Form. ? nd size convenient to be carried in the pocket. Wholesale Merchants—and specialties with advertisers—your attention is particularly requested.
In addition to the extensive circulation guaranteed
we propose to present to each patron who takes one
page for advertising, which costs only Ten Dollars

for this edition of Ten Thousand Copies, a
copy of
the latest and most valuable book issued tuis sensen
by Rev. W. H. II. MURRAY, entitled,

PERFECT DORSE;,')

price at

all stores Four Dollars.
£3T“Canvassers wanted for Portland and Bangor.
8
Address for terms and copies of Advertiser

ED W. D. ADAMS & CO.,
BOSTON.
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OYSTER

BATCHELOR’S HAIR BYE.

up

a

first-class Ladies

3 0 0 1-3

Oyster Saloon

CONGRESS

—FOR—

THE

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Bridgton turns out 450 dozen shovel handles
week.
Sirs. Caroline A. Warren, widow of the late
Gen. Geo. A. Warreu, died quite suddeuly at
a

Windham, Thursday night
The News says Nathan Barnard, an aged c:tizeu residing oil the road from North Bridgton
to the Forest Mills, was found dead in his bed
Heart disease was the
Monday morning.
of liss sudden death.

WOOD’S, ESTEY’S

octiSdslm

limlVlU ITU'S

REED ORGANS.
Sli ct Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars Aconrdeons, Strings of ’he best, uualitv, ana all kinds of
Musical Instruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
C. K. HVWES.
and Retail by
Particular attention given to orders.
Ee12

KNOX CONNTY.

The Ilockland shoe factory has suspended
work.
The Bockland thieves break in and steal
stone cutters hammers.

OF

1873-74.

MORNING

St.

__sn3mos

Notice.
Springer will receive pupils in object
drawing and painting at her room No. 12 Cahoon
oc!8»n*3w

THS

WINTER.

offering

now

than

ever

larger

a

before,

asem-

the latest styles of Sea-

sonable Goods

NATIONAL TONIC RITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale br all Pruggists.

DIES, MISSES, BOYS and CHILdren’s wear, all of wblcb

FOB SALE BY ALL DBUOCSISTS.
snd&w3m39

sel7

nqtice7~
Eastern] and Maine Central Railroads.

offered at the very Lowest Prices

£ Don’t fail

to see these Goods and

learn prices before you

Be

sure

iilABKET

SQUARE.

and call for

SOOTHING SYRUP.”

jy7MWS«m

ssr

STOCK

AND

antf

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 Congress street,
one

door above Brown. Portland, Me.

au26sntf

Harrison’s Peristaltic Lozenges.
Pleasant, Prompt and Effective. Two taken at
night move the bowels once next morning. Unlike
all Pills, they never cause pain nor require increase
of dose to

perfect

a cure.

They cure Headache, Dizziness, Oppression after
eating, Sour Rising, nd every evil arising from Cos-

and Indigestion. Warranted in all cases
of Piles, either bleeding or blind. Trial box, 30 cts.
Large box, 60 cts.; mailed free for this last price.
DR. HARRISON’S ICELAND BALSAM,
a splendid cure for coughs, hoarseness, and all
throat and lung complaints.
For sale by E. S.
HARRISON & CO„ Proprietors, No. 1 Tremont
oc31snlm
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists,
tivknebs

Blackhead and Fleshworm, use PERRY’S improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
mecicine
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold bv Drugsists

oc8deod&wsn2m41

everywhere.

FOR MOTH, PATCHES* FRECKLES
TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle
It is reliable and harmless. Sold by
Druggists everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St. N. Y.
And
Lotion.

d&wsneod2m41

A BOOK FOR

ETERI

MAY.

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,*’ a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
THE

years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best
medical work ever published, and the only one on
tliis class ot ills worth reading. 19Ctb edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1. Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulflnch street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience

ivnr31»neod&wly

FIXTURES
MAJRRIED.

—

OF

A

DRY

—

CLASS

ymeT

STORE

GOODS
IX THIS CITY

FOR

In Augusta. Oct. 30, by Rev. J. H. Ecob, Geo. M.
xouog oF x*ortlaud and Miss Carrie E. How of Augusta.
In Denmark, Sept. 28. William Hill of Denmark
and Hannah Littlefield of Bridgton.
In Brunswick, Oct. 14, Frank Johnson and Miss
Jennie Noble.

SALE.
DIED.'

Loeation good.
business.

other

Rent low.

for selling,

Reason

Address for particulars,

BOX 1736 P.

O.

oc20

sntf

In Augusta, Oct. 25, Otis O. Newhall of Saco, aged
38 year s. |
In Casco, Oct. 4, Alonzo F. Chute, aged 30 years,—
son ot James Chute, 2d.
In Chelsea, Mass., Oct. 24. of consumption, Charles
O. Quinby, formerly of Portland, aged 38 years and
1 month. [Eastport and St John, NB, papers please

erly

carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

56 years 10 months.

HAW RES,

MIDDLE

To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

Society.
The public are therefore lequested to give promjft
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowlcogo, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
justice.
Per order.
sntf
ap29

SALE.

Emery Street, just finished with al
the modjm improvements; Bath Room, Sebago, Gas,

Springvale. Mass., Oct. 30, JSrastua Hayes, formof Portland, aged 72 years.
In Miami, Dale Co., Florida, Sept. 25. of yellow fever, Charles E., eldest son of Chas. F. and Mary J.
Barns, aged 36 years,—formerly of Washington, -.C.
Also, Oct. 9, Mary J„ wife of Charles F. Barns, aged

Caspian.Quebec.Liverpool.. Nov
Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool_Nov

1
1
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Nov 1
City of Montreal... New York.. Liverpool_Nov 1
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Nov 4
Atlas. New York .Jamaica.Nov 4
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool_Nov 4
Claribel.New York. .Pt an Prince. Nov 5
Granada. New York. .Aspinwall_Nov 5
York.. Liverpool_Nov 5
City of New York.. New York.. Havana.Nov 6
Algeria.New York. Liverpool....&ov 5
Batavia.New York -Liverpool... Nov 8
City of Mexico.New York.. Hav& VCruz Nov 8
City of Chester.New York..Liverpool,- .Nov 8
Columbia.New York .Havana.Nov 11
Atlas.Bo-ton.... ^Liverpool_Nov 11
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... .N«v 12
City of Antwerp —New York.. Liverpool.... Nov 13
City of Merida.New York .Havana.Nov 13
City of Brussels_New York. .Liverpool... Nov 15

on

& etc.

Apply

miniature Almanac.Nmmber I.

the Premises.
JAMES A. TENNEY.

sen25sntf

DB.

I

Moon sets.2.35 AM
High water. 7.45 AM

MARINE NEWS.

JAMES A. SPALDING,
PORT OF PORTLAND'

OCULIST.

Friday* Oct. 31*
ARRIVED.

tfONGREBS ST.,

3011-9

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

Room

Mo. 6.

Residence Preble
sellsn6m

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC [SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

Aretlieonly medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organa that caused tho cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thiida of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate from a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of liis situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrap is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Scbenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Sclienek’s Mandrake Pills are req aired.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H
SCIIENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 Collegeplace, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf
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Steamer Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Brig Torrent, Wilder, Sagua—molasses to Phinney
& Jackson, and Geo S Hunt.
Brig Elizabeth Ann. (Br) Moore, Windsor, NS—
plaster to Knight & Whiuden.
Sch A J Simonton, Hail, Baltimore.
Sch La Volta, Whittemore, New York for BacksponSch Mary Augusta. Torrey, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Doris, Keith, Boston for Ellsworth.
Sch W Starrett, (Br) Koft, Kempt, NS—380 tons
plaster to Knight A Whidden.
Sch T P Ladd, (Br) Balcom, Annapolis, NS—wood
to order.

Sch Harry Bluff, Bensno, Shediac, NS—200 bbls

mackerel.
Sch M E Torrey, Torrey, Bay Chaleur—170 bhl«
mackerel.
Sch M P, (Br) Brown, St John, NB—110.000 feet
lumber to S H Berry & Son.
Sch Lucy Ann, Lowell, Thomaston—lime to C A B
Morse & Co
Sch H M Waite, Gott, Calais for New York.
Sch Olive Hayward, Hutchins, Bangor for NYork.
Schs Glide, Miller, and Challenge, Higgins, Bangor
for Boston.
Sch Delaware. Stevens, Bangor for Gloucester.
Sch Isis, Phillips, Bangor for Boston.
Schs Amelia. Bullock, and May Day, Adams, Bangor for Sonth Norwalk.
Sch Niagara, Nickerson, Boothbav.

Sch Celcstia, Reed, Bcothbay for Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Giendon, (Br) Snlis, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, Las Tunas—Geo S
Hunt.
Sch E E Stlmpson, Randall, New York—Bunker
Bros.
Sch J V Troop, (Br' Pash'. Thorn’s Cove. NS.
Sch Ben Bolt, (Br) Drake. St George, NB.

[FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.)
KENNEBUNKPORT, Oct 31—Sch Roxana Burley

(of Yarmouth) Copt H P Merrill, from Portland for
Gosport. (Isle of Shoals) and Boston, went ‘ashore at
2J o’clock this morning, at Well’s Beach near where
the Br steamship Clotilda was stranded. The crew
took to the boat and landed in Well’s river at dayShe was owned by
light.. She will he a total lose.The
the master and is uninsured.
cargo conalsted of
clapboards and pine lumber (ex schr Eliza Frances
which put back to Portland full ot water) consigned
to J R Poor of Gosport, and spruce boards to L Lovejoy of Boston. Part or whole of the cargo may be
saved.

SQUARE:

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The ticket office for the sale of evening tickets to
the M. L. A. Entertainments will not bo opened until seven o’clock on account of the large number of

Barque John F Pearson, 536 tons, built at Harnswell in 1864, has been sold to F Spring & Co ol New
York and her name changed to Brooklynite, and
hailing port to London.

the

extracting

teeth

of Ether

for

without pain.
gntf

sold, and in order that all holding
tickets may obtain seats, no more evening
tickets will be sold on any evening (except for ‘‘standing room”) than there are seats in the Hall.
oc29tf
By order of the Lecture Committee.
course tickets

nEHORAKDA.

course

"french

language.

jul.es l. diorazain,
OF PARIS,
Instrtuclor in French at the High
School.
a APPLETON BLOCK.

PORTLAND,
»u2

Saturday

every

commencing

at

at

0

Consignments

ALLE2f#

w>

salesroom,

o’duck

...

18

Exchange

31.

solicited.

street
oc3dtf

At next Saturday’!, sale, commencing at
9 A. M. we shall sell 7 Chamber Setts, 25
new and seemd hand Carpets, Peer, Arch
top and plain Mirrors, 10 Boquet nnd
Center Tables. Ash and B. W. Extension
Tables, line Ch na and Glass Ware, Wardrobes, Etargere, Parlor. Coal. Air Tight
A Cook Stoves, Blankets, Comforters, Ac.
The above

tine

are

goods and in gowi order.

3to30

BANKRUPT STOCK
OF

—

Commencing

—

MAINE.
loti

Sch P S Lindsey, before reported ashore below Providence, came on without damage and has artlved
up to port.
Sch John Wentworth, of Bucksport, from Charleston
8truck op the oar off the lat5.^A^Ge0v^toTII,
ter, 20th, while
attempting crops without a pilot. She
was hauled oft a iew hours after
by steamer Planter,
and towed to Georgetown. The
captain of the steamer claims $1500
salvage.

Whir?

W?™Rioha£?r?7
SACOLA.—sid

?lst. sch Joe Segur, Ellis, for
full Of water.)
26th, sch H P Blahsdell, Wood.

KcSAVANNAH—Ar
J'll'A1.’<and l,nf

Boston.

4th,

Congress

New Bedford.
Ar 29th, sch Rath Thomas, Clifford, Port Johnson.
Sid 29th, sch Isaac Oberton, Crockett, Baltimore;
and the above arrivals.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 29th, schs Hannah Grant,

ieries, elegant Marseilles Quilts, Domestic Cotton Goods, Woolens in
variety, ttno
Blankets, Ae.
The above is probably the largest and
mo>t valuable stock of Dry Goods,
Ac.,
ever offered in this city.
We particularly invite Ladies to this
Sale, Seats will be provided for them*

Elizabethport.

Sid 30th. sch Empire, Johnson, Robinston.
MILLBRIDGE—Sid 27th, barque Regina Tolck,
(new, 600 tons.) Capt A C Kay, for—; sch David H
Tolck, (new, 440 tons) Capt Irving Sawyer, —.
FOREIGN PORTS.

The stock Is all fresh and of the
very
best quality.

Sid ftn Iloilo Aug 13, ship Fearless, Crowell, for
Boston.
Sid fm Manila Aug 29, barque Masonic, Lampher.
New York.
In port Au$ 27, ship Republic, McGilvery, from

i"1. O.
oc3l

Hong KoDg.

Administrator's Sale ot Real Estate.
virtue of
License from Hon. John A. WaterBYman,
Judge of Probate Court for Cumberland
1 shall sell
a

County.

at public or private sale and convey so much of the Heal Estate of George Frost, late
ot Westbrook, deceased, hh will produi e the sum of
Ten Thousand and Eight Hundred and
Fifty and «•100 Dollars, for the payment of his just debts,
Jegacies and expenses of sale and administration. Said
real estate is offered at private wile until
the
Friday,
31st day of October, 1873, at 10 o’clock A.
M., when,
if not previously sold, it will be at public sale on the
premises Dear the new Gray road so-called, about one
mile from Allen’s Corneo.
THOMAS QUJMBY,
Adminbdrator with the Will annexed.
F. O. BULKY Ac CO., Auctioneers.
oc24
7t
l^-The above aale was adjourned on account ot
the storm to THURSDAY, Nov.
6th, at same tima
and place.
noldSt

New York.

Ar at Matanzas 23d, brig Don Jacinto, Croston, ftn
New York.
Cld at Sagua 21st, sch Minnie G Loud, for Baltimore.

Sid 23d, brijj A J Ross, Wyman, Philadelphia.
Cld at Halifax 27th, steamer Manitobah, Warner,
Portland.
Cld at St John, NB, 29th, barque Alex McNeil,

Leach, Sharpness

Point.

[Latest by European steamers.1
At Cardiff 17th. Faustina, Blanchard, for Havana.
In Kingroad 16th, Southern Rights, Woodbury, for
New York, waiting wind.
Ar at Dublin 17th, A D Whidden. Apple River.
Ar at Deal 18th, Transit, Percy, from Hull for

Administrator’s Sale of One Quarter ot the Rartjue f^arah B. Hale.

Key

West. 4
Cld at Newcastle 16th, Goodell, Crockett, for Singapore.
Sid fm Troon 16th C C Colson. Payson, Sagua.
Ar at Batavia Sept 2, Mary Goodell, Sweetser, fm
Buenos Ayres.
Sid fm Bombay 26th ult, Victor. Pond, Muscat.
Ar at Gibraltar 4th, Alfaratta, Wallace. New York,
(and cld for Leghorn).
Passed Gibralter 5th, Northampton, McLoon. from
New Orleans for Genoa.
Ar at Dunkirk 17th, S W Swazey, Smith, Phila-

to a licence from the Probate Crurt,
of Thomas L
will
sell at public auction on FRIDAY,
Libby’s estate,
November seventh (7), 187 % at eleven (11) o’clock in
the forenoon, at the office of J. S. Bailey & Co., over
No. 22 Exchange Strocl, Portland,

PURSUANT
the undersigned. Administrator

One Quarter of Iftarque Harah B. Bale,
now in New York, and under good charter to Porto
Ric and back. Said barque is about Two Hundred
aud Two (202) tons, in good condition, and rates A 2.
AARON B. HOLDEN, Administrator.
•J, 8. BAILBY Ac CO. Aurtiaaeere.
Portland, Oct. 29, 1873.
7toc31

delphia.

Ar at Calcutta Oct 17, Wm McGilvery, Nichols,
Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Ancona 13th, Clarabelle, Tracey, New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 5th, Fidelia, White, New York,
(and cld 6th for Leghorn).
Sid fm Havre 15th, Martin W Brett, Petersen, tor
New York.
Ar at Antwerp 17th, Only Son. Blanchard, Boston.
Sid 16th, Amity, Baker. New Orleans.
Ar at Bromerhaven 14th, T F Whitten, Blanchard,

Guardian's Sale of Real Estate^

SPOKEN.
Oct 13, lat 33 20 N, Ion 130 W, ship Sumatra, from
San Francisco for Hong Kong.

?'inning

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
I

--=-^

MANUFACTURERS’
FIRE & MARINE
Insurance Company,

I

0

Portland, Oct. 29,

0029_____eod3w

ABRAMS Ac BUG..
Auctioneers and Conuninnaon
Merchants,
give their special attention to selling Real Estate.
F urniture and Merchandise of all kinds. Horses Carriages, Ac. Advances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday
morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
ABRAMS Ac BROTHER,
125 Federal St., under tlic U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches,
Jewelry.
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.

CAPITAL., $500,000.

W."1)EERING,

AGENT,
Street.

No. 5 Exchange
nol_

tlDp

Maine Wesleyan Seminary
and

apr23drf

SAFE INVESTMENT.

—

FEMALE COLLEGE.
H. P.

HOME

TORSEY, LL.D., President.

8 10 0,000

The WINTER TERM of this Institution will

CITV

DECEMBER 1st,
(in*tetrtl of Nov. 24th, as previously advertised)
will continue thirteen weeks.
For circulars address the Secretary.
JT.

6

Oct.

29, 1873.

P K li

A

w5w45

A

$20 savedT

LElVI$TOi\,

strictly first class security as good as the beat.
cbanco for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds.

rare

II. M. PAYSOY & CO.,

To meet the

urgent demand of the tim*s the
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO,

33 EXCHANGE STREET

have determined to

REDUCE PRICES.
and Kill hereqfter sell their $G3 Machine for $43,
and other style• in proportion.

ocl

PORTLAND.

dtt

$20,000

FLORENCE

THE

OF

CENT.

BONDS
The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at tbe pleasure of
the City after ten years.

and

L. MORSE, Sec’y of Trustees.

Hill,

SECURITY.

The Subscribers offer for Sale

commence

Kent’s

JOHN J. FATAL, Guardian.

1873.
Tbe other two thirds of said parcel of land will be
sold at auction at the same time and place.
F O. BAILEY Ac CO..
Auctioneers.

OF BOSTON, MASS.

RUFUS

virtue of a license from the Judge of Probate
lor the County ot Cumberland I, the
subecriber,
Guardian of Eliza A. Hannahs, minor child and heir
cf Edward T. Hannahs, late of Portland, in said
County, deceased, nhall sell at public sale on the
premises, on WEDNESDAY, the third day of December, A. D. 1873, at three o’clock P. M., the following described Real Estate belonging to said minor,
viz:— One third part in c mm on and undivided ot a
certain piece of land situated in said Portland, beat the northeasterly eomer of land now or
ormerly owned by William M. Wiswell and running
north fifty feet on a line parallel with land formerly
owned by Dyer and Turner, thence west ninety feet
more or less to Merrill street, said lot
holding tbe
width of fifty feet: thence south by said street
fifty
feet to said Wiswell lot ninety feet more or less to
the first bounds, being the same land conveyed
by
Nathan Lord to Ann P. Smatdou bv deed dated July
13th. 1848, recorded in Cumberland Registrvof Deeds.
Book 199 Page 411.

BY

Mauritius.

—

BAILEV & CO., Auctioneers.
dtf

_

Ar at Havana 22d, brigs Hattie M Bain, Thestrup,
Portland; 24tb, Helen O Phinney, Boyd, Matanzas;
25th, AM Roberts, Jenkins, Brunswick, Ga; 29tb,
barque Sarah Hobart. Pinkham. SyfcneyCB; 23d,
brig Hyperion, Clark, Philadelphia.
Sid 23d, brigs E H Williams, Tueker. Sagua; 24tb,
Eudorus, Minot, Pascagoula; Helen G Rich, Howes,

is the ONL T Sewing Machine that feeds the work
backward and forward, or to right and left, as the
It has been greatly IMpurchaser may prefer.
PROVED AND SIMPLIFIED, and is far better

To loan oil {list class Mortgages in
Portland and Vicinity in
sums to suit.

IT IS MOW THE CHEAPEST.
Florence, Mass., Nov. 1, ’73. Agents Wanted.

Keal Estate
ceut. inetrest free

than any other machine in the market.

nol

_

IN

Sfocritifs, paving g to 10 per
ot Taxes. Investments in Heal
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if
judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employingeapital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and
principal collecled without charge. Guarantehb
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its Heal Estate loans.
Real Estate invebtmenIs and
improvements made on commission and on shares
bankable paper bought and sold.

tlw

ADDITION

To the largest and best stock of Custom made, hand
sewed Boots, we will take measures for

GENTS OR

LADIES

G. R.

who have corns, bunions, large joints, ingrowing
nails, &c., and guarantee a satisfactory tit every time.
noleodGw
M. G. PALMER.

Real

Apply

in.

cu

408 Tremoni

House for Sale
Farm.

AUHTIR,

Wanted

30

lqt
leet,
by
trees, pears,
cherries and plums, 7 bearing grape vines, plenty of
goosberrles, strawberries and 3 kinds of raspberries,
fine plants, &c. Enquire of the owner on the premises.
Lowell

CHAS. NORWOOD,
Street, No. 11, Portland, Me.

Immediately

C7*8tcndy Work given the
and

AtJENTS WASTED FOR THE

Centennial

eodly

at

GEO.W. RICH & CO’S

nolw2m45

30, 1873.

Oct.

n

MAKERS

Exchange

Two

Agency

2d

COAT

Street, Beaton,

or

Loan

CUSTOM

good
story,
by 18, all finishFOR
ed, with spring and soft water; with ell 19 by 15;
116
with 33 choice fruit
50
a

RAVIS,

and

,ls_

The most Popular Illustrated Paper iu
America.
Agents wanted
Largest cominipsiona
in every
Quickest Sales and
Town and City
Finest Chrome
in New England.
in the United States.
D0ld2t

Estate

Brown’s Block.

People’s Monthly,

year round

Highest Price* Paid.

oc31i»tw

GERMAN LEStsONS.

Gazetteer

OF THE UNITED STATES:
Showing the gigantic results of the
FIRST MIO t KARS of the RGPI'BMf
A book everybody wants. Send for circular.
Aii(iress Zif.oleb
JJcCcbdy, 274 Main St., Springfield, Mass,
nolt4w

MISS RIPLEY, will receive private
pupils for Inin German
conversation, Grammar and
Literature, commencing Nov. lat.
40 DAIVFORTH STREET.

{--

From E.C.F. Krauss, iate instructor in German in
Harvard College: * I take pleasure in
recommending
Miss Ripley as a competent teacher of German.”

struction

-—-

Lost.
Saturday night, somewhere between City
Building and State Street, a pair of Ladies’new
Serge BOOTS. The finder will be liberally rewarded
by leaving the same at the Registry of Deeds. City
Building.nol*lt

ON

01:29_dlweodlw*
English Cured Cod and

Pollock

Ilorsc tor Sale.
BLACK HORSE ten years old, 1040 lbs. a
ONE
great worker single or double, is in excelenr flesh
and will be sold cheap at 330 Congress St.
noleod3t

Fjsh.

700
QTLS. ju*t landed, of extra quality.
20
Bbls. Salmon.
20 Ht. Bbla. Salmon. Trout, &c.
For sale at lowest rates bv

Fall and Winter Styles

CURTIS A 04 VIS.
134 C OMMERCIAL STREET.

29dlw

Notice to Water Takers.

—OF—

SEBAGO WATER whoso
personas using

In any.danger of freezing this winter
nines
HATS & BONNETS! ALL
lhat they
hereby notified that they must
are

see

are

and

a

to be

found at

dried apples.

EASTMAN & CUTTS\
No.

1,

50 33bls. Dried
.A_ppl es

U. S. Hotel Building.
dt*

OC10

—FOR SALE

oclSdtw

of the city to parties who
THE Western part
wife for the winter. Or
will board the owner and
with the right
a favorable cooperative arrangement
References
be
made.
exchanged. Adparties may
dress through P. O.

04

IN

A.

DONALDSON.

BY—

SMITH, GAGE

Furnished House to Bent.

oc3ldtf

are

or shut otFs in the
well protected by packing
ground
thereby saving themselves much axiwnsc and anot pit es, as the wati r will
from
bursting
not
noyance
run
to
to
waste
to
be permitted
prevent freezing in
the services pipes.
order
of
the Board,
By
0<:'!ld2w_ L. D. SHEPiEY, Seet’y

choice stock of

MILLINERY GOODS,

domestic ports.
Ar 26tb’ barQne Vesuvius,
Va‘1)60 9 Tla Rln Janeiro.
25tb’ “* Ha"y StCWart’

Tuesday,

COYELL & COMPANY,

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Philadelphia 31st, brig Hattie E Wheeler,
from Sagua.
Ar at New York 30th, brig Marla W Norwood, lm
Cardenas; scb Welaka. Jacksonville.
Ship Ida Lilly, from Rotterdam for United States,
put back 30th, leaky and damaged by fire.

purpose of

c.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Wyoming.New

San rises.6.34
San sets.4.53
on

Merchants !

F. O. BAILEY.

TARPAULIN COVE—Sid 30th, barque Waldo,
Pre»>sey, (from Gloucester) for New York; brig Abby
Watson, Hooper, (from Portland) for Charleston; sen
Kate Foster, Harraden. fai Bangor tor Jacksonville;
Seguin, Rogers, ftn Portland ior Savannah ; Cherub,
BY AUCTION,
Fletcher, Gardiner for New York; F A Pike, Patterson. Calais for Mott Haven; Agnes. Hodgdon, Richmond for Charleston; Henrietta, Langley, Bristol
on
Nov.
for do.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 27th, schs Allie Oakes, Pillsand caniinuiaK at lo nu.l 3 1-3 each
bury, New York for Newburyport; Geo Shattuck,
day
until all » .old at
Thorndike, do for Westport.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 29th, sch Walter C Hall,
Coleman, Rockland.
Store rcccuily occupied by
Ar 30th, sebs Waterloo, and Dolphin, from Calais
BOSTON—Ar 30th, sobs L A Burnham, Harris,
Baltimore; Maud, Robinson, Baltimore; J as Warren, Bayard, Bangor ; Orozimbo, Wood, Castine;
West Falmouth, French, Lineolnville.
Cld 30th, barque Cataipa, Harden brook, B&rbadocs;
Cor.
and Brown Streets.
sch Stephen Bennett, Bennett. Charleston.
Ar 31st. brig Daisy Boynton, Appleby, Lingan CB;
•ebs Annie Whiting, Devereux, Savannah; Diadem,
The stock consists of a large line of
Hawes, Bangor; Morning Star. Hampden.
staple Dry Goods, line Paisley Shawls,
Below, brig Princeton.
Cld 3Jst, barque Florence, Mayo, Barbadoes.
elegant Black Silks, Black and Colored
SALEM—Ar 27tb, sch It P Chase, Sweetser, Searsport; Forest (jueen, Warren, Rockland.
Alpaccas, and other Dress Goods, Irish
Ar 28tb, schs Dresden, Cole, Shulee, NS, for New
and Scotch Linens. Body Linens of fine
York; Wm Flint, Pendleton. Wechawken; Mary
Fletcher, Higgins, Bangor for Jersey City; Globe,
qualities, fine doable Satin, Loom and
Higgins, and Gauges, Jordan, do for New York; F A
Colcord, Pierce, do for Essex; Tahmiroo, Clay, do ior
Turkey Bed Damask, Towels, Crash, Hos-

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN STEAMER*
sntf

New Houses

Commission

days.

—

STREET.

junl3

FOR

-AXD-

Cld 30th, barque
Carlton, Tiecarlln, Havana; schs
A II Collins, Bayles,
Mosquito Inlet; Maria L Davia,
Chase, St Augustine; Ridgewood, Johnson, Georgetown, SC.
Passed through nell Gate 20th,
brig Manzanilla,
Benson, Elizabethport for Portland; schs
Kelpie,
Bryant, do for Bangor; More-Light. Allen, do ior
BangOT; M A Rice, Rice, Rice, and FanDv Elder,
Rich. Port Johnson for Salem; Scud, Allen, Trenton
for New Haven.
NEWPORT-Ar 29th, schs Belle Blown, Nash,
Roc land for New York; E A Haves. Smith. Vinalhaven for do; S Whitney. Hayes,
Kicbmoud, Me, for
Charleston ; Jennie Spear, Spear, Vinalhaven for
New York ; Whitney Long, Hayes, Richmond for
Charleston; Kokeno, Kennistou, trom Rock port for
New York; R F Hart, Coombs, from Alexandria for
Poston.

Jn

All

CHARLES

_

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 28th, sch Florence Shay,
Hatchinaon, Allvn’s Point
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, barque Penang, Patten,
Havre.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, sch Sarah McFadden, Nev York.
NEW YORK—Ar 291 b, schs Laura Pride, Alexander. Maracaibo; C S Webb. Homan. Georgetown SC.
Ar 30th, ship Ellen Goodspeed, Preble, fm Manila
June8; barque Wm E Anderson, Brandt. Havana;
sells Israel Suow, Welsh. Mosquito Cove 24 days; G
Lawrence, Robinson. Brunswick; Hattie E Sampson, Davis, Charleston 8 days via llomer Shoal, where
she wasaahore; Fmma McAdam, Mureh, Fernandiua

copy.l

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL. DISTRICT BONDS.
BEAU ESTATE MORTGAGES.

96

Portland.

6. BAILEY & CO.,
auctioneers

F.

Clarence, Haryey,

Fiekett. Lincolnvllle; Kioka, Look, Jonesboro.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 30th, sch Ann, Marshall, fm

both

on

by all druggists.

For sale

buy.

GEO. F. GOLDTH WAIT*

ocK

of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
Street.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
aul5mtf
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.

mother.

of re-

FOR PIMPLES 0 Ji THE FACE,

MEDICINAL-

The Passe nger Trains

are

liable manufacture, and will be

National Tonic Bitters,

PURELY

lor GENTS, LA-

a marble purity.

A Work designed for use of Singing Schools and
Church Choirs. A new and beautiiul collection.
The attention of Teachers is invited to an examination of this work. Price $13.50 per dozen.
For Sale Wholesale and Detail by
BAILEY & NOYES.
Exchange Sired, Portland.
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.
oc25
sncodlm

Mrs. R. C.

BiOcit.

RUBBERS.

Skin, rendering \\ soft and fresh and imparting to it

STAR!

D. F. Hodges and Geo, W. Foster.

STREET.,

faithful attendants at all hours.

OF

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

Compiled by the well known Authors

jiinl3

STAIRS,
with private apartments for parties-the
fittings and
furniture are new and superior to
anything of
the kind in this city. Oysters in every variety cooked in superior styles—also Ice-Cream served
by

an

oct4

A NEW SINGING BOOK

SPECIA LTY—Administration

UP

AND

FOB

II

ROOM.

at

STOCK

for CASD.

This splendtd Hair Dye is the best. In t\e world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tin's or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
vchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
ld&w
Ivrs n

A.

Respectfully informs the public that he has fitted

YODB

SHOES

BOOTS,

bracing all

And he finds
Who hears a curtain lecture.
Would you avoid the noisome din
Of scolding wile and surely win
Her love for you forever,
Go buy a Walnut Chamber Set
At Merriman’s Store—now don’t forgot,
And you’ll regret it never.
au2
natf

HATCH

S.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

On the day Keiley was released from jail he
wbs arrested on complaint of the father of the
murdered hoy, and sustained a judicial examination. Few new facts were brought out,

him,

debar'd,
Hymen’s rather hard,

SEASON

sch Albert

&C.,

Has removed to

T.

IN

LAY

The bachelor’s from bliss

FIRST-CLASS
EADIES

AND

I

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED j
“Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer is reallv a valuable
medicament, and, unlike most of the articles of the
day, is used by many physicians. It is particularly
desirable in locations where physicians are not near;
and, by keeping it at hand, families will ofttn save
the necessity of sending out at
midnight for u doctor.
A bottle should be kepi in
every house.’’—Boston
Traveller.

GOLDTH W AIT’S

That every bed’s a bed cf roses,
For idle’s the conjecture.

our

e

her 102d birth-day
native of Oxford,
Mass ,aud moved to Livermore more than 70
years ago.

on

NORFOLK—Ar 28th,

10

sortment

“MRS. WINSLOW’S

saves

a

shod? If not, go to

well

And wish him rest in Heaven.
Yet he’s a ninny, who supposes

NO

Kidder, celebrated
Wednesday. She was a

grateful thought

Mother's, Mothers, Mothers,

If “a stitch in time

For cold and wet weather,—that Is, are yonr feet

each weary limb,

I stretch

Don’t fell to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the period
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the

tain

HEADY

indulgence given;

For man’s

IN GENERAL.

Dose in Tim©’* &c.

YOU

luxuriant bed,

The soft

A movement is on foot to establish a
Dairymen’s Association in this State, and as besides
the great number of private establishments
there are more than twenty cheese factories in
successful operation in Maine, the
project will
doubtless be successful.
“A

ARE

FALL AND

Teace to his

ton.

_

sulra

was

sion of a bottle which she was filling with
stewed tomatoes.
On Saturday last Frank Bearse, a machinist,
employed at the cotton mill in Springvale,while
holding a chisel for the bolts of a boiler to be
severed, was struck in his left eye with a broken end, driven with such force that he may
lose his sight, Dr. Brooks dressed the wound
and hopes to save bis vision.
Capt. Isaac Fall of South Berwick, on Wednesday moved tlie household goods of a patron
from that town to Kitterv, where he stabled
his team for the night; the horses were apparently all right when they were put up, but one
of them, an animal valued at about $400, died
before morniug.

John

cause

oe7

Thursday.

severely injured Thursday week by the explo-

septl2gntf

E. PONCE.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Santinel says the rumor that the Pembroke Iron Mills are to be run on half time is
false.
The Sentinel say? two brothers by the name
of Clark, got into an altercation at Charlotte,
on Saturday night,
the 18th inst., and the
younger of them came off with a broken leg.
Four large schooners are on the stocks at
East Machias.

THE

wholesale.
This is the amount of goods in Cigar Store Corner
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16
Market Square.
gyCome and satisfy yourselves.

auction sales.

man,

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. BT
Commercial St.—immediate poacssion given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or ot
W. W. THOMAS, Carnal National Bank.

to be sold at from

5 to 7 per ceut. at wholesale, lower
than ray usual low price, and in
letail a come down of from lO to
20 per cent. Splendid Imported
Cigars from $60 to $120 per Thousand. Domestic from $14 to $75
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
and pay $1.10 per box, When you
can get a box of Cigars for $1.40
per box. Fine double thick Navy
Tobacco from 40 to 50 els. per lb.,

injury.

The Reporter says Dea. Rufus Viles of N*
New Portlaud, was stricken with paralysis on
Saturday night, and at the time Of this writing
is in an unconscious condition.
George Sturdivant of Cornville, was drowned
last week while crossing the river.
The Chronicle says that in the gale of this
week, the bouse of Charles H. Tozier. near
Fairfield Centre, was b'own from its foundation, some four feet, throwing down the chimMrs.
ney, breaking the cook stove in pieces.
Tozier was quite severely injured by the falling
bricks of the chimney.

shipments

(Press Correspondence.)
Mrs. Kidder of Livermore, widow of the la

my Workmen.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

ton.

The Lewiston and Auburn shoe
for the past week were 1540 cases.

CIGARS.
Bather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

The Reporter says a son of Benjamin Adams
of Canaan, aged about 12 years, while driving
a load of pressed hay to Skowhegan, got off
his load and attempting to get on again, fell
under the wheel which passed over his head,
fracturing the lower jaw and causing other se-

<*THE

COUNTY.

SAVANNAH—Cld 29th, sch Susan Stetson, Bow- !
Damaritco ta.
WILMINGTON—Ar 27th, sell .J C Cratts, Kennedy. Rockland; Annie Lee, Look, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 29th, brig L Snow, Hall, Bos

NOTICES.

To Lei.

IN

200,000 Cigars

The Register says Mr. Hiram Merrill of Hebron, on Wednesday last, between 11 and 12
o’clock a. m., discovered a black bear in his
fiont yard trying to catch his chickens and turkeys, failing in which bruin went into the edge
of the woods aud sat down. Mr. Merrill and
his neighbors shot him.
The Lewiston Journal says a meeting was
held at Buckfield village, Oct. 23d, by citizens
interested in the Buckfleld Branch railroad.—
After remarks by prominent men, Nahum
Monre was chosen to receive funds and employ
E. G. Harlow, esq., of Dixfield, as attorney.

Retail

ANDROSCOGGIN

SPECIAL

GREAT pamc

OXFORD COUNTY

place.

Miss Sarah Cummings, daughter of the late
Dr. Asa Cummings of this city, is to go to
Japan as a missionary of the American
Board.
Williston Church, in this city, has voted to
have public services Sunday morning and afternoon after November 1st.
The Quarterly Meeting of the “First
Limingtnu Freewill Baptist” denomination was held
in Bridgton, Saturday and Sunday last. There
was a large attendance and
^t be meetings were
of unusual interest.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

a

Mrs. Jere M. Davis of

Religious Intelligence.

The

C.de

raoant letter ot Count de
Chambord as a relic
o
k ages,
yet it was but a few years
nine
nut the
reformers who denounced slav-

T

hard field for bank

Blanchard of Cumberland Mill3, and Pike of
Biothbay, both former members, and Rev’s

intelligence
general, as the teachings of Christ have been
hatter understood and more
generally accepted, the rights of man have been
recognized,
until to-day the civilized
wotld laughs at the

ihmfv

a

robbers, and that a gang should attempt to
rob a savings bank in this State, goes to show
the unexampled stringency o£ the money

our

“thousand years of peace” and perfection

a

proverbially

war, and that he was
for it at the time of his

death.
The Christian Union” thus alludes to the
Rev. Mr. Murray's officiating at his father’s
funeral:
“The Rev. W. H. H. Murray, of Boston, in
officiating at the funeral of his father, certainly violated a conventional rule; but who shall
say that he violated any law of inherent propriety, or that he did not set an example that in
many circumstances might be wisely imitated?
When ‘a man comes to his grave in a full age,
like as a shock of corn corneth in bis season,’
who is likely to be better qualified thtui a loving, reverential son to utter the words of affection, comfort, hope, and exultation? ,We can
imagine a case in which a son might well
shrink from officiating at his father’s funeral;
but in many instances we should think such a
service on the part of a son would be peculiarly
appropriate and beautiful.”

market.

purpose to extol the intelligence and virtue of the present day. The
Millennial period has not yet begun nor is
there any immediate
prospect that the

only

Maine is

a history of the
late
gathering the material

The Rockland Gazette « ants the boys who
anxious to attend tires to be formed iuto
“hot coffee brigade."
The Gazette says Mr. James Andrews of
Warren, met with a very serious accident on
Monday evening. While getting down hay he
fell backwards into the barn floor, striking on
his head. He was so much iujured that it is
feared he may not recover.

are so

BOOMS
,

oc31

with

or

&

CO.,

Commercial Street.

To Let.
without board, at

3S Free

Street.
lw

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY

MQRmuG,

SOT. 1. im

THE PUESS

«m£beRrfa«(1
S'"
Marquis, Kobiuson, Branell & Co.,
titandennins; Moses, HenderChi.iDtI''0rn'’
‘0llU Bros-> 011 aU trains that run out ol
the’ iiyCh
At
Blddefbrd, of Pillsbury.
A' Saco of L,
Hodgiion.
At
WatervUle, of J. s. Carter.
ot News A gout.
At! ;*or]iani>
Bath, of J. o. Shaw.
At
Lewiston, of French Bros.
At
the

Periodical Depots of

Fe.-

a

Keimebiink.

of C.

E. Mi.ler.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New Advertisements To-Day.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Administrator’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
New and Popular Course—Indi.a Street Church.
Benefit Ball—Portland Police Department.
M. L. A.—Fifth Entertainment.
Blindfold Drill—Sheridan Cadets.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
People’s Monthly—M. Austin.
Manufacturers’ iFire and Marine Ins. Co.
Lost— Boots.
Iu Addition—M. G. Palmer.
Horse for Sale.

Dancy’s Announcements—2.

Maine Weslevan Seminary and Female College,
House tor Sale or Exchange—Charles Norwood.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
L. D. Strout’s Announcements—2.
Arcana Hall—Mrs. E. F. Weston.
A Large Assortment-Fred T. Meaher.
Religious Notices.
First Second Advent Church, 353} Congress

street. Elder B. S. Emery of
Kennebunk, will
Sunday at the usual hours. Seats free.

preach

Newbury St. Church.—Mrs. M. D. Welcome
preach Afternoon and Evening.
»irn1R8J Baptist Cnuncn, Congress st., comer of
Wilmot. Rev. Via. H. Sbailer, Pastor.—Seats free.
Sabbath School 1.30 P. M.;
Preaching 3 P. M.: Social
will

Meetiug

at 7. P. M.
Second

the Christan coustesy oV the
First Baptist Society, the Church and Society of the
Second Parish will worship to morrow morning in
their sanctuary. Service commencing at 10} A. M.
Dr. Carruthere wilJ preach.
Prudle Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
■treets. Conference meeting at 10} A. M. Sunday
School at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. A Temperance meeting at 7 p. m.
The public are cordially in-

Parish.—By

vited.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Pastor, Rev.
C. W. Mossell. Social meeting at 10} a. m. Preaching at 2} and 7} p. m. Sunday School at 3} o’clock.
HiGn Street Churcr—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Services forenoon
and afternoon.
Social
meeting in the vestry at 7 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—Prof. J. S. Sewall will
preach to-morrow at 10} a. m. and 3p.m. Sacraof the Lords Sapper in the afternoon.
New Jerusalem Church—New High street.—
R£v. Mr Hayden will preach to-morrow morning
his third sermon on the wilderness journey:—The
Bitter waters of Marah.
Evening Lecture in the
Church, on the meaning of Noah’s Ark,and the
Animals gathered Into, it

Chestnut St. M, E. Church—Rev. F. S. Jones,
Sunday services: Preaching at 10} A. M.
aud 3 P. M. Sunday School 1} P. M.: prayer meetings
at 9 a. m. and 6 and 7} P. M.

pastor.

Portland Spiritual Association, Temporanc
nail, 351} Congress st. Conference at 2 P. M. Subject : Darwinian theory .of the creation ot man.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, Pastor. Communion at 10:30 a. m. Preaching at 3 p.m. by the pastor. Prayer meetings and

Sunday School at the usual hours.
Advent Christian CnuRcn, Union Hall, 87 Free
S.—Preaching next Sunday by Elder Wm. H. M itchell, of Kennebunk. Prayer meeting at 9 A. M.

Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.—Sunday School at 10} a. m.;
Preaching and Communion service at 3 p. m. Sermon in the evening at 7}.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. A. K P. Small,
pastor. Preach ng at 10} a. m. Sun fay School at 12
m.
Young people’s meeting at C p. m. Missionary
India St.

Concert at 7 p. m.
Williston Church —Preaching services at 10} a.
m and 3 p. m.
Sabbath School 1} p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
The Spiritual Fraternity will meet at Arcana
Williams’ Block, at 3 P, M. Subject, “Spirit
Manifestions. *
Children’s Progressive Lyceum at
same place.
All are invited.

Hallj

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meetiug daily
at 8 A. M.; Wednesday and Saturday Evenings at 7$
P. M.

Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor.—Services at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10} a. m.; and 3 p. m. The
sittings m this Church arc free to all.
State Street Church.—Service in forenoon at
10} o’clock. Rev. Mr. Blisrf, of Constantinople, will
preach the annual sermon before the Woman’s Missionary Society in the evening at 7 o’clock. The public invited.
First Universalist. Congress Square.—Morning
service 10} a. m. At 7} p. m. the pastor will deliver
the first ot a series of lectures. Subject, “Worry
and Work.**
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Class
and Conference meeting 2 15 p. in.; Sunday School at
3 p. m
Preaching at 7} p. m. Temperance meeting
Monday evening. All arc cordially invited.
St.

Tbe Arson Case.
The trial of Alonzo S. Parker before the Municipal Court in this city on the charge of setting on fire the barn and stables of Capt. Isaac
Dyer of Baldwin, closed yesterday forenoon at
about half past eleven o’clock, having occupied
the attention of the Court since the preceding
noon. Tho substance of this case is in brief as
follows:
On Friday last at about half past ten o’clock
fire was discovered in Dyer’s stable, and in a
short time all the buildings were consumed. It
the
was not questioned by the neighbors that
fire was the work of an incendiary. The defendant was arrested on suspicion and brought
The allegations upon
to this city for trial.
which the prosecution is based are, first: That
the tracks of a carriage were traced from tho
Dyer buildings almost to the house of Parker,
and the unusual width of the tire tracks corresponded to those of Parker’s wagon. Second,
foot tracks were discovered on the opposite side
of the street in tbe village where the Dyer prop-

erty

situated,

which

the prosecut ion attempted to prove fitted tbe boots worn by Parker.
The third point was that a quarrel existed
between the two men, and finally, that Parker
was

Dyer’s house during the day previous to
It came out during the trial that Dyer
was charged with stealing a barrel
of apples
from the cellar of Parker a short time previously, and that Dyer was liable to prosecution for
larceny, The prosecution had five witnesses on
was

at

the fire.

aroused his next door neighbors, and then they
discovered that it was Dyer’s buildings burning.
The witnesses for the defense, of whom there
were eight, all testify to these points,
and also
testify to the excellent character of the prisoner.
Mr. Parker is about thirty years of age,
has a family, and was a soldier in a Maine reg-

during the late war; was wounded and is
drawing a pension. Judge Morris decided that
there was sufficient testimony upon which to
bind the prisoner over and he was remanded to

iment

jail.
County Attorney Mattocks appeared for the
prosecution and T. B. Reed for the defense.
The case has created considerable interest

whose condition has now become so far public
that we are able to give the name and some
statement of his financial status.
The alarm
and excitement caused by this simple annouucment, in the common journalistic form, is illustrative of the feverish state of the public mind.
Similar paragraphs occur constantly in all
journals which pretend to give any commercial
■ews, and merely cause inquiry about the parties alluded to without agitation or anger on
the part of those who are not affected.
Mr. Shaw is in trouble on account of large
endorsements for his son, who is in the wooden
pavement business, and the difficulty does not
result in any degree from his business as Liquor
Agent. This has been done safely, prudently
and honestly, as was ascertained on examination by the Governor and Council only a few
months ago.
The State loses nothing, haviug
no interest in the
sales of the agency.
The
State simply requires the agent to sell pure
liquors to the municipal agents at a profit not
exceeding 7 per cent., aud iu return guarantees
to him, as far as possible, a mouopoly of the
busiuess.
Tl,e law expressly declares that “no
made by the provisions of this chapter
shall pledge the credit of the State for the payment of any sum to said commissioner, or for
the payment of any liquors purchased by him.”
Mr. Shaw met his creditors at the law office
of T, B. Reed yesterday afternoon, where all
He owes
but two of them were represented.
very little here; the principal liabilities are in

contract

New York and Boston. He made a clean exhibit of his assets and liabilities, and left himself in their hands. On motion of E. M. Rand,
esq., a committee of three was appointed to
take the matter into consideration, ami the
His

stock is valued at
and liabilities estimated at about $30,-

000.

Friday.-Cumberland Bone Company
Insurance

des

Company.

insurance

Action

policy of $2000,

on

an

the

plaintiffs claim to have had in

a

vs.

certain lot of

ffsh scraps which were burned in April, 1872, at the
Atlantic Oil Works, Boothbay. The defense is that
the plaintiff had no insurable interest in the scraps.—

withdrawn from the jury after the evidence was
Default to be entered for full amount claimed;
to be taken off if upon a full report of the testimony
the full court shall come to the conclusion that the
jury would not be authorized to find from it that the
plaintiff had an insurabt© interest under the policy.
A. A. Strout for plaintiffs.
Larrabee with Cleaves for defendants.
Case

out.

adjourned till Monday next at

Court

3 p.

m.

Superior Court.
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM, 1873. 8YMONDS. J., PRESIDING.

Friday.—Timothy Carey vs. Michael Ford. Action upon an account annexed to recover a balance
allegS to be due for board amonting to $42. De-

fense—payment. Decision reserved.
O’ Donnell for plaintiff.
Cobb & Ray for defendant.
Henry A. Jones vs. Bostou & Albany Railroad.—
Trover to recover the value of a car load of com.—
Not finished.
Butler & Fessenden for plaintiff.
Eastman for defendant.
municipal

Court*

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Friday.—Alonzo S. Parker of Baldwin.
Bound

Arson.—

over.

Reed.

Mattocks.
Brief

Jotting;*.
It will be observed that the Second Parish
,socioty will worship to-morrow morning in the
First Baptist church.
John Deeban, while driving his team yesterday afternoon was taken with a fit when near
the corner of Union and Fore streets, and fell
from the team. Fortunately the horse stopped
and he escapeil injury.
The first cold rain of the season set in yester-

day.
Wm. B. Irish is putting up a double tenement French roof house on the corner of Carlton and West streets, to cost $12,000.
Tne space between the railroad tracks on
Commercial street is being relaid with new

planking.
The condition of the principle thoroughfares
in this city has been greatly improved during
the past season. Pedestrians of course fail to
remark the bettering of the streets, hut those
who have occasion to drive through them frequently with teams are outspoken in their
praise of the improvements made.
Mrs. Annie Granger Dow has been engaged
The anto sing in the State street church.
nouncement will give pleasure to scores of her
friends.
A temperance meeting will be held at Preble
Chapel to morrow evening, which will be aderessed by Charles F. Swett, Esq., and others.
People on Congress street last evening beheld
with interest a fine looking Newfoundland dog
with a lantern in his mouth, walking gravely
along before bis master.
Yesterday a crowd of school children were
interested by the spectacle of a drunken woman
sitting on the sidewalk, on Franklin street, opposite the Park.
The report that the Spragues have considerable amou nts of paper in Maine banks, is denied
so

far as Portland

''sjtoncerned.

Hale.—A good liouse greeted the
entertainment at Music Hall last eveniug.
Flaherty’s new Mirror of Ireland will always
The paintings were in the
draw full houses.
of art, and presented in an attractive
Music

high style

A new feature was introduced, givwhich rendering sunrise and moonlight views,
ed the various scenes life-like and tree to nature. The storm scene was one of the best
of theve kind we ha ever witmanner.

representation*

deserves high
nessed, and the closing tableau
Miss
commendation. Miss Jenuie Kimball,
with Messrs. Kelly,
Alice D*Bn*na* together

various
Atkinson an J Sheridan sustained their
•characters most admirably, eliciting generous
mirth.
applause and provoking unlimited
The company play this evening, and in the
afternoon will give a matinee.
India Street

Lyceum!—The

course

____

An-

to recover upinterest which

of lec-

inaugurated by the India street Universalist Sabbath School bids fair to be one of the

tures

popular

courses of the
season.
The opening
sale of tickets began last
evening at the vestry
of the church and an unusually
large number
Mext Monday afternoon and evenwere sold.
will
be
resumed. The proceeds of
ing the sale
the lectures are to go towards the completion of
the haudsome Church edifice.

Postponement.—On account of the illness
of Mr. Seavey there will be no lecture before
the Martha Washington Society at the Chestnut street church next Sunday evening,

should be conducted impartially,” and afterwards refused to receive and submit to a vote
motions duly made and seconded—those motions coming as he supposed from some one of
the “Antis”. The resolutions referred to were
submitted by “Dr. Lowell of Ferry Village,”
and supported by William Atwood of Ligonin,
alone—were declared unanimously adoptod after a large part of the meeting had lett the
house, and then, too, amid loud cries of “doubted.” The chairman in the meantime remarking that the main point concerning Turner’s
Island had not been touched—that is. a bridge
This
across from
here to the Portland side.
same chairman ouce reported a meeting at the
votes
five
there
were
when
place unanimous,
given, three in fayor, two opposed.
Fair Play.
M. C. M. A.—A good audience greeted Mr
Brainard at Mechanc’s Hall last evening to listen to his lecture on “Whittier and his poems.”
Mr. Brainard is a fine speaker, with a clear distinct enunciation, He gave a succinth history
of Whittier’s life, recounting some of the many
sweet and touching episodes in it that have already become the treasures of the reading public. He recited several of his lyrics with fine
effect. He dwelt upon the passage in the anti-

Court.—Thursday evening
gentlemen comprising this venerable court
accepted an iuvitation from the Biddeford
.Shooting Club to their aunual game dinner at
A jovial
the Biddeford House in that city.
season was enjoyed, and not only did game of
various descriptions go down before their onteen

slaught,

but some of

Stabbing a Woman.—Yesterday a case ocon Washington street,in this city, which
fitly illustrates the insane condition to which
rum
and bad poisons will reduce a man, and
also the familiar quotation of the poet, “There’s
a divinity
that shapes our ends, rough hew
curred

them how we may.”
Mrs. Mary Kennedy was sitting quietly in
her little shop on Washington street yesterday
About 11
morning waiting for a customer.
o’clock a notorious rough flamed Boss McGuire,
in and, expressing his satisfaction at some
of the articles offered for sale, selected what
amounted to one dollar. He then, in an apparently jovial mood, placed a wad of what looked

actually brought

them

down the house.
Police Ball.—Next Tuesday evening will
occur the annual ball of the police department.
These occasions are always very enjoyable, and
the concert by the band is well worth the pric®
of the ticket. A very large number of tickets
have already been sold and the indications are
that the ball will be a

Eaton Shnw’a Failnre.
The paragraph in the Press yesterday an
nouncing the rumor of a failure in the city referred to Eaton Shaw, the State Liquor Agent,

$20,000,

BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

beth, and the acting chairman must attribute
his retaining the same to his unfamiliarity with
parliamentary usage and discourtesy. This
acting “chairman announced that the meetiug

the stand.
The defense proved that Parker had been to
the viliage on the morning previous to the fire
which gave rise to some of his
and had returned home in the afternoon about slivery fight,
The lecture was well worthy
: choicest poems.
his
about
chores
two o’clock; that he did the
of the appreciative audience that heard it.
house until night and retired about 91-2 o’clock
The next lecture will be given on Tuesday
to bed; that he was awakened at about a qu arevening by Darius H. Ingraham, Esq.
ter past teu by his wife, who saw the light of
the fire reflected through the window; that he
fourLunkhead

meeting adjourned.
Supreme Judicial Court.

Fact* ▼». Fiction.
Mr. Editor:—Your correspondent “Turner’s
Island,” is in error when ho says the “Antis”
were determined to break up the organization
of the citizens’ meeting at that place recently.
The chairmanship belonged, as a rule of usage,
to an old, well known resident of Cape Eliza-

success.

P. N —This club held their second meeting
last evening and completed the election of
officers. The following were elected: P. W. S.
Treasurer; H. L. H., Vice President; M. C. P,
Sick Committee; H. E. \V. Sergeant-at-arms;
C. F. F., Chairman of Board of Trustees.
niNCGLLANEOPM NOTICES
A Large assortment of Imported and Domestic Drugs, Fluid Extracts,Patent Medicines,
Cigars, Perfumery, Trasses, Suspensory Bandages, Shoulder Braces, &c., can be found at
Fred T. Mealier & Co., comer Congress and
Preble streets.
Special attention is likewise called to their
large assortment of Pure Confectionery and
Toilet Soaps.
Ladies’ ITndervests only 60 cents at L. D.
nov 13t
Sthout’s.
_

Emeralds again.—The Emerald’s intend to

give a course of dances this season at Flueut
Hall, and on Thauksgiviug night will give a
afiair of which further particulars will
e given.

§rand

Arcana Hall, Congress St.—Mrs. E. F.
Weston of East Boston (test medium) will give
a public Seance at the above hull to-morrow,
Sunday at 3 P. M. Admission 25 cents.
First Quality all wool blankets only $4 00
at L. D. Strout’s.
novl 3t
Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam:
Best in quality;
More in quantity;
Nicest in taste;
Surest to cure;
And less in price,
of any medicine in the world.
nov 1 S Tu&Th&w 2w
F. O. Bailey & Co., sell at salesroom this
morning a large stock of furniture, carpets,tine
mirrors, &c. Sec auction column.
At 12 M.. the schooner Eliza Francis
south side of Long wharf.

on

the

If Vegetine is taken regu'ariy, according to
directions, a certain and speedy cure of Dyspepsia will follow its

d&w&wlt

use.

“Time Tried and Fire Tested.”—Those
who want reliable insurance cau procure it at
the old ageucy of W. D. Little & Co., 4!)J Exchange street. They continue to repieseut
some of the oldest and best American and En-

glish companies, which havo been fire tented”
in Portland, Chicago, Boston and elsewhere,
and present in combined assets (in Fire and
Life), seventy-five million dollars; no other
agency in New England represents so large an
oct 30 dtf
amount of capital.
~
--

BY TELEGRAPH.

came

like scrip in her had, remarking there was just
the change, and made a hasty exit. Upon examination Mrs. Kennedy discovered that the
In
paper she held in her hand was worthless.
about an hour the fellow came hack again,
whether or not for the purpose of repeating the
trick dpeS not appear, and Mary went for him
with her rich dialect for dealing so unfairly
with her. This evidently roused the ire of McGuire, and opening a small knife, he went in
his turn for Mary, cutting and slashing fearful-

ly. Mary, who is quite a fleshy woman, fought
bravely, resisting his attempts to stab her, but
McGuire succeeded in cutting a bad gash across
her arm and scratching her throat pretty badMary, after she could catch her breath
ly.
after the severe tussle, marched straight down
to the police station and told the above story to
Deputy Marshal Bridges, to whom she showed
The Deputy wisely concluded
her wounds.
that it was time McGuire was behind the iron

bars._
Personals.—Colonel Thomas Baker died in
Austin, Texas, last week, at the age of sixtyHe

seven

was

the first

Superintendent

years.
of Schools in Gloucester, Mass,, from 1850 to
1855. He was horn in Durham, and was an
aide to the Governor of this State during the
Aroostook war. He was a graduate of Bowdoin College, and devoted his life to educational labor, mainly as a teacher, in Maine, GlouIn 1850 he emigrated to
cester and Boston.

Texas, where for several years he was princpal
of the asylum for the blind, at Austin.
Simmons the sculptor, left Lewiston yester.
day. He will return in about six weeks and
probably sail for Rome again via Liverpool, in
December.
Anna E. Dickinson lectured in Rockland last

evening,
Gov. Perham was in town yesterday.
At the aunual meeting of the American Public Health Association,to be held in New York,
beginning Nov. 11th, and continuing several
days, Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor, will read a
in its repaper upon “Alimentation considered
lations to the Progress and Prosperity of the
Nation.”
Hon. N. D. Hitchbornof Stockton, is

at the

St. Julian.
Thr Springfield Republican announces the
death of Erastus Hayes, who was formerly a
dry goods merchant in this city. He will be
remembered by some of our older citizens as a
partner in the house of Thayer & Hayes, jobbers of dry goods in the Titcomb block on Middle street, where the St. Julian now stands. He

highly esteemed during his residence here,
for his probity and genial social qualities.
was

Woodford’s Corner.—The Rev. Mr. Cummings, from the “Baldwin Place Home for
Little Wanderers,” gave an entertainment at
the Congregational church Thursday evening.
The exercises consisted of an address by Mr.
Cummings and singing by five of the “little
wanderers,” which he brought with him here.
A good audience was present and were not disin the entertainment.
There are several fine residences building
about here this fall, among them those of T. H.
Mansfield and F. J. Chenery.

appointed

A couple of teams with drivers a little “over
the bay” run into each other on the Brighton
road Thursday.
They were both thrown out.
The horses stopped without much damage be*
ing done.
Cadet Concert.—The concert given at City
Hall last evening by the Portland Cadets was a
success.
Despite the rain the attendance was
large and the drill and concert by the hand was
thoroughly enjoyed. Our people love to witness the sktllful manenverings of a military
and are not chary of their praise

company

when the

thing

is well done.

Sheridan Cadet s.—The grand concert to
on
be giveu by this Company at City Hall
be forgotten.
Thursday eveving next must not
Our Portland companies are our pride, aud the
have acquired in the
which

proficiency

IN MAINE.

MATTERS

Bank.

The Outer Door of the Bank Safe Blown
lost—The

Opeu-4io Money

Arrested—An' Alleged
the Gang.

Thieves

Portlander in

_

[Special

to

Press.]
Bethel, Oct. 31.—The office of Hon. Enoch
Foster, Jr., was brokeu open about two o’clock
this morning and the outside door of the new
safe belonging to the Bethel Savings Bank was
blown open. The explosion awakened Mr.

Foster, who sprung from his bed and ran out
upon the piazza of his house, which is near,
and believing something was wrong at the office, struck alight and gave the alarm. Upon
examination of the safe the inside burglarproof vault was not disturbed, and the funds
The safe was a M orse pawere found all safe.
Much
tent, and put in about ten days ago.
credit is due Mr. Foster for his courage and
timely alarm.
About nine o’clock three strangers passed
through the village toward the spot, and were
C. M. Wormell, Esq., an old ex-officer, arrested them, and they were searched by
him and Deputy Sheriff Grover, and sufficient
evidence was found upon their person to warrant an examination before a trial justice.
Previous to entering the office of Mr. Foster,
they broke into the store of O. H. Mason, Esq.,
and opened the safe with burglar tools. They
entered through the cellar and left foot prints
in the soft earth, which exactly fits the boots
taken from their feet. Moreover, sundry small
articles identified by Mr. Mason! were found on
them.
This afternoon the prisoners were arraigned
before Trial Justice D. F. Brown for a preliminary examination. The examination had not
concluded at a late hour, but the testimony appears to he of such a character as will wrrrant
putting the accused under heavy bonds for appearauce at the December term of the Supreme
Court.
The accused give their names as Frank Bayham of Portland, John Edwards alias John
Bragdon of Lowell, Mass., and James Smith of

suspected.

Bangor.

They

are

evideutly foreigners.

[To Associated Press.]
Arraignment of Gordon.
Belfast, Oct. 31.—In the Snpreme Court
this morning, before Chief Justice Appleton,
John T.

ment,

Gordon was arraigned on an indictcharging him with the murder of his

brother’s wife, Mrs. Emma A. Gordon, with an
axe at Thorndike,on the lfith of June last. The
prisoner seemed entirely unconcerned and
pleaded not guilty in a firm, clear voice. Hon.
William H. McLellan of this city, appeared as
his counsel. The trial was assigned for Monday
morning, November 10th, and fifty additional
jurors ordered to be summoned.

I.arge

Portsmouth,

Reduction of Force.

N.

dred workmen were

H., Oct. 31.—Four
discharged from the

hun-

navy
yard to-day. Commodore Guest of the Exam
ining Board, arrived at the yard this evening.
Accidents to IVaine Vessels.
Boston, Oct. 31.—Arrived, schooner Florida
Capt. Jones, of Bangor, and proceeded to Wey
mouth. Sho reports that Thursday evening goi
ashore on Rocky Point but was got off Friday
with the assistance from the steam tug Camilli
and towed to Weymouth. The schooner is full
of water.
Returned, British bark Grecian, hence foi
New York. She reports on Thursday night ii
Nantucket Roads, she got in contact with th<
brig Princeton, hence for Calais. The brig los
her jibbom and head gear, and the bark hat
her main rigging and port rail carried awayBoth vessels were towed back to the
city by tlx
steam tug Camilla.

they

manual of arms, especially noticeable in the
blindfold drill, calls forth our warmest praisej

Robert Carr of Laconia,

suicide Friday by hanging.

^cond

Prize

Packages.
Boston, Oct. 31.—This afternoon in the Su*

Criminal Court the trial of Flint Peaseperior
lee on an indictment for mainlining a lottery
was continued.
Judge Aldrich, in his charge,
ruled that Peaselee maintained a lottery if the
of
his
disposition
candy had connected with it
chance to obtain something beyond the value of
the candy.
It was no matter by what name
the business was called, if the element of chance
entered into it.
The jury were out about au
hour and returned a verdict of guilty ou the
first count of the iulictmeut. The case will be
taken to the Supreme Court to test the question
whether Peaselee’s method of selling candy is
lottery within the meaning of the statute.

NEW YOKE.
Proposed Reduction of Wages.
New York, Oct. 31.—The building firms
having resolved to reduce the wages of masons
aud bricklayers to $3.50 and laborers to $2 a
day of eight hours, have provided against a
prospect of a strike by obtaining the services
of workmen from the'Eastern States. In many
instances bricklayers have beau engaged as
stone masons. The Union believe the proposed
reduction
a
and if they submit
feeler,
will
A
be
forced
to work ten
hours.
conference of delegates from all the societies
will be held. Lar^e numbers of workmen have
left the Union and are willing to
accept the
terms of their employers.
Out of 8000 in the
Union not more than half are now coanected
with them. It is thought that the laborers will
be the only men to resist. They are well orThe Cenganized a*jd number about 12,000.
tral organization bas $20,000 in funds.
Hoyt, Sprague & Co.
Much sympathy is expressed by the merchmanufacturers
and others for the firm of
ants,
Hoyt, Sprague & Co., and A. & W. Sprague,
and the general belief is that they will resume
shortly, and satisfactory statements of the affairs of the firm are anxiously looked for.
An Immigrant Barge.
At the suggestion of the immigration committee the different railroad agents in this
city engaged in the transportation of immigrants from Castle Garden to the railway .depots
have constructed aud placed in use a commodious barge, costing $20,000. The barge contains every accommodation for immigrants aud
saves the necessity of transporting them through
the city.
Congratulating Hr. Shanks.
At a meeting of the Kings County Peoples
Reform Association, resolutions were adopted
congratulating W. F. G. Shanks of the Tribuue
on his temporary release from prison.
Union Trust Coinpony.
Judge Barrett to-day refused to grant a mandamus to compel the Union Trust Co. to transfer $120,000 worth of Lake Shore bonds on
their books to James Cheney who had purchased them at the Broadway Bank where they
a loan
were originally placed as collateral for
to the company.
This action makes that amount of bonds useless for a time.
Collision of Ferry Boats.
The Pavonia ferry boats, Delaware and Erie,
collided about 5. o’clock this afternoon.
The
Delaware was struck at the wheel house aud
sunk. The passengers were taken off by a
passing lug. No one injured.
When the boat reached the middle of the river the Erie was headed directly for theDelaware
striking her amidships on larboard side, cutting
through the cabin, carrying away the wheel
house with a large section of the cabin. The
Erie came with such force that her how crushed through the cabin and cut a large hole in
the hull of the Delaware. A panic seized the
passengers, of whom there were over 500 on
hoard, many being ladies and children. A tow
boat with a canal boat in tow came along side
and took the passengers off the decks of the
boats, barely affording standing room for the
passengers.
Many ladies carried life preservers from the
ferry boat till they reached the shore. The
Deleware was towed to the foot of Spring
street, New York, where the teams were removed with considerable difficulty.
Among the
wagons were two wile U. S. express packages
for the west.
The Erie is an iron boat.
It was this boat
that rim down the yacht Julia by which accident Commodore Morton was drowned.
The ferry is operated by the Erie Railway
Company. The old and experienced pilots anil
employes had been removed aud their places
filled l)v men notoriously incompetenti and the
result has been a series of accidents of greater
or less import.
The Deleware is damaged to the amount of

$20,000.

The Nathan Mystery.
Police Superintendent Matsell and District
Attorney Phelps had au interview with Irving,
the self accused murderer of Benj. Nathan,hut
refuse to make disclosures.
They admit, however, that he has given important testimony.
Detectives have heen furnished with the clue
to Nathan’s pocket hook and papers, and are
confident that before many hours they will get
at the bottom of the whole thing.
The CInflin House Hound.
When the rumor of the failure of Claflin &
Co. first gained currency on Wall street to-day
for a time nothing else was talked of and a
After
great havoc was made with values.
meridian the failure was denied, the senior
partoerof the firm being on Wall street and
was muchlsurprised to hear the standing of his
house had been trifled with.
The firm do not
make any paper hut sell their bills rccetvaon,
Of
and buy for cash or shoit time generally.
amounts in
course at interest, they owe large
the pursuance of their enormous business, hut
all their friends say they are not in trouble.
It is reported that the concern only a short
time since bought 4000 cases of domestic faeries for cash, which is cited as a proof that
they are not pressed forjmoney. After this a
rumor was put afloat that a
prominent stock
firm was in trouble, but this could not be authenticated.

Among other causes for depression in monetary circles to-day, the fact that the banks vir
tually resume to-morrow lias had au untoward
effect, as several people seem to think that

to Rob the Bethel Sav-

ings

^331,100; compound interest notes,
$473,-40; fractional currency, first issue, $4,-

N. H., committed
Age 60.

some of the weaker banks
which have heen
held up by the recent “pooling” arrangements,
will not he found in a practicable condition to
yet go alone. This feeling in many cases carried some to the extent of declining to accept
checks on some banks not thought to be strong.
The street generally is very sensitive aud the
most idle rumors have immediate effect, which
is shown by the course of stocks to-day.
Various Matters.
James McMahon was found guilty bv the
coroner’s jury to-day of murder in killing WmScanlon on Monday last, in the soda water factory. He was taken to the Tombs.
A Washington special says Judge Kelley of
Pa., will be urged upon Speaker Blaine for the
chairmanship of the Ways and Means Commit-

tee.

There is no question hut that a revival of
franking will he attempted by the next Congress.
The Excise Board repoets 4000 liquor saloons
of various kinds between 14th street and the
Battery. The Board has received $480,000 for
licences, being $110,000 above that received by
the old ring board.
The Board of Apportionment has decided
upon the estimates of the expenses in 1874 of
the various city and county departments, aggregating $30,000,000, an increase of $0,141,532
on the year.
The agent of the Cunard Steamship Co. denies the report that a daily steamship line to
Liverpool will be established by them.
Treasury Thief.
Albany, Oct. 31.—Mr. "Warren has submitted two reports on the Treasurer’s books to the
the Governor. The trust fund for the security
of the performance of the cenal contracts is
found all correct. The free school fnud acMuch loosecounts are also found accurate.
accounts posted
ness or neglect in keeping the
was found and they were greatly behind.
The Hlale

WASHINGTON.
Had Indian*.

Washington, Oct. 31.—Roving bands of
Sioux having recently molested, and in some
Pawnees and other
cases cruelly raided on the
friendly tribes, orders to-day were given that
Sioux found off their reservation with hostile intent to other tribes, will be punished.

all

The Modoes.

Orders were issued to-day for the removal of
the Modocs to a permanent location with the
Quopaws on the Modoc River, in the extreme
northeastern corner of the Indian Territory.
The Standing Rumor.
Although the rumor that Secretary Richardhis office was not genson was about to vacate
erally believed, many inquiries were made tosources
at
official
concerning its truth.
day
Numerous telegrams received from New York
were sent to Secretary Richardson asking if the
Twtliis he gave a positive
re|K>rts were true.
denial, aud to repeated oral inquiries he was
equally emphatic, addmg that the President
and liiinself were iu perfect accord. Iu order
to set the rumor more effectually at rest, a call
The President
was made upon the President.
said that he was at a loss to account for the ruas
had
occurred to warmor,
nothing whatever
He did not desire the Secretary to
rant it.
resign and therefore never even intimated that
sneb a course would be agreeable to him, nor
had Judge Richardson ever signified to him in
anv way that he wished or intended to resign.
There was, he repeated, not the slightest
ground on which the rumor could rest.
Army Promotions.
The following promotions have been made in
the army to fill vacanciss caused by the appoint of Lieut. Colonel George Crook to he
Brigadier General; Major R I. Dodge of the
30th lufantry to be Lieut. Colonel of the 23d
Infantry; Capt. Henry L. Cliipman of the lltli
Infantry, to be Major of the 3d lnfcgtry; 1st
Lieut. B. C. Breach of the 11th infantry to
be Captain; 2d Lieut, T. B. Taylor of the lltli
Infantry to be 1st Lieut.
First Asst. Engineer B. C. Goniug has been
datached from Boston navy yard and ordered
to the Kansas.
Public I.and*.
The report of the Land Agency Commissioner shows that 13,000,000 acres of
public lands
were disposed of last year, including 3,701,000
for homesteads, 6,083,356 certified to railroads
and 1,626,266 for cash. The cash receipts for
the year were $3,408,515. No return is given of
the expenses.
*,
Currency.
The internal revenue receipts for the month
were
to
day
$6,008,461; same month
ending
The receipts for
ending last year, $9,304,163.
September were $8,244,671, and for Aagustover
The
following statement outstand$8,500,000.
ing was issued from the Treasury to-day: Old
demand notes, $7,977,250; legal tender notes,
new issue, $74,477,451; legal tender notes, series
of '69, $280,474,755; one year notes, 1863, $83,285; two year notes, 1863, $25,600; two year eou-

issue, $3,161,499.83;

Eon**?*3.380,401.43;

00; total, $409,521,323.45.

Tie Namana Ray Rumor.

New York, Oct. 31.—A Washington despatch denies the rumor that the government
has purchased or leased a site
iu'Samaua Bay

l°r

a

coaliug

station. !No action has been taken
by the governmeut towards the establishment
ot a
coaliug station there. The question, howoc considered
everj
early in the future. The
establishment of a coaling statiou there does
not indicate that the
government has any intention of further
negotiations concerning the
annexation of San Domingo, the President being determined that no
proposition bearing
upon the annexation
question shall come before Congress or the
country toy any action of
The Civil Service Reform.
The Civil Service Commission is
making arrangements to codify all outstanding civil service rules and
regulations into one harmonious
whole, that the full results of the
system may
be made more
apparent to Congress.

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION.
The State

Senate Committee at
St. Louis,

St.

Louis,

Oct. 31.—The Senate Transportaa lengthy session here today, during which the Merchants’ Exchange
committee presented a
report embracing a great
amount of information relative to the trade and
commerce of the
Mississippi valley, and means
transportation, and the capabilities
ot the
Mississippi river as an outlet to the sea.
lhe report states that the chief obstructions to
the navigation of the
river, and which prevents
cheap transportation of the heavy product of
to
the ocean, are the Rock Island
valley
and Des Moines
rapids, shoal places, bars at
about a dozen
points, sunken wrecks, snags aud
the bar at the mouth of the river. The
widening of the channel at Rock Island, the completion of the canal at Des
the
construe*
Moines,
tiou of a wing draw at shoal
places, the removal of wrecks aud snags and the construction at
Fort Phillip of a canal, would, in opinion of
the exchange committee, result in atfordiug sufficient and constant depth of channel from St.
Paul to New Orleans for steamers anu barges
and reduce the cost of transportation to a uniform price, not exceeding the lowest present
Particular attention is called to the
average.
barge system now in use, both above and below
St, Louis, and its many advantages in moving
grain in bulk aud other productions of the valtion

KecciptM

THE SPRAGUES.

Committee held

^ostot

ley.

Captains Mason, Schudder and Horstick explained at length the various obstructions to
free navigation of the river, and how the difficulties can be overcome at comparatively light
expeuse.
Several other prominent gentlemen presented
their views and answered many questions asked by members of the committee.
A number of other gentlemen will give inIt is expected several
formation to-morrow.
strangers from this and surrounding States will
have a consultation with the committee and
present their claim for cheap transportation.
The committee adjourned to meet at Washington November 15th, when they will go to
New Orleans to inspect tin obstructions at the
mouth of the Mississippi river and examine as
to the practicability of the Fort St. Philip canal. They will leave tor their respective homes

to-night.

YELLOW FEVER.

Developments—Paper

No New

goes

to

Protest.
Providence Oct. 31
There is no notable
change in the financial situation tonight. The
maturing Sprague paper amounting to $47,500
went to protest this atternoon.
Senator Wm.
Sprague, President of the A. & W. Sprague
manufacturing company arrived this afternoon
and it is expected his presence will aid the
counsel of the house and the bank committee
iu maturing propositions to be submitted tojthc
Should the rumors
meeting tomorrow noon.
generally discredited tonight, that H. Ii, Claftiu of New York had asked special assistance of
the banks, prove true, the ettect would ho
somewhat depressing upon the efforts here iu
behalf of the Spragues.
Nothing is known
positively of the proposition to be submitted,
but the plan talked of involves the appointment
of trustees to take general charge of the settlement of the vast aud varied interest on terms
most advantageous of owners and creditors.
The business community shows the depression prevailing iu New York. The rumors concerning Clatiiu are causing considciable anxie-

ty tonight.
The meeting of bank officers to consider the

affairs of A. & W. Sprague was held at noou
today by adjournment, and was further ad-

The committee
journed till tomorrow noon,
are not ready with the statement and no
plau
for the future conduct of the business has yet
been agreed upon. There is no material change
in the grave aspect of affairs.
The commissioners appointed by the Governor to examine into the condition of the
Cranston Saviugs r.ank report the total liabilities of
the institution at $2,366,935, including $2,143,505 due to depositors on book account.
The
•sets are as follows: Loaned on mortgages of
real estate, $8117,935; mortgage on personal
property, $2,000; loaned on personal security,
including $495,000 in acceptance of Hoyt,
Sprague & Co., and $275,000 iu notes; A. &
W. Sprague manufacturing company,$97’.300;
loans on collaterals, including
$300,000 in
notes of A. & \V. Sprague & Co., $372,000;
stock iu the Sprague banks, $99,650; stock iu
the Bank of Commerce, 8162,300; Rhode Island
Safe Deposit Company, $10,000; other cerlitiettes of indebtedness, $4,060.
The statement
shows a worse conditiou Ilian was anticipated.
The Prize Fighters.
St. Louis. Oct. 30.—The coroner’s jury who
held an inquest ou the remains of Pat.sey Murley, returned a verdict that he was killed by a
pistol shot fired by Mike McCool.
Allen and Hogan have signed a supplement
agreement. They will fight at a place and time
to be set by Jack Looney and Tom
Kelly, and
the stakes have been increased to $2000 a side.
Looney aud Kelly are understood to have named Omaha as the place and November 18th as
the time for the fight. They
may be changed,
however. Lower California was suggested at
first, but this was abandoned oil account of the
danger of arrest while passing through Illinois.
P«

nunylvauia Countitutioa,
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.—The Constitutional
Convention did not complete their business
last night and are again in session today. The
third Tuesday in December i3 fixed upon as the
day for the special election on the constitution
when the people are to vote on the whole document.

Judge Lynch—Fire.
St. Louis, Oct. 31.—The dead body of a
horse thief named Thos. Box was found hanging iu the woods near Virginia City ou the 28th
inst.
The round house ou the Southeastern Railroad, at^East St. Louis with two locomotives
were burned today.
Loss $40,000,
nETEOROLOGICAL.

A Favorable

Report from Shreveport

and

Texas.
York. Oct. 31.—A despatch from
Shreveport says that at a joint meeting of the
physicians of Dallas. New Orleaus and Shreveport a resolution was adopted recommending
the renewal of social aud commercial relations
with the outside world. The fever is no longer
epidemic at Marshall.
Not so Favorable News From Memphis.
Memphis, Oct. 30.—The mortuary report at
six o’clock p. in., is not so favorable, showing
twelve deaths from yellow fever.
Memphis, Oct. 31.—The mortuary report today shows four deaths from yellow fever. The
Secretary of the Board of Health says that two
of the yellow fever deaths properly belong to

PROBABILITIES FOR

New

yesterday’s report.

The following was issued to-day from headquarters of the Howard Association:
To all generous friends throughout the land:
—With renewed assurance of your profoundest
gratitude for your past invaluable assistance,
we are happy to announce that our funds are
now amply sufficient to meet all wants of our
sick, and, therefore, request that you stop any
further contributions to our association. There
is, however, and will be for a considerable time
yet, much destitution iu our midst as a result of
the pestilence and temporary destruction of
local industries, and those who will be good
enough to contribute to the relief of that will
please forward to the Mayor of our city.
A. D. Langstaff,
(Signed,)
President Howard Association.
Montgomery, Oct. 31.—There has been only
three cases of yellow fever since last report.
Marshall, Oct. 31.—There are 4 cases of
sickness now. No new cases of yellow fever

reported today.
Shreveport, Oct. 31.—There were four inuninouuo r‘w“'
j-iwturer today.
Savannah, Oct. 31.—There were
cases of yellow fever at Bianbridge
yesterday
aud four to-day. Since the development of the
were

_

disease there have been fifteen deaths.
A special from Bainbridge at noon to-day announces the situation more hopeful; the dangerous cases are all improving.
There was a heavy white frost in that section
last night.

THE CROPS.
Comparison

Year.
Jacksonville, 111., Oct. 31.—Reports dated
Oct. 15th, received at the office of the Natioual
Crop Reporter, indicate the condition this year
of the crops as compared with those of 1872, as
follows:
On corn in States prodneing half the entire
crops of the United States there is a loss of 26
On wheat in States
per cent.
producing over
40 per cent, of the entire orops the gain is 6 1-2
per cent. On oats in States producing 40 per
cent, of the entire crop, the loss is 9 p*er cent.—
On hay in States producing one third of the entire crops the loss is 7 per cent. On swine in
the States producing one third of the eutire
crop a loss of 11-5 per cent.
Indications are that a largely increased acreage of winter wheat has been sown this fall,
and with few exceptions the condition of the
growing crop is above the average.
The report of the condition of the corn crop
lead to the conclusion that the estimated losses
will be further increased as the exteut of the
damage becomes better known. The proportion
The report of the
of soft corn is very large.
condition of fattening hogs from sections where
corn was mo-t damaged by frost indicate that
the average weight will be ‘less than last season the inferior fattening quality of
the grain
and the belief among farmers of higher prices
for corn incline them to dispose of their stock
in a comparatively immature condition. Reports from Iowa aud Illinois indicate increasing losses from hog cholera.
with those of Last

Conflict of Courts.

Richmond, Va., Oct. 31.—In the Uuited

States Circuit Court to-day, in the cases of Geo.
W. Dillard and others bankrupts, Judge Bond
rendered a most important decision. Tue creditors, having docketed ths judgment, obtained
decrees in the State directing the sale of DilAfterwards Dillard filed a
lard’s property.
petition iu bankruptcy and claimed a homeof
§2000. which exemption
stead exemption
was allowed in the United States District Court
by Judge Underwood; the creditors then carried the case before Judge Bond by petition,
and he has decided the following points, which
entirely reverse the ruling of Judge Under
wood:
First, When suits arc pending in the State
courts before the commencement of bankruptcy
proceedings, if there be no suggestion of fraud,
and no interests of the general creditors will be
prejudged, the bankruptcy ought not to interfere with the jurisdiction of the State court.
Second, When the bankrupt has made a deed
trust to secure creditors, he is not entitled 1o
any exemption out of the property conveyed
till the deed is adjudged fraudulent as to creditors by the State Court.
Third, When the proceedings in bankruptcy
were commeuced before the passage of the
auiendotary act of March, 1873, the bankrupt
was entitled to such exemption ouly as allowed
by the laws existing at the time the proceedings
commenced.
Fourth, One amendatary act, so far as it is
declaratory of the intentions of the act of 1867,
is void.
Fifth, The rights of the bankrupt and creditors are tixed according to laws in force when
the bankrupt proceedings commenced, and no
subsequent legislation can affect them.

MANUFACTORIES.
Lewiston.
31.—All the mills in this city
and the shoe manufacturing establishments in
Auburn are running on full time.
Good for

Lewiston, Oct.

IV. IT.

Oswego,
HilMprnDion
Oswago, Oct. 31.—Hoyt, Sprague & Co’s,
woolen mills at Oswego Falls will close tomorrow.
Some 500 operatives will be thrown out
of employment.
at

New York, Oct. 31.—An Albany special

says the decline in iron has not yet effected
business there but it is expected that the furnaces will soon stop,
The lumber trade is very dull and orders for
manufacturing are falling off.
It is reported that the wages of all the em*
of the Deleware &iHudson Canal will
ueedlO percenr tomorrow.

^

Muspcnsion.
A feather factory in West Hoboken was
closed on account of the scarcity of money and
200 hands are thrown out of employment*.
The Erie Railroad is reducing its force’in
different shops along the line of the road and
the workmen retained will bo put on threefourths time, commencing tomorrow.
Railroad Project.
Trenton, Oct. 31.—Articles of association
have been filed at the office of the Secretary of
State for a railroad from Prattsville to h armiugton, in Huntendon county. This will make
a
through road from Doylcston, by a branch of
the North Pennsylvania road to Prattsville,
thence to Farmington, thence by the South
Branch road to Somerville, and thence by the
Central road to New York.
IVew

THE NEXT
HOURS

TWENTY-FOUR

Wap Dep’t, Office Chief
Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Oct, 31, (7.30 P. W.)}

ForjNeWfliuglnud
southeast and northeast winds with clouds aud
rain. Cautionary signals continue at N. London, Woods Hole, Boston, Portland, Eastport,
Oswego, Rochester, Detroit, Grand Haven,
Chicago and Milwaukee.

FOREIGN.
Chambcrd’* Letter.
Paris, Oct. 31.—M. de Chesnelong received
the letter of Count de Chambord on Sunday
last. He immediately returned it to the Count
and wrote to him repeatedly, urging him to
modify it, but without avail. The Count insisted on its publication verbatim,

monarchy Abandoned.
It is reported in connection of tlie position
maintained by Count de Chambord iu his letter
to M. de Chesnelong, all hopes of restoration
of a monarch}- have been abandoned.
It is
probable that the Conservative deputies in the
will
vote
in
favor
of
Assembly
prolonging the
The

of office of President MacMahon
A special meeting of the Cabinet was held at
Versailles last evening.
The ISaznine Court JIartial.
At the trial of Bazaine to-day Col. Sewal
testified that on the afternoon of Aug. 23d be
received aud delivered a despatch to Bazaiue
stating that MacMahon was marching towards
Metz. Bazaine read the despatch aud witness
then asked him to set his army iu motion as
quickly as possible to avert Mac Mahon’s danThe
sel for the defence denied the
ger.

coup

Marshal Bazaine, with marked emphasis, declared that the despatch iu question was not delivered to him till the 29th of August.
Col. Dana Ion and Commandaut Samuel deposed that Sewal informed them on the 26th
and 27th that Bazaine bad been aware of Mac
Mahon’s advance ever since the 23d.
Capt. Mornay solemnly affirmed that Bazaine
received no such despatch on the 23d.
The French Situation.
It is not known yet what decision the royalist
committee came to at the meeting yesterday.
The announcement of their policy is anxiously
awaited. It is known that one section of the
Monarchial party desires to proclaim the monarch ial principle without naming a sovereign,
and to appoiut a regent of the kiugdom to act

provisionally.

The press generally advise the prolongation
of President MacMalione’s term of office, which
is also suDported by Imperialists.

Spaubh Gimboah Wrecked!
New York; Oct, 31.—Private advices received here from Havana, state that during the
storm of the 8th inst. three Spanish gunboats
were wrecked at Guantanamo, ous at Saguala-Grande and two at Batabano, Cuba.
These
boats were built at New York in 1869.
TliLEGRAns.

The

receipts from spirits (luring the fiscal
$172,095,505.
Horace Boswell was injured Thursday, while
coupling cars at the Concord depot at Nashua,
N. H., and died duriug the night.
Notwithstanding rumors of failure, the Kansas Pacific
road is paying all current obligawere

tions and business paper, but is obliged to dethe payment of the November
lay for a time
•
coupons.
The whaling schooner Valentine was abandoned at sea Oct, 1st, and the crew landed in
their boats at St. Michaels Oct. 3d.
The Spanish government troops before Cartagena lraue been reinforced by 5000 men.
The internal revenue receipts yesterday were

$251,911.

A fire at Chicopee, Mass., Thursday night,
destroyed the barn of Alanzo Waite, with forty tons of hay. Loss $0000; insured.
The vessel Emma Gilett of Anapolis, N. S.,
was picked up at sea, dismasted, stripped and
abandoned.
Trinity College, Hartford, Ct., authorities
contemplate reconstructing their buildings so as
to accommodate 300 students.
The Crown Prince of Germany is to go to
condole the royal family of Saxony on the recent death of the King.
The court of St. James has gone into three
weeks mourning on account of the death of
the King of Saxony.
John Bailey was arrested at Albany, Friday,
for outraging a little girl six years old.
Gen. Dent. Mrs. Grant’s fattier, is again
dangerously ill.
A despatch from Rome states that several
members of the Society of Jesus left this city
yesterday for the United States.
Tbe funeral services of John C. Heenan will
take place in New York, Sunday.
The trustees of Triuity College have conferred the degree of DD. on Rev. Jno. P. Spaulding of Erie, Pa., Bishop elect of Colorado.
As a passenger train from Boston was passing Dodgeville, R. X., Friday evening, a pistol
shot was fired into the car narrowly missing a
later train was stoned at the same place.

FINANC9AL AN9> COIUIHGRCIAL
Foreign Export*.
LAS TUNAS. Brig C M Goodrich—3465 shooks and
heads, 66,000 hoops, 50 bbls potatoes.
Foreign Import*.
fJSAGUA. Brig Torrent—493 hhds 52 tes molasses
to Phinney & Jocksou and Geo S Hunt.
ANNAPOLIS, NS. Schr F P Ladd—52 cords of
wood, 9 bbls apples, 12 do potatoes, 21 boxes herring,
6 pkgs eggs to order.
KEMPT, NS. Schr W Starrett—380 tons plaster

Knight & Whidden.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr
S H Berry & Sons.
to

M

P—110,961 feet lumber to

HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—137^ boxes lobsters to J W Jones; 188 hlids sugar. 10 tes do, 1 case
skates, 850 boxes lobsters to Jolin Porteous; 1UU bbls
mackerel, 110 do salmon, 7 pkgs effects, 1 box fresh
mackerel to J S Liseomb.
SHEDIAC, NB. Schr Harry Bluff 200 bbls mackerel, 30 do bait to order.
Receipt* by Railroad* and Mtcaiubont*.
Grand Trunk Railroad—7 cars sundries. 1 do
corn, l do staves, 1 do apples, 1 do potatoes, 1 do
oats, 3 do corn. 1 do slabs, 55 do lumber, 1 do for
Boston, ’7 do for St John, NB, 8 do for Halifax, 1 do
for Lowell.
DAILY

DOMESTIC RECEIPT*.
Receipt* of Flour.
EASTERN

Contionees.
WL Alden

RAILROAD.

Bbls.
3U0

DWCooli lge.200
J

B

Burbridge.100

Norton. Chapman &
Co.300

Bbls.
Consinnees.
Geo W True & Co.... 100
J L Burbridge.100
GeoAHuut.....200
E Thomas & Co.300
Marshall & Ilsiey... .100

Total. 1700
GRAND

TRUNK

drain,

No. cars.
Consignees.
D W Coolldge, brau.1

Perley, Russell & Co.,

Arc.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

R. R

Butler & Josselyn... 100
Norton, Chapman &
Co.100 J Chipman.100

Total.300

Consignees.

H &

No. cars

Clark, middlings.. i

bbls beef.

GRAND TRUNK R. rf.
& Tabor, oats.... 1 Stevens & Co, com... .4
Waldron & True,oats... .2 Webb & Phmney,corn.4
**
14

corn.

MUSIC HALL.

Total....2

CO

Ken sell

By water conveyance 1,000
True <Sfc Co.

TWO MIGHTS OILY.
Friday

oats..2

...1

G F Walcost, corn.1

<*rand

Railroad.

—

@ 113$

Portland. Saco «& Portsmouth R R.122$
New York Btock nud ifloucy Market.
New York, Oct. 31—Morning.—Money at 7 per
cent.
Gold at 1U8$.
Sterling’Exchange, long, at
106$; short 108$.

York, Oct. 31—Evening.—The money market was stringent all day to ordinary borrowers at 1-32
(& | j>er cent |»er diem with the bulk of business at
$ ry $ per cent. Borrowers with gilt-edge reputations
and prime eollotarals, in some cases obtaiued money
at 7 per cent. The discount market is nominal.—
Commercial paper dull.

following

is

the

Clearing

Matinee Saturday
Rnfbuniaall*

nn<l

place

in Eastern cities.

Kelurnnnd l areuell Visit of

Jennie Kimball’s Comedy

FLAHERTY’S NEW

OF IRELAND,

MIRROR

Elegant Paintings and the

Erie. 44}
Rriepreferred.65
Union Pacific stock.*. 15}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds... 83}
Union Pacific do. 68}
Union Pacific land grants.55
Union Pacific income bonds. 35

Providence Print doth IKnrket.
Providence. Oct. 31.—Printing cloths market—
few sales on a basis at 5} fa oje for stanoard an 1

ai

1 55; Winter Red Western 1 47; Northher State
western Spring 1 33. Corn—sales 112,000 bush ;stearnMixed Western 60c; do sail at 640 fa 61c. Oats are
lower; sales 43,000 bush; White Western 48 fa 48}c;
new Mixed Western afloat at 46 fa 47c.
Beef quiet;
new plain mess at 8 50 fa 10 00; new extra do 10 00 fa
12 00. Pork dull; sales 500 bbls; now mess at 14
1500. Lard is lower and active; sales 3750 tes; steam
rendered at 7 3-16 fa 7}c; kettle at 7}c. Butter is
quiet; Ohio at 18 fa 26e; State at26 @ 31c. Whiskev
less active; Western free at 91 fa 91}c.
Rice is dull
and unchanged;’Carolin:v 8 fa9c. Sugar dull; sales
225 hhds; refining 7} fa 7}c; Muscovado 7}c.
Coffee
firm; Laguavra at 19} fa 20}c; Maracaibo 21 fa 22}c;
Java 26}c; St Domingo 19 fa 19}c; Rio at 191 fa 22}<-.
Gold. Molasses dull; clayed 22 @ 27c; New Orleans
78 @ 85c: Porto Rico 28 fa55e; Muscovado 23 fa 35c.—
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine is weak at at 41}c;
Rosin is quiet at 2 87} fa 2 90 for strained.
Petroleum is steadier; sales 5u0 bbls; crude 5}c; refined at
15S fa 16c. Tallow weak at 7}c; sales 35,000 lbs.
Freights to Liverpool lower; Grain |**r steamer at
13}. Cotton ;ier steamer }d. Fiour per sail 4s 3d.
Chicago, Oct. 31.—Flour is in fair demand and
lower; extra Spring 4 75 fa 5 75. Wheat is Gull and
lower; No 1 Spring at 1 60; 1 04} for regular; Northwestern No 2 Spring 99} fa 99} cash or^seller Nov:
I 00} fa 1 00} seller Dec; No 3 Spring at 95c; iejected
92c. Corn lower: No 2 Mixed at 36 fa
36}c for cash
orfor seller Nov; 37} @ 37Je seller Dec;
35c.
Oats are dull and declined at 29}c for No 2 cash; 30}
seller Dec; rejected at 26} fa 269e. Rye is quiet amt
unchanged; No 2 at CO fa 61c. B arley dull and lower
at 1 23} fa 1 25 for No 2 Fall; No3 Spring at 92 fa 95c.
Provisions quiet and weak. Pork dull lower at 11 75
II 87} for cash; 11 37} fa 11 50 seller Do- .; 12 00 seller
Feb. Lard dull ami a shade lower at 6} fa 7c ca*h;
cwt.
Bulk
fa 6}c for seller Dec; 6 95 seller Jan
Meats quiet; Most of the sales were private.
Bacon
nominal. Green Meats—no sales.
Whiskey is dull
and nomiual at 88} @ 89c; no sales.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo at 6} fa h. Wheat
to Buffalo at 8.
Receipts—7,500 obis flour, 108,000 bush wheat, 76.000 bush corn, 54,060 bush oats, 4,000 bush rye, 32,000 bush barley.
Shipments--4,000 obis fionr,137,000 hnsh wheat, 88,000 bush corn, 97.000 bush oats, 85,000 bush rye, 17,000 bush barley, dDUO hogs.

Grand Sacred Concert
—AT—

CITY

EVENING, Nov. 2d.
CHANDLER’S BAND
ASSISTED

V. K IIAWKX, Soprano.
AMIK I.KATITT, sopmns.
MASS AI.IC'K CARI.lt, (lontmlto
‘ ! * V '*1 ‘K K >
Contralto.
LEO. A, TIIO.HAS, Rnnait,
All MM CHANDEER,

V.25! \*'

Arcompautit.

Second

annuai 7

BENEFIT BALL
OF THE PORTLAND

POLICE DEPARTMENT
—

AT

—

CITY HALL,
Tuesday Evening, Nov. 4- 1874,

Concert by the Pull Portland Baud until
9 o’clock

COMMITTEE OE A UitESGFM E.NTH.
C. L. York,
H. Rich,
C. W.

E.
J.M. Black

K. T.
H. J.
L. A.

J. H.

nol

Crowell,
Benjamin Gribben,

M.
FIFTH

L.

Hanson,
Morrill,
Herr,
Sterling,
•

A>

LSTEBTiHraEST,

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
LECTURE

Nov. 5.

BY

JANIES PARTON,
Subject—“Onr Scandalous Politics.”
Evening tickets BO cents.
Lecture

commences

New and

at

Doors open at 6J.
nold4t

7} o’clock.

Popular Course !

1 8 7 3.

Lectures and Concerts.

STrIkET

INDIA

Will

of

lowiug

CHURCH

commence on

Monday Evening,
a course

Nov. 10th,

Eight Lecture** and Concerts.

lecturers have

aheady been

The f 1engaged:

HON. I. U ASIIBIRN, Jr.K
A. F. LBAVia, Kiq..
fiEN. JATIRS A. HALL,
ktEV. CHAM B. HITBIiADO.
CiOV. MiDNEl
FEBUAin.
The Sixth Lecture will l>e

shortly

announced.

CONCERTS.

First Concert by Chandler’s Band,
**i

Mir ti

miiruift

niiu.t

Fwnnie (Chtinllrr) Ilnwei. Soprano,
A lire I. Carle,
Comraito,
.lolau llorgao, Tenor.
JauirM
Alia*

o

all*, Hat so,

Annie

4-recly. Aecampaniaf.
Second Concert by Portland Band,
assisted by the popular

AMPHION CLUB
AND

MBS.

atn’KI, N0I.01ST.

Season Ticket, for the full course have been
placed
at the low price of SI.33, and will bo on sale at
Hawes & Uragin’s music store and also at Stockbridge’s music store on and al ter Nov. 3d.
Evening Tickets :J3 and 50 cents. A few reserved soats will be sola for the course at 78 cents
each. Sale at the Vestry of the
hurch on Mondav
afternoon from U to 5, and in the
evening from 7 to 9,
where plan of seat* may be seen. No reduction in
price of sea on ticket* w ill be made during the course.
Sale of ticket* limited to capacity of house.
Doors open at
will commence at 7.45.
noldlw

LAST
“The

WEEK!

Orphans’ Rescue,”

Joseph John's Great Painting
Will remain

exhibition nnlil SATURDAY AFTERNOON at
F. F. HAI.K’S AST GALLKRI.
(13t

6|

no

2

Admi«sion 25 cents; Reserved seats 35 cents. !H1«
of seats to commence at Hawes’ Music
Store, 77 Middle Street, Tuesday morning, Oct. ^ih. Door#
opern
at
Concert to commence at 8 o’clock.
oc27dlw

rejected

Milwaukee, Oct. 31.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
extra Spring at 5 70 fa 6 25. Wheat is steady; No 1 at
1 074; No 2 at 1031 cash; 1 03} seller for Nov.; seller
Dec'1 t)4}. Corn dull at 39c tor No 2 Mixed.
Oats
quiet at 29 for No 2. Rye is (kill; No 1 at 64c. Barley is irregular at 1 45 for No 2 Spring.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 8c; Wheat to Oswego 13.
Receipt#—6000 bbls flour, 132.000 Imsli wheat.
Shipments 5,000 bbls Hour, 134,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Oct. 31.—Flour is dull and unchanged at
7 25 fa 8 00. Wheat steady; extra at 1 46} fa 1 47; No
1 White 1 40} fa l 42; Amber Michigan at 1 34. Corn

BY

Tilt*

90fai

ioisdo. Oct. 31.—Flour is dull aud unchanged.—
Wheat is dull; No 2 White Wabash at 1 42: Amber
Michigan cash at 1 15; seller Nov at 1 15; No 1 Red
at 1 38 cash; No 2 do do 1 25 fa 1 264;
seller Nov at
1 25 fa 1 25}; seller Dec. at 1 31 fa 1 31}.
Corn—full
prices asked but no demand; high Mixed cash 42}c;
low Mixed} 41 @ 41}c. Oats are dull; No 1 dull at
36: No 2 at 35c.
Clover Seed at. 4 80.
Freights—to Oswego 8 fa 9}; to Buffalo 4} fa 3; to
Kingston 8 @ 9.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat, 15,000
bush corn, 6,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 1,000bush wheat. 45,000
tush corn, 2,000 bush oats.

HALL.

SUNDAY

er

Pork at
Cincinnati, Oct. 31.—Provisions dull.
12 25 @ 12 50; sales 12 35 fa 12 50. Lard dull; jobbing
sales of kettle 7}c; steam, buyers 6}. held at 7c.—
Bulk Meats dull, winter cured shoulders 6}c; new
fully cured offered at 6c; clear rib sides dull at 54c;
Bacon is dull; jobbing sales
clear sides dull at 5}c.
of shoulders at 7}c; clear rib sides at G}c; clear sides
at 6}c. Whiskey at 86c.

Comedy

Jennie Kimball, John T. Kelley, and the entire
company will appear each Evening.
Doors opeu at 7; Curtain rises at 8 o’clock. Admission 35cts. Reserved seats 30ct». Orchestra Chair*
75cts.
oc25d6t
H. T. REED. Easiness Manager.

extra.

Uomentic iTlarketn.
New York. Oct. 31.—Evening—Cotton la quiet;
sales 1600bales; Middling uplands 15c. Flour is dull;
sales 11.700 bbls; State at 5 20 fa 7 00; Round Hoop
Ohio 6 10 fa 7 75: Western 5 25 fa 7 65: Southern at
6 20 fa 11 00.
Wheat irregular and unsettled; Milwaukee advanced 3 fa 4c; Chicago l fa 2c;
other
grades are without, decided change: sales 248,000
bush; No 1 Milwaukee 1 42; No 2 Milwaukee 1 36 fa

new

“Irish Hearts in Their Native Land.”

The following were tne quotations of Government
securities:
united States coupon 6 s, 1881,.112
United States5-20*8 1862.106
United States 5-20’s 1861.166
United States5-20’e 1865, old.«... 107
United States 5-20*8 1865, uew,.110
United States 5-20*8 1867,.. 112g
United States 5-20’s 1868,. .112
United States 5*8, new...107

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co...46}
Pacific Mail. 26}
N. Y. Centra’and Hudson River consolidated.... 81}

Comp’y,

CONJUNCTION WITH

IN

promptly

United States 10-40’s.,ex-coupons..
.106}
Currency 6’s ..-- .108
The following were the closing quotations of

APPC®**"-

Hnlls too small to accommodate the neonle
1

all'the papers

to-day.

The total imports of dry goods this week were $1,358,683, and the amount marketed was $1,092,380.—
The total payments to date ou account of November
interest aro $3,015,000.
The rumored withdrawal of Secretary Richardson
from the Cabiuet was authoritatively denied by private dispatches from Washington
to-d.iy. Government bonds are lower. Southern State t>onds entirely nnmiual ard Railroad bunds are heavy. 'Thestock
market opened weak and feverish ami prices
n
touched toe lowest points known for years; the decline ranging from 1 to 5 per cent. The decline was
partially recovered at the second board to the extent
of $ @ 1} per cent., but another sharp decline took
in late dealings. At the close the market was a
little steadier again. The business to day was well
distributed and aggregated an unusually large
amount. The fluctuations were as follows:—New
York Central opened at 84. sold off at 82$, off 81$, off
80$, up to 81$ and closed at 81$ @ 81$; Ur ion Pacific
opened at 16$, sold off fo 15$ @ 15$, and closed at 15$
@ 15$; Pacific Maill opened at 28, sold off to 26$, up
to 27, and closed at 26$ @ 26$; Western Union opened
at 50, sold off to 47$, up to 48$, off to 46$. up to 47$, off
to 45$,
to 47$, off to 46, up to 4 f, and closed at 46$
up
Erie opened at 45, sold of to 44$, and closed at
444
45.
There was a general feeling of uneasiness in Wall
street to-day which extsmled to all monetary clrclas;
the outside prices on Stock Exchange to-day touched
a lower range than for years.
It is believed that as
the ppoling arrangements ceased to-day they will
soon show an idcrease in curreucy; loan certificates,
however,will continue indefinitely to aid the business
interests. The banks to-day gained $650,000 In legal
tenders. The announcement of Spragues paper going to protest in Providence bad no further perceptible effect on the market than that of the failure of
their New York firm, and it is hoped they will soon
recover their embarrassments.
The belief here is
that eventually holders of their paper will not lose a
dollar, although the rumored susiiension of Clafiin &
Co was
denied this afternoon. Another
rumor was circulated later In the day that they had
asked an extension of tlieir paper, and that the banks
wore wiliin g to assist them. A dozen other unfounded rumors were current, but uotbiug reliable could
Added to these came a
be traced to good sources.
statement that the directors of the Chesapeake &
Ohio road, at a meeting yesterday, decides! to default
their November interest due to-morrow, although the
president of the road put in $100,000 ot the $450,0(H)
needed. They will make a statement and ask bondholders to fund four maturing 7 per cent, coupons.—
There were rumors of other dividend defaults to-mor
row, but no official announcement. The day may be
said to have generally closed with great depression.

tn
"

tion.-Bath Daily Time.

House statement

Currency exchanges, $51,761,850; currency balances
$2,602,003; gold exchanges. $4,008,082; gold balances,
$015,807.
Foreign Exchange opened dull at 106$
106$ for
prime bankers 60 dav bills and 108 to} 108$ for demand
but closed lower at 106 for actual business in prime
bankers bills, 107 @ 108 for sight diafts. The custom
receipts to-day were $260,000. The Loudon advices
early in the day were favorable. The Bank of England to-day gained £20,000 in bullion. French securities are reported inactive both in London and at
Paris.
Gold opened at 108§, went wp to 108$, and Closed
lower at 108$ @ 108$. The rates paid for earr> I ug today were 3-64,1-32, and 7 i»er cent, gold, and for borrowing tiat; the final rate was at 1-33 per cent.
The day’s business at the Gold Exchange Bans
was as follows :—Gold balances, $821,500;
currency
balances, $007,735; gold clearances $34,738,000.—
The Asst. Treasurer paid out to-day $14,600 on account of interest and $10,000 redemption in of 5 20
bonds. The Treasury paid out $250 in silver coin

a

at 2 1-t.

|^~Audiencc» nermhn.

Xnmben

New

The

Saturday Evenlngi,

Children 10 cent.,
Ladle. 25 cent*.

(Sales at the Broker’s Board, Oct. 31J.
Boston & Maine

and

Oct. Slst, and Nov. 1st.

Total.}•>
bush coriuneal to GeoW

Boston Block fjiat*

term

nnos

ot

EASTERN R. R.

do third

fourth issue, tirst series,
*°3> fourth issue, secord series
25’’ {ourth Rsue third series, $7,935,-

So'roo»n.
rZA5^926
100

Fears.

Daring Burglary.
Attempt

MASSACHUSETTS.

on

<«30_

s._c.
SANT

FRANCISCO

BLINDFOLD DRILL
—

BY

THE

—

SHERIDAN CADETS
—

AT

CITY

—

HALL,

Thursday Evening,

Nov. 6, 1873.

The Company will go through all the Company
movement*, Manual of Arm* aud Bayonet Exorcise*

BLINDFOLDED.
Tho Blindfold Drill wan first introduced in the
State of Maine by this Company In Lewiston.
After the Drill a

PROMENADE CONCERT
will be given.

BY

MUSIC

CHANDLER’S BAND.

Floor Ticker* $ 1.00, admitting
Ticket* 50 ceil t*.
Drill to commence at 8 o’clock,
nol

Gallery

sales.

Gent and Ladle**
5t

Freights—to Oswego 0 @ 8}.

Receipts—00,000 bbls Hour, 5,000 bush wheat, 8,000
1,009 bush oats.
Sbipments-0,000 bbis flour, 22,000 bush £wheat,0,000 bush corn. 0,000 bush oats.
Charleston, Oct. 31.—Cotton is more steady;
Middling uplands at 14}c.
Savannah,Oct. 31.-Cotton is steady;"Middling

Dancing Academy !

bush corn,

uplands 14}c.
Mobile,Oct. 31.—Cotton quiet and in fair demand;
Middling uplauds at 14|o.
New Orleans,Oct. 31.—Cotton is in fair demand;
Middling uplands 15Jc.

ARMY & NAVY UNION HALL.
Kennedy,

.71 r. J. W

of

Boston,

commence Ills first term for the season,
WrdnPMlHf, Nor 5? 1873. Afterclasses for children at 3 o'clock. Evening class: Ladles at 8; Gents ai 8:30.
Mr. K. being thankful for the kind and
liberal patronage of the past, hopes to merit

Will

European Markets.
Oct. 31—12.30 P. M.— American securities—U. S. 5-20 bonds. 1803. old, 031; do 1867, OCg.—
U. S. 10-40’s, 911. Erie 3KJ.
Liverpool, Oct. 35—LOOP. M.—Cotton quiet and
unchanged; Middling uplands8|@ 9d; do Orleans
Old; sales 10,000 bales, including -000 bales for hi>oculatiou and export.

on

noon

LOSDOW,

a

c-ntinuat

U

]iMTKi\r

NHirpno tagnj
Two Hundred Millions have been
ten years, without
comasc<j within the past
of loss by Tag becoming detached. All Ex
them.
use
Co’s,
pieces
Mold by Printer* and Mtntionrrw ererys*l8eod3m
wlirre.

A! AwW'dvtT

plaint

Books

Cheaper

than

Ever.

stock in the State, and lowest prices.
Ail our real estate in Maine has been sold except
two small farms which we will “almost give away.”
“Old nun Colby” has postnoned going to New Or-

LARGEST

leans till sometime in December, as he piefers “.Tack
Call soon, for most of
Frost” to “Yellow Jack.”
our books will be shippedsouth before “the old gentleman” goes. ALBERT COLBY & SONS, 119 Exocisdtf
ehaage street.

Portland

Savings Bank,

NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ST.

deposits of one dollar and upwards cominterest on the first day of the month
of deposit.
mayi!9-dtf_FKAN K NOTES. Treasurer.^

ALL

Table Boarders).
FEW

BOARDERS
A modatedTABLE
at 30| High street.
coSeodU

can

S. S.

he

accom-

...r.iw-r
KNDd*«

ocSOdt-f

MB. J. W. RiYiHONB
wishes to Inform the citizens of
ty that be will commence in
Dancing at Ijancanter llnll

Portland and viciniAfternoon Chase in
tor Misses and Masters WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, Nov. 5th. to
corsist of 12 lessons and 8 matinees. Lessons on
Wednesday from three until gve.
Matinees to

on the fonrth afternoon,
until five. Music by the Full

commence

dancing from three
Band.
Tickets

for 12 lessons, including m itiness, 5 dollars. Tickets tor matinees, 2 dJlarw. Afternoon
tickets, for children 25 cents, for adults BO cents.
Mr. R. will be assisted by his dau .liter.
tf

0031

Rami
RaymomTs Quadrille
furoi-h
I.

prepared to

1>riT»te Arties,
Music for Kails
^rinblics, Levees,
j

mence

following tie date

same.

Ldaiscing class

x>Kisr^isois-’s

H|\

of the

AFTERNOON

■■I A Jk "MERCHANTS and M AN UFACT UR
n
|1 IlERS will best insure their shipments to
II
Vtheir desfinatin by using

H 4

on

on

occasions where music Is required.
promptly attended to by applying to

R»

orders
BlVfflOKS, ltf«. 34 I.iocolu St.,
Street Block. Any
or L. WISWEU., No. 3 Free
number of pieces furnished,
RAYMOND,
Prompter.
J. W.
ucildtf
All

j.

•

POETRY.

trying to surprise faces off their guard! Perhaps you are going to favor me with other
revelations gained in the same way?”
Aside from the sudden, most unwelcome

__

Satiety.
DT

LAURA

C.

“Not quite yet,” I pleaded. “You will let
have one look, one word, at the very last
—I must, I will 1”
She hesitated; my face, perhaps, warned
her not to tax submission too far. “You
will promise me,
then, to make no attempt to
change my resolution, or to keep any hold on
me? for Heaveu, that knows all I have
borne, and all I could not bear in the old life,
Heaven is my witness, that I would return to
it sooner than—I have your word then ?

conviction that I had indeed chanced on some
jarring chord in the past, I was so taken
aback by her cold and cutting manner of
speaking as to be literally without words to
replv. I could only look at her, hut she understood my look, 1 suppose, for the next mo-

REDDEN.

After Ringing, silonce; after roses, thorns;
All the blackest midnights built o er golden moms;
After lloweriug, fading; bitter alter sweet;
Yellow, withered stubble after waving wheat.

said, in a very dillereut tone: ‘T
hog your pardon, sincerely, Mr. Denvers, you
have a right to your thoughts, and it was 1
who forced you to explain them, Only”—
and she gave a forced smile, “take my advice, don't waste your time iu studying my
face: the romances you might read there
would not be good for much in any sense.
And now forgive me!” And she reached out
ment she

After green, the dropping of the shriveled leaf,
Like the sudden lopping of some dear belief;
After gurgling wateis, dry, unsightly beds;
After exultation, lowly-liangiug heads

I shrink and shiver at your proffered kiss.
Knowing pain must follow on the heel of bliss;
Kuo whig loss must find me sleeping on your breast;
Leave me while you love me,—this is surely best!

So

“You have my word,” I answered, pertile determination in her features,
tiiat. any hesitation would be worse than useless.
“Come again in an hour, then, and you
will find me ready. My preparations, like
my friends, are few,” she said, with another
of those bitter
smiles; and with that we separated.
I walked through the streets like one in a
dream, seeing nothing beforeme, nothing but
what 1 had left behind—the woman I loved

ceiving by

her hand to me. 1 took it and hold it a moment while our eyes met. What she read in
mine 1 don't know, but whatever it was, it
did not appear to please her, tor she drew her
hand away quickly with a slight frown. Still,
Thus I shall be fairer to your untried thought.
Than if ail my living into yours were wrought.
as 1 said, after this, though she did not adHearts* dreams are the sweetest iu a louely nest;
mit me to any more real intimacy, her manLeave me while you love me.—this is surely Debt!
ner was less formal and more friendly.
Meantime, while 1 was, as I hoped, making progress in her good graces, events were
working to bring to the surface the latent
feud between her and Mr. Webster. That
amiable gentleman had taken to devoting
Same wise man—I forget wlio—has called a himself somewhat
demonstratively to M ss
boardiDg-house a little world, nude up, like Rosa Morrell, to the manifest discomfiture of
the gn at world, of odds and ends, where you
M. Kugeue Deblay, but not of Miss Rosa lier
may find a genius at your right baud and a i self, who, like most school-girls, was an arfool at your lelt. My left U uid neighbor, in
rant, little flirt, and had not the slightest obthe ease I am recalling, was not a fool, hut a
jection to any number of strings to her bow.
and
Frenchman;
my right—well, my rightSo she did not check Webster’s rather prohand neighbor was something more perplexnounced felicitations on the occasion of her
ing, more interesting than a genius, for it was sixteenth biithday, but replied with a look at
—a woman.
once shy and saucy, and quite enough to turn
I am an engineer by profession and had
any head not turned already, as she went off
beeu sent to T,—to superintend the laying of
laughing to school. Miss Knowles looked
a uewl ine of rail.
It was my first dinner in
after her with a kind of wistful tenderness.
Mrs. Apthwa.to’s boa ding-house, and
I
“Sixteen to day 1” said she.
“What must
looked with a stranger's curiosity down the it seem like to be
sixteen, I wonder!”
long table at the double row of faces, no one
“One would think to hear you, there were
ot which I had seen before that day. One
a hundred years between you!’, said X, laughseat only, just at my right, was vacant, but
ing.
the knife and f ok laid about the napkin indiam twenty-two,
toe saia, gravely.
cated that its owner was expected to lake
“Only six years, then!”
possession,
"Onty six years!” she echoed—“only six
“Miss Knowles is late again to-day,” reages! That child is just beginning lite, and
marked a young man opposite. ‘•Those tireI—1”
some little auimals keep her out of all con“And you?” I repeated, as she paused, lost
science.”
in thought, apparently.
My mental wonder as to whether the lady
“1—must be going to my scholars,” she recouid >e connected with a menagerie was
joined, with a quick look, half suspicious,
answered by Mr. Debly, the Frenceman at
hall' mischievous, at me as she started up.
my left.
“Tiresome little animals, as Mr. Thorne
“My faith!” he exclaimtd, “I astonish my- rightly called them,” said i, rising too. As
self t cat ,i lady su h as cette belle Mademoiwe entered the hall, the street door was
just
selle Noail.cs is not before this restricted to
closing on Webster.
o.ie scholar—life long, bien
entenuu!” he
“Will that he a match, do you think?” I
added, diverting his soup-spoon trom its legiti- asked, the
sight of him reminding me of the
mate use to kiss it with a flourish.
the subject.
“Why don’t you try her with the proposal,
“Good heavens!” exclaimed Miss Knowles,
D.iblay ? She seems to smile more on you,” stopping short and gazing anxiously in my
said, with a just perceptible sneer, a man
face—“Rosa—Miss Morrell and Mr. Webster,
n >:t to the first sp a er.
do you mean ? Do you see any teal reason for
mou
cried
Diem”
“she
“Oh,
Det'.ay,
asking such a question ?”
smiles, yes; but a smile as bright aud cold as
“Only human nature in general, and—if
sunshine on au iceberg
Ah, it is a bad
you will exeuse my saying so of your little
counsel you make your friends, M. Vebstere!”
friend- -Miss Morrell's nature in particular.
“That’s because he likes to see ’em in the I don’t think if
1 were in Webster’s place, I
same fix as himself, eh, Webster?”
slyly said should despair.”
the young man who had spoken about “little
“Rosa is thoughtless, hut I cannot beLike

blusliless flower left upon its stem,

a

Sweetening the thickness of the forest's hem;
Like a hidden fountain, never touched of lips;
Like an unknown ocean, never sailed by ships,—

passionately, and in one little hour’s time
was to lose lorever.
But, with ail the passion and will that was in me, I vowed that I
would not lose her thus. I would fulfill the
letter ol my promise to her. I would not
seek, by word or act, to sway her from her
conscience; but I would keep myseli informed of her movements, and contrive,
somehow, sooner or later, to be near her;
I would wait lor her till death, if need were;
but let her pass wholly and forever out of my
life, I neither could nor would.
On reaching the tail way station, even mv
preoccupation became aware of some unusual
excitement. I joined a knot of eager talkers,
and learned that there bad been an acciduit
to a passenger on one of the eastern trams
just in. The sttanger, who, according to the
general testimony, had appeared to be in a
singular hurry and exciteiqent, had jumped
offthe train before it was fairly stationarybad somehow slipped and fallen, and—had
been taken tin for dead.
1 made my way to where the body was lying. It tvas that of a man of some thirty
years of ago, evidently belonging to the
wealthier classes. The face, which was not
disfigured, was handsome, in spite of the
traces of passion and dissipation. He was
quite dead; they had given up attempting to
testore him, and were searchiugthe body for
identification. One of them, as lapproaehed,
had just opened a pocket-book tilled with
papers and marked inside with a name. I
read the name over his shoulder; it was
James Huntley!
Strange chapter in the strange romance interwoven with my life!
This man's death,
so sudden, so little to be looked lor, had come
to cut the knot of all the
doubts, the difficulties, the despair which else might have enveloped the whole future of two lives! It
seemed to me, that if ever I saw the finger of
Destiny in any human event, I saw it there.
I waited only lnngenough to make sure that
there was no mistake, and then I hun ied.
back to Miss Kuowles—to M'ss Knowles?—
that is, to Mrs. Huntley.
Yes, lor the first
time. I readzed that it was a husband's
dreadful death that I was hastening to communicate to his newly made widow, and I
shrunk from my task.
I knocked gently at the door. She opened
it, and, seeing me, looked at me for the first
momeut in sjlent surprise; then, putting the
natural interpretation of her own absorbing
thought on my return, so much before the
time set she cried out—“I am too late, then,
after all? He is here already?”
»
“5fou have nothingmore to fear from him,”
I said gravely, trying to break the shock to
her by degrees. But she did not understand
“Nothing to fear, do you mean, from—
from my husband?” she said, slowly, with a
perplexed look in my f; ce.
“You have nothing more to fear from the
man who was your husband,” I repeated distinctly. This time she caught my meaning.
She grew white, and her lips trembled so that
she could scarcely articulate the wordj, “Tell

31y Neighbor.

!

auimals.”
The remark evidently contained a meaning
unwelcime to Mr. Webster. His black eye-

brows came closer together, and his heavy
mustache gave an impatient jerk, as he said,
hastily, “Much obliged, I’tn sure, but I’m
not over anxious for smiles from
nobody
kuows who—”
I
“Gentlemen, gentlemen, call you to order,” said a stout man further down, who
had pushed aside his soup-plate and was busy
‘Of the dead aud
mixing t. dish of salad.
the absent’—you know the old proverb.”
Just then the door opened, and a woman
entered. I own my curiosity was roused by
the preceding conversation, and I followed
her with my eyes as she walked nearly the
length of the long table to the vacant seat;
but. owing to the light, I could distinguish
hardly anything more than that her movements and the outlines of her figure were unusually graceful. As she reached my side I
rose and drew back her chair, for which attention she thanked me w!th that same cold
smile—as I could now perceive—of which the
young Frenchman bad spoken, and his simile seemed to me one less fanciful than at
first.
uiai a nrst rate

is

it

my meory
engineer
have something of the artist in him.
I
without
undue
Now, may say,
vanity, that
I was a first-rate engineer, and I suppose it
was this artistic something which was so
strongly impressed by the sort of harmony in
the voice, gesture aud the whole presence ot
the woman beside me. My curiosity had
changed at ouce to Interest: I cast about in
my miud how to make her more aware of my
existence than she had as yet the air ot being.
There does noa appear to be any master
of tha ceremonies here,” I began, “so we
must introduce ourselves,—since we are
neighbors. Permit me to preseut myself as
George Denvers, an engineer, and very much
at your service
professionally or otherwise,”
I blundered on, not very well
knowing what
1 was saying, tor she had turned her
eyes full
on me, and they made me lose my head a lit-

must

tle

drawing teacher,” she
answered, not exactly shortly, but briefly.
But I would not take the hint. I took up
the glass of water before me.
“This is rather a cold eiement forpledgeoSfriug, “Miss Knowles,” I said, “but at
least it is a pure one. Suppose we drink to
neighborhood aud friendship.”
“Miss

Knowles,

a

had succeeded. She did look at me
again, her -ves resting on my face with an
I

indescribable expression.

“You are a bold man, Mr. Denvers,” she
said finally, “to oiler that pledge to an utter
stranger. Why, I might be—anything! a
thief, or a murderer, for what you know!”
“O, pray allow me more skill in physiognomy,” saia I, thinking the while how oddly
her words chimed in with those of Webster a
minute ago.
“You believe in physiognomy?
So do I,”
she said quickly; then, as it repenting of even
that slight impulsiveness, she resumed in the
old tone, “Still, suppose after all I were to
tur n out a desperate character—what would
you say then?”
“I should say, with one of our New York
judges, that there must have been ‘attenuating circumstances',” I replied laughing.
Sue smiled, and reached out her hand to
her glass: “Very well, ‘To neighborhood
and friendship’ then, since you choose to run
the risk!”
This.little dialogue had been carried on
thus far under cover of rather a
noisy discussion opposite, hut here some oue
spoke to
Miss Knowles, and I was obliged to content
myself with observing her. I did not find it
a
tiresome occupation.
She was a very
handsome woman—for, though unmarried
and evidently young, no one would have
thought of calling Miss Knowles a girl,—and
there was much more than
beauty in her
lace, there was a meaning in every iiue, a
which
meaning
suggested'that hers had been
nor ordinary or easy life.
But though a set
face, it was not a hard one, ahd attracted in
spite of itself.
“Miss Knowles, I think it is too unkind!”
said he person who bad interrupted us, one
of the prettiest little school girls I ever
saw,
ie tning forward from our side of the table.
“You haven’t spoken a word to nre yet.
I
do believe you’ve forgotten that we’re en-

gaged I”
“By Jove!

Miss KDowles is to be envied!”
Webster who said this, and the mar ked way in which he said it made the
speech a
rude one. Deblay perhaps thought so, tor be

It

was

said

instantly.
“Oh, mon Dieu!

yes, Mees Noailles and
Mees Morrell are to be uuvied and blamed
alike, both the two! It is cruet of your sex
to monopolize itself
against us miserables,
you hear, Mademoiselle Morrell ?”
If one had fancied Miss Knowles’ face
hard,
he would have changed his mind in
watching
the smile with which she answered the
laughing young girl, a smile out of which the ice
had melted and left nure sunlitrht.
"No, rve not forgotten, Rosa,” she said;
‘but you know of old I never kiss and tell.”
It was a peculiarity of this
I
had occasion later repeatedly to observe—
that, whatever she said or did, she could not
help being remarkable, so much her personality made itself felt in everything. She
made that quotation from the common little
song just as anybody might have done, carelessly, and manifestly without a thought of
a Sect, yet I do not believe there was a
mau
at the table who heard it from her
lips quite
unmoved. Even Webster lifted his
eyes to'
her with a kind of sullen
admiration, a tribute which he was as unwiilinz to
give as she
to receive, but which was forced
from him
against his will.
My Pjcdge of friendship, I am constrained
to admit, d'd not advance
me as I could have
wished with Hiss Knowles. A
certain deof
gree
she
progress
allowed
me

woman’s,—as’

Oddwak6’
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Oddly enough,
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beyond.
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It would only
We
usual, but for the effect it
Knowles. I shall never
forget W
her toue-the mixture of
something that was almost
said under her breath—‘ She
moon.
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nanny

nave

known

that I had spoken aloud, but for the
way in
which she turned on me.
“What suggested that to
you?” she said,
imperiously,
me, I insist!”
of vour face jnst now,” I

“jell

<.nciifOdXpren9i0u

mance

in’it.”1
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enmWfecoltr™«
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"Tbere

was a

whole

ro-

rejoi,ned. with deliberate
ber former abrupt“
ha must
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ness, that
an
agreeable pastime,

lieve—’’

She did not finish her sentence, but with
knit blows walked off, declining, as she iuvariably did, my company on the w ay.
That same evening, as I was smoking at
my window, I heard Miss Knowles’s voice
from the next room, Miss Morrell’s. She had
apparently just approached the window,

which must have been
every word distinctly.

open, for I heard

“No, Rosa, I certainly do not like him. I
istrust his face, it is cruel and cowardly. If
the choice were really between the
two, I
should say a thousand times sooner Mr. Deblay than Mr. Webster, lor at least—”
But when it came to names, I thought it
time to make some sign of existence. I gave
a slight cough; the window was
instantly
closed, and 1 heard no more.
It appeared, however, that I had not been
the only uninvited listener to this
fragmentary scene, The next minute Webster came
out ol the farthest corner of the balcony,
where he had been sitting, too deep in shadow to be perceived until he moved. His
face,
as it came into the light, wore an
expression
that certainly justified Miss Knowles’ opinion.
»o tuat s ner game he muttered.
“But
if I don’t manage to get the odd trick oi her,
by-?” and with an oath he brought down
his baud on the railing and disappeared.
I hesitated at first it SI ought not to put
Miss Knowles on her guard, by informing
her of what had passed. But I felt .ashamed
to disquiet her, no doubt needlessly, by repeating that vague sort of bluster, arid as, for
the next few days, Webster seemed quieter
than usual, I ended by myself forgetting his
words.
B it somewhat more than a week
later, his
manner suddenly
It was one
changed.
morning that he had a friend with him,
whom he had brought home the night before
and kept to breakfast. This fellow, Mosely I
think was his name was one of Webster's
own sort, and the two were in
oppressively

me—”
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ALTERATION

■*-a®-Portland

Conway

for North
at 7 4 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett tor Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.13 and 11.30 A M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
car atConway will be Freight trains with
tached.
The 1.30 train from.Portlaml and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeourg foP»Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, wheie all trains of P. & O. R. k. arrive and

Passenger

WINTER

I pass by all the history of those sad days,
of sadness if not mourning—the months
of seclusion and waiting—to a time when 1
eW
nut
ruvij lipfryp
pplllil
nlQjtn hqr
the world, and call my
neighbor, ray friend,
the
dearest
name
of
wile.
by
“Eleanor,” I said to her on our weddingday, asking the inevitable question which I
suppose every lover since Adam's timo has
asked, “tell me. when did you begin to care
tor me?”
“George,” she answered, looking at me
with the sunshiny smile in which there was
never any ice now, “do you remember my
saying, the day we met, that I was a believer
in physiognomy? I think the mischief was
done when you looked at me with your generous. honest eyes, and offered me that rash
pledge of friendship; but I did not know it
then,” she added more gravely, “or I should
have run away from yon.”
“And yon dare to tell tne so?” I said, assuming a jesting tone, for X didn’t want those
old troubles to cloud her face. “Don’t you
know that is high treason new ? From this
time forth you are to consider yourself as
having no past, nothing but a present. The
tyrant has spoken ! Do you mean to obey ?”
"I obey, George,” she said, her lovely dark
eyes looking earnestly iuto mine; “and I
thank Heaven for giving me a present that
makes obedience easy.”
I took the soft, white hand that was so
! near mine, and—but go hack to your own
i honeymoon tor the rest; for, to use my wife’s
quotation, “I never kiss and tell.”—From
atraa

Passenger

depart.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 18. 1873.
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Direc rail route to Wiscasoet. New

Damarscotte,
l^^ffgrastle,
Warren and Rockland.
No

change

of cars

WalJoboro

between Portland

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mouut Desert Viual
Haven,
Hurricane ami Dix islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1 00

—

At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jetlerson and

Whitelield, Mondays

Wednesdays and Fridays.

At Wa.doboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington*
0
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at ,ow rates*
C. A. COOMBS. Suu’t.
Jv2L‘dtf

SATE TIME AND MONET

Rates

VF.

Low

as

OLD

'as

Lowest

tbe

!

the

at

*>.

LITTLE

&
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Boston, Albany

Only :t5 HOURS

from

and

J.

Line,-

Chicago. IT3ilwaukee. 8t. Paul, 8t.
Loui«, Omaha, Nasi Francisco, and
nil Points West, Northwest,
or

tbe

Tin

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne &r Chicago Railways
Or the Great Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.
The most Direct and Short Lines *o Florida,

f bar (Ntoii,

Narnunah and nil Southern

Points.

Through tickets to New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington via the Stonington, Kail River au l Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
all Rail Route® via Worcester and Springfield and
tbe Shore Lines.
Travellers who wish ior RELIABLE information
are desired to call at our office and
procure Time
Tables, Maps, &c. Our arrangements (as for the
past twelve years) are such as to enable us to afford
every facility, and have no motive to deceive.
'I'ickcts to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
E”30
dtf

^TAKES”oii sight•combination
a nr'a s s

GIST FOR IT.

ers,

world. ASK YOUR DRUGTAKE NO OTHER. ol4f4w

Tlic Mas:1 <*
MTTTrmgn ^ny colored hair
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**

"si: win

^CAMPHORINE”
imtry^hT-very*"
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Haskins Machine Co.

JURUBEBA

Knaint,

HOARSENESS,

Carbolic

Tablets.
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R. R., and South
Freight for the
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
Jn23-ly

Maine

sis

FOR

norStf

Steamship

New

York,

CARS

Portland and

Fall

Norwich Lines.

rive at and

depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Ilavmarket Square.
Freight received at Portland *Sr OgdeDsburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 5 iP.

our

city:

Hon. Win. Heeling, Hon. Bion Bradbury, Capt. .John W. Deeriug, .7. P. Barter, E»q., Lewis Whitney,
Esq., Hiram Peirce. Keq., Humn * Co.. Fred Hale, Esq., H. G. lleatlev, Esq., .J. M.*'ilield, Esq., A. A.
Strout, Esq., Win. Hammond, Esq., Jol n W. White, Esq., Hr. U. 11. E'cstir, Capt. il. ury
Carter, E’. Will
Libby, Esq., Cbas. F. Pa:nidge. Esq.. Ueo. C. Hopkins, E sq., Cm. s. J. Anderson, Win. Henry Anders ,n
Elsq., Mannasseb Smilli, Ksq., Henry Hunn, Esq., Orin Hooper, Esq., Wcstloy Junes. Esq., cbas. F. Muuln. Esq., and many others.
,.
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A.
12

AO YE 8

80

&

A,

STREET,
FOR ALL MAGEE

EXCHANGE

SOLE

AGE T

_'

GOODS.
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at 4

Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
‘AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
Boston. Sept 29.1873.
tf

STONINGTON UINEJ
YORK,
OTHERS.

This is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.
Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. It. Denot daily, except
Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stoninyton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, at riving in New York always ill advance of all other line.. Baggage

checked through.
Tickets procuied at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. \V. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York;
President.
ocl4

*

*1# -J

dly

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD,

Passenger trains /save Portland
for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Oonway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
a.

7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. A5.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham *for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Llmington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Lfanington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Par
sonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfleldr

TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6t«

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

and

OF

RICHMOND,
KILBT,

evening, at 10 o’clock,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast. Searsport, Sandy Point, Buckspoit,

NUTTER BROS <fc Co., are Sole Agent* in
and Examiue. Every Furnace Warranted

Winterport

and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday anil Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving »n Portland at
o’clock P. M.

NUTTER
29

leave Portland dai-

^

for New York via Spr.ngfleld at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Conway Railroad.

The 7.30 A. 51. train from Boston arrives in Portin season for
passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Scbago Lake) for Naples,
Harrison and Waterford.
Bridgton, North
The 8.30 A. 51. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for 51ontreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. 51. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

laud

Bridgton,

PRESCOTT,

tt

MAINE

PORTLAND.

SQUARE,

CAPT. CHARLES PEERING,
Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert.,^ Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving In Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
For further "particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or

STURDIVANT,

CYRUS
Portland.

May

Gen

19. 1873.

MAIL

BITTERS,

Ag’t.
mylOtf

dints:

to

Halifax Nova

Scotia,

DIRECTI
With connections to Prince Edward Inland and Cape Breton.

owe tripper week.
The Screw Steamship CHASE,
Capt. J. Bennett, will leave Portland every Saturday at 4 P. M.,
for HALIFAX, direct, making
connections with the Intercolonial
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other information apply to J. B.
__

COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
Oi‘t28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatport, Calnia

and

St.

John, Digby,

Windsor and Halifax.

Fall

arrangement.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
On and after Monday September
29th the Steamer New York, Capt.
m
E. B. Winchester, and the Steam
>er City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
J
HhB5B$338B£t&^Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
A.

days.

Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
stop, Calais, Woodetock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Wind«on, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Frederickion,

TRAPS MARK.
Which has stood the test tor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicino lor the relief of
JAUNDICE. NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEAK
NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS, COLDS, HEARTBURN. BILIOUS
ATTACKS.
COLIC.
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF THE HEAD. LIVER COMPLAINTS. PILES, PIMPLES,
BOILS, SOUR STOMACH, CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,

Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., aud Summer«ide, P. E. I.
pf^-Freipht received on days of sailing until 4

o’clock P. M.

pep-ifioste_

A. It.

STUBBS, Agent.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.
Steamships

end

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston
and

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK

BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
IAixcrtnce,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. II. Hallett.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Term.
William

Air Line to all
bama and
noke R. R. to all
the Balt. &

points in Virginia, Tennessee,
the Seaboard and
Georgia-, andinover
North and

by

AlaRoa-

points
Carolina
Ohio R. R. to Washington aud 11
Sou*h

places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accomraocations.
Fare including Berth and Meala to Norfolk $15,001
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time G5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
Wharf. Boston.

BOSTON LEAD
[Incorporated

in

J. ILChadwick &

CO.,

1829.]

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 22, 24 & 26 OliTer Street,
BOSTON

COSTIVENESS.INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA,
state o
complaints arising Irom an
the Blood, or the deranged condition ( tfm Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kiducv K2
This Preparation is purely Vegeta1
mtaining
Extracts in a highly concentrated
.1 Roots,
Herbs and Barks—among which at
-aparilla,
^
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian,
oerrv. Orange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Beriie*, Ac.—mak

Dry

White

Lead!

American.
sy In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuino witnout it.

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOR TIIE CO.,

46 & 48

Perron*

l>itDrnlfies, Neuralgia, Headache,

Portland Kerosene Oil,
prevalence of a large quantity of inferior anti
dangerous oils in the market, at a eh. ap price—many
of which aro little better than Naptha itself—ami the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of Justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, -hat some notice should be taken of these tacts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and wouhi all attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleitm, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the tire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would eav. that we are determined'to maintain their long'established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
The

Sold by nil Dru(si>l* nnd Denier* in
medicine*.
PREPARED BY

DR.

chapter being “Inspection and

II.

8.

FLINT & CO-.
At their Great Mertlca Depot 195 and 197 Broad

1

treet, Providence, R.

I.

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

shall

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J. W. Perkins * Co

aogfi_PORT LAND,

MIDDLE

ST.

_&M*__lvTT&S

morning Glory

Stove.

A

Nocccm of Ditmou & Co.’s lYr**
Collection of Organ music, entitled

mmense

“The
NO

Organ at Home"

MUSICAL HOME COMPLETE WITHOUT

IT.for it contains over 200 selections of the most popular music of the day, well arranged f »r tin* Heed,
Parlor or Pipe Organ. Contains everything wldcb
is so-called ‘‘popular**—melodies of the day, marches,
waltzes, voluntaries, variations, transcription of the
best sacred airs, gems of Handel, Mozart, Schumann,
«Jfcc.; in fact, the best of all music from Beethoven’s
Adagios to Strauss’D nube Waltz. First edition
sold in 2 weeks after publication, and Fourth now
ready I Price $2.50 Boards; $3 Cloth.

which contains literally the gems of Strauss’ Waltzes.
Mazurkas, &c., and la to-day the. most popular 1
rookie hook in America—over 20,000
copies having I
been sold in 10 months. Price $2.50; in Cloth,$3,

THE STANDARD.
This great Church Music Book by L. O. Emfrsox
and H. R. Palmer has double the merit, and is likely
to have double the sale of common books by one
composer. The works of either gentlemen have sold
by the Aundred Thousand, and the STANDARD will
continue to be called for until every Choir, Singing
Class, and Convention are supplied. Price, 1.50.
PUBLISHED BY

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.,
711 B’dway, New York.

d&w2w

oc22

TTfroror
KATALYSTNE WATER—The Great Medtclne of Nature.
Indorsed by the Highest Medical Authorities. Restores Muscular Power to the
Paralytic, Youthful Vigor to the Aged, and Develops the Young at a Critical Period; Dissolves
Calculi and “Chalky” Deposits: Cures Gout.
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia. Neuralgia. Gravel Dialietes, Diseases of tbo Kidneys, Liver and Skin,
Abdominal Drops'. Chronic Diarrhoea. Constipa-

The only Perfect Ease Burner in
the
market. Warranted to gives
perfect satisfaction, and with a saving in fuel of at
least one-third. All in want of a
Flr't
Class heating Stove should not fail
t0
the Horning Glory before
purcha^gii,..
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—aeknowledged by all the befl operating
Stove in the market.
We can show yon more
conveniences
and more advantages in ihe3e Stoves
than
any other Stove or flange in the flew
England States.

g^e

tion, Asthma, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, GenerDebility, and neat ly every class of Chronic Disease.
Pamphlets containing History of theSpring

W. OSGOOR,

al

Testimonials from Medical Journals, EminSOLE
Physicians and Distinguished Citirens. sent 1
free by mail by WHITNEY BROS.. Generali
Agents. 327 South Front St., Philadelphia. Forg !
Mtle bv all Druggiet._aeMtm H I
and
ent

ACSENT FOR PORTLAND.

Furnaces, Ranges,

IMWP——W—WWW—

*"*____lm_

$ioo;orh of.“ion io cts
ClJ5*

eodAwlgw.Tg

HUY THE GENUINE

GREAT SALE OF

Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry andground In oil
wo warrant to be strictly pure, and guarantee
that tar fineness, body and durability, it ix not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

Phillips

sceptical.

<Src., e ased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scroftilar
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
Bronchitis,Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysteric*
cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest almost i variably cured bv
taking a few
bottles of the Quaker Litters.
Female difficulties, so prevalent among
Am riraji ladles,
yield readily to this iuvaluable modem
the Quaker Biiters.
Billions, Rem it t ant and Tntermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many paiis of our countrv, completely
eradicated by the use of flie Quaker Hitters
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters
Just th
article thay fet&n in need of in th ir declining
years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the
mind, and pave*
tbe parage down the plane Inclined.
No One can remain lomr unwell (unless afflicte
wi:h an Incurable di-ease.) after
taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.

Kerosene Oil Company

cause every cask or otbei vessel thereof to be
inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector. And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and market! as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county Jail, upon indietmeuts
therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, 1873.
sep20dtf

lmpnrtiefl

Wormn, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Piles: one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Gronnd in Oil,

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac., Ac.

W. F.

most

THE POBTLAMD

so

all

bursting thre ugh the shin or otherwise,
by following the directions on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements it ha9 no equal; one bottle will convince tLo

ing a fine Tonic, alterative and Laxative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone and strength to the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTEKS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT A GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem. Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.
aR26
derdAwKw

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
sale of Manufactured
Articles. **
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid

once.

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches and

of the blood,
cured readily

GEMS OF STRAUSS.

BOSTON

and

eurea at

UNPARALLED SUCCESS OF DITSONS «fc CO’S i

manufacturers of

Pure

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria

ably cure the following complaints:—
Dyspepsia, Heart Bum. Liver Complaints, and
Lose of Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Ivasuitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

and all

Bobbin

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &e.*“
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sanday Morniug, does not run Monday
morning.
t A ccommodation train
l|Fast Express.
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.

CO.

Will leave

SEPT. 39, 1873.

Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun^^^^5«lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 16.15 A.
-t9.10 a. M.J3.15 I*. M.. t6.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., t!2.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
||8.30A. M. 112.30, t3.15. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Bostou Cor Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leive Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at |8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth ter Portland at tlO.00, 1110.35
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., t5.10 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, Augusta. Watcrville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at tT.OO A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for
Lewiston, Farmington, Watcrville and Skowhegan at fl.00 P M
Leave Portland for Bath, lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan. Belfast, Dexter,Bangor,
St. John
b
and Halifax at 111.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.15 A. M returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.1 A. M. The J.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 I M. m season to connect with the
tram tor New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steH**»oat) trams for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich lanes. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston m season to connect with trains

MARKET

&

BROS

The Steamer Lewiston,

,1une2tf_g?l Central

for

the City for Barstow’s Celebrated Wrought'!ron Furnace. C

aH4tf

same

fall arrangement.

Providence

CAPTAIN C.

M.

Passenger trains

APPARATUS

HEATING

tlie maiket to the following well known citizens of

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

Accommodation.

*Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdenahurg R. R. passenger trains ar-

jy2B

in

Still Ahead of Competition, Barstow's Wrought Iron Furnace I

Bangor, Nit. D«tert

CITY

The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., conm-.cring with trains lor New
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
x>ucii*aa^ers ticketed and Baggage cnecked tinuugn
by either route.
Trains stop at Exeter for refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms,

J.

BEST

The Steamer

POINTS

The +6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train for New York via 8hore
Uine at 11.10 A. M.
The +9.15 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M-train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.3J P. M. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

_r—b

>

Nlacnias.

’

COMMENCING

append

of the HI A ii EE tlK>A( t: with Lose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was ori- inallv furnished with tom furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it wag soon
found that the rooms could not be wanned with tluifl. It seems iin* agreement w as that u nioi ey should
be paid till the furnaces were tasted and satisbiction civ» n. Satislactieo was nc vci pu ii. and when it was
propose!I to take the furnaces out it was discoveied ilia*, the ci« v luoi l-a»i h r them and t hey must be a loa
two ol another company worn
to the city. They were removed. Two new furnaces of Magee ^ C<-. an
then placed in the building. Magee preferred to have his placed • n the north side ot tlie building, where
had been most difficult to warmtie building. Coal to the amount of leity tons was placed on each tide o
I he Magee furnace
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the clog© of winter how the coal \ err t he test.
were run * week before and tour
days after the others, and a: tlie close it was found the other turnaces had
consumed all the ceal, and the Magee turnaces have tix tons y#t to the credit.
but seventyWith the original furnaces there was consumed
ninety tons of coal; with the present furnaces
four tons, although last winter was by far the coldest one. The Prudential Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the ptrfect satisfaction rendered by bis iuinucts where they are used
in the schools. This is considered a great triumph for the Magee Company.”
During the past year we have tet over MAT V ol these furnaces, and weald refer all desiring the

Co.

SOUTH AND WEST.

WILLIAM H.

True Method ot Burning; t.oai wim him* t-ieuiesi u onomy.
has been discovered bv actual exi erinunt that CnrbwmV Arid <>«" will pip:< rrodby through Cast
C’O
Iron when heated to a certain temperature. To obviate this difficulty the .tlittK 1 (
have made a Fiaruucr nf Hravv Wrought Brow, rivrird iiruity !•«« lb# r. afi« r the mvuncr o
intothe
air
chamber.
(hM
a Steam
<•««possibly
Boiler, and we guoranite that no </«.«orthe Scnool
Beard of the City ot Che l.-ea concerning a testing
We
tlie following interesting report of
It

Inside lines between

Baltimore, Washington,

daily.

Heating Apparatus.

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat

For New York, Albany. Philadelphia,

ALL

i»ertectty

AND

Running between

Portland+o Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Iflilton and Union t9.15 A. M., *3.20 P.
M.
For Old Orchard, Saco and Biddcford
+8.5‘, A. M.
Returning. leave Biddeford at +11.25 P. M.
Foi Ncarboro, Old Orchard, Naco, Biddcford and lieunebunk 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kcnncbunk +7.30 A. M.

OF

and Durable

a

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Tnrough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
Janll lv

EXCURSION TICKETS.

AHEAD

long felt want, that of

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers !

TRAIN)

29th. 18rS.

NEW

Healthy, Economical

a

been in use, and the uniform satisfaction the
The many years that ti e MAGEE H BV tt'liS have
have given, warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which the} aie constructed, and by which th
lire is controlled, is the only

PHILADELPHIA.

junction.

FOR

assured that itsuppllies

our

F VRK A€E

PORTLAND

Pnawnger Trains leave Port^ws*vlanij for Boston t6.15, 19.15 A. M.
*3.20 (Parlor Cars), Hi P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M., tt2.30, +3.30. *G.OO P. M.
Train.** from Boston are due at Portland
at 12.30 4,55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
For +3ni;rbrHter and Concord, N. H., and
t^e NORTH via C.&; P. R. R.
16.15 A, M., *3.20 P. M.
For ftOAvell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel'.
For ItlauchcMter and Concord via Lawrence
+9.15 A. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay +6.15, A. M.,
*3.20 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Center Hnrbor, via
Stmm* r Ifft. Washington from Alton Bay
+6.15 and *9.15 A. M.

t

IltOA

PLATE

„»l8d2m

THURSDAY,

every MONDAY and

—

River,
Stoninston and

take pleasure in calling the attention of the
public to

HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. E., New York.
oc21dtf

Three Hours and Thirty Minutes.

AND ALL

we

May 9-dtf

the time in

SEPT

advertisement,

The Franconia, leaving hoar every Thursday, Is
lltted up with nne accommodations for passengers,
making this tne most convenient and comfortable
route for traveler* between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Sbippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M..on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

BOSTON

THIS

annual

—

MAINE

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in Boston at 6,50,

TO

our

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until further notice, run
as follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
1
Wharf
every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M.. and leave Pier38E.it.,

Ridt'rfonl. KennfGreat Fall**, Exeter.
Haverhill and Lawreuce.

ATTACIII-D

this,

HfEW

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK.

R.—

parudr"

In

Co

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

bunk. Dover.

Supplied.

A ©BEAT

Wells’

sailing vessels.
West by the Penn.

Old Orchard, finco,

making

Wharfage.

The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

tf

~

COUGHS, COLDS,

No

VIA

The^Great

The Great Need

Leaye each port every Wed’s’y A Sat’d’y.

FAST EXPRESS.

For

Southwest,

Steamship Line.

1

Southwest

PORTLAND TO

—AJJD—

and

PHILADELPHIA

«(• RRYDGES,

CENTRAL

Great Western Railway

—AND—

C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

&

No 74

BOSTON

THF GRAND 'THUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
condition, is weu equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections anti quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
(^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
V» ggftge checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless Dotice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
C.
Managing Director.
H. DAILEY. Local Suprentendcnt.

BOSTON

same

to New York via the various
Sound lanes, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rates.
W. L. BILLINGS. Agent
3. B. COYLE JR., General Agent.mch30tf

^

Northwest, West and

Niagara Falls*

BOSTON to CHICAGO, via

MICHIGAN

EB^Tickets and State Rooms for sale at

Exchange Street.
Through Tickets

points in the

—It.

ROUTE,

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
days at 5 P. M. Fare Sfcl.fiO.

Denver. San Frnnciaco.
and all

(81T2TOAY8 EXCEPTED)

DAILY,

-A.T 7 O’CLOCK 3?. M.

To Canada, Octroi
Chicago, ItlilvrnuUce. Cincinnati, at. I.oni*, Omaha,
Nagmntv, rtt Paul, Halt Lake City,

Tickets by tlie

GREAT CENTRAL

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

No. 49 1-2 Exchange Street.
Procure

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Offi.ces">

Portland Sept* 12.1873.

UNION TICKET OFFICE OF

BROOHH and FOREST CITY,
Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

DEPOT AT FOOT GF INDIA ST.

P. M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Thoir.aston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appletou and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston for Sr. George daily.

JOHN

74 EXCHANGE ST.

RAILROAD.

M AEIAE.fi AAA

■

superior hea.oo:
me mtkahekn

ARRANGEMENT.

and aflor Monday, Sept. 15tli,
will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham andaccommo"“■■'nation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.2U P. M. vstopping at all stations to
Island PoLd.) connecting with night mall train lor
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorhain and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Aceomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

j

Tiie

~FOR BOSTOnT

On

__

thing

days

TRAim.

OF

_

On ami after Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
until further notice trains will
leave, as follows:

__

to a permanent black or
as it
brown ana contains no poison. Trade supplied at
low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB CO., Springfield,
but which appeared to aftord him
Mass.
ocl4t4w
much satisfaction, and which he accompanied, as I fancied, by slv glances at Miss
or Tourists will find a
"EIT
A
Knowles for which I should have been deApleasant location, large
lighted to fling the contents of my coffee-cup
rooms, first-class tabic, courteous attendance and
reasonable prices, at the Riveiside House.
Address
in his face.
A. F. Styles, Prop., Jacksonville, Fla.
ocl4t4w
Toward the end of the meal, Mosely reminded Webster of some letter which the latGenuine Waltham Watches Sent, C. 0. I),
ter was to show him. Webster took out his
The best and cheapest in the world an
the most
accura-e.
illustrated price list and lowestrates sent
pocket-book, and began turning over the pafree. Address FULLER & CO., 28 Bond St., New
pers inside.
York.
ocl4t4w
“This it, Gus?” said Mosely, taking hold
of the nearest, a square white envelope directed in what looked, so far as I could see
across the table, a very peculiar hand.
But
Webster drew it back hastily.
Discovery Jor^ the^hnmediate relief an 1
cure of Rh<uuiali«na, Nenraigia, Mprniui»,
that’s
a
he
an“No, no,
private" letter,”
HruiftCN, Puius. *fraiun. fcliff Joints. Swt lswered, and this time I could not mistake
liugM, Inflaimuatioiu, Humous, C atarrh.
that he gave one of those odd looks across at
Arc.. &c. It Will not, grease or stain, anil lor the
Miss Knowles, “a very peculiarly private
tsiisnr n
falnily^*1ThmiKvmhr'wlU
letter Wat I wouldn’t let ont of my hands for
and nowr testify to iLs great merits. Try it. Price
per bottle 25 cents. EEUBEA HOYT. Prop’r, 203
a double X.”
Greenwich St., N. Y.
ocl8t4w
“Well, you needn’t he afraid of my making
a bid for it,” replied
Mosely; “I’ve use
enough tor my double X’s without buying up
old paper. Now, then! have you iour.d the
right thing this time, or shall I call again
next Christmas?
Webster, it appeared, had found the right
thing, and the two witty gentlemen presently
deprived us of their company.
“I don’t remember ever to have seen Mr.
the Aldine for November.
Webster in such an agreeable flow of spirits,”
9
——r———————■———m
said I to Miss Knowles, who, with
myself
happened to be the last left at the table, “I
wonder what it betokens ?”
“No good to somebody,” answered Miss
MAGNETIC MOVEMENT CURE
Knowles contemptuously, the first word she
LOCATED AT
had ever said to me against Webster.
I was
TARRYTOWN ON THEE HID SON.
td4w
about to reply, when my foot touched someoc!8_
Complete restoration to health by the laying on of
thing under the table, and stooping down I
hands guarantc d to selected cases. No drugs used.
Write for La:ge Illustrated Price List. Address
picked up a paper.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Con“Mr. Webster has dropped one of his let- I sumption. Ct rebro-spinal meningitis, Spinal Curvatures. irritations. Softening ot the Brain, all forms of
ters—the ‘peculiarly private’ oue,
perhaps,” Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
I said, laughing, and, turning it over,
recogLiver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties,
in
the
marked
nized,
fact,
At
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
handwriting.
forms of acute anti chionic diseases successfully
the same moment Miss Knowles’ eves fell on
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
the superscription, and her face
white can be had.
Breach-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Hygienic board, invigorating atmos- Shot
to the very lips.
Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Rifles,
phere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful sur$8
Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols. $1 to $8.
“My God! can it be—!’’ she gasped. “Give roundings. Come and see ever day. or address Drs. Gunto $75.
Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
C.
C. & J\ A. F. Dusexbury, Tarrytown. N. Y., or
it to me—the letter—the letter—”
or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, Ac., bourlit,
Dealers
impatient- 10 W.
241 h. St.. N. Y. Citv, Mondays and Fridays, or
or traded for. Goods sent by express C. O. D. to by
ly, as I looked at htr in bewilderment.
I
address Post-Office box 3556 N. Y.
au!3dl2wt
examined before paid for.
oc29t4w
gave it to her, she tore it open, cast one
glance at the signature, and then her hand as
if palsied let the crushed paper fall, and she
sat staring straight before her with a look of
Fitchburg, Mass., Manu’rs of
Vertical nuil IB »rizontal
such blitnk despair as I
liopo never to see
ST E A HU EIVO B 74 E S,
in
human
face.
again
any
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
f
*
“What is the writer of that letter to
BOILERS
are made in quantiyou?”
ties and to standard, gauges so
I cried, with a pang of keen,
undethough
that all parts are interchangeafined jealousy.
Agents Wanted. Send for Catalogue.
ble. Can be run with greater
.Lie was—ue
is—my Husband,” she said,
safety and less expense than any
OON1ESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO.
slowly, as if every word was a weight dragged other engine manufactured, Siz-f-«/j
oc29
MEW l’ORK.
4wt
os from 1 to L'O horse-power.
from her. Than, with a sudden, feverish
WARKROOMS, No. 40 CORThaste. “You did not expect to find me an
LANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for
impostor! But remember, I warned you! sircular.
sc29t8w
A Simple,
Ah, you are silent! You would not drink
Safe, Durable nnd E'couoniicnl
that pledge to friendship now?”
WATERS’
CONCERTO
VA11E0R
OROANS
|
rioter
of
small
size was
“Not to friendship,” I broke
me
ihuhi.
ut-aui a util
in
in, roused out
the need. The
ol my stupor, “but to love!
style and perfect in tone
Why should a
ever lamue.
The C © N
Baxter Steam Engine
man you hate stand between
you and—
A> CtKTO STOP is (he best
from H to 10 horse-power,
“ever placed in any
“Stop, Mr. Denvers,” she interposed
made by Colt's Arms
±i is jjKHiucea
gravely, “stop, before you speak auy word to
oy
*' «■ • by special tools and
aia e x tra set of reeds
pcdestroy the pleasant memory of all my later
machines, so that all parts
culiarly voiced, the
can be exactly duplicated.
years. Do I look like a woman.” she confl i ( 'fi1 of which is
[as 1
■ s the supply.
Over 800
tinued, lifting her head proudly, “to sacrifice
WTMOST HBA’Hltl ING
are now in ilaily
use, and
honor to happiness? Have I ever
h±i"ml
Mil'll
STIII.
the
demand is increasing.
given vou
a glance or a tone that could let
Persons oi ordinary intelli}KEKO, while its IM.
you think
ITATION of the HUthat?”
gence can set them up and
MAN VOICE is sirrun them.
They are the
“No,” said I, bitterly, “you have been
JPERI3.
Terms liberal.
most economical
engines
itseli!
It is so easy to be prudent
prudence
fever invented. One comwhen one is cold; so easy to say—Go, fori
scuttle of coal will
Jmon
OFFER. HORACE
■yield one horse-power per
do not love you!”
(lav of 10 hours r.llin,
."WATERS & SON, 481
There was a moment’s silence; and then a
in prnuorlion.
T-,r/'3finraTr. W
V
trill
engine READY FOR USE.
Fully
her
but
as
I
had
never
For
circulars
with urico list and
cii.T'wo/BUWJPIANOS
Ouurnutccii.
heard it
and GKGAN.S of iirstvoice,
voice,
claas
yet, spoke my name; “George,” it said, soft- trcuie.makers, including WATEKSN at ex- testimonials address
y loaprices for caalx, or par trash,ani
IVILFJAM f>. RUSSELL.
ly, “I do hot say —go, for I do not love you! calnnre \i/i f:n:&kl utioucltE v jnymenis, New
Office of the Bnxtcr Steam Knrine F©.,
but, go, because I love you! Hush! You Ortnvo tlrut-ctafnt PIANOS, nil modern
IS Paris Place. ftcwlforU.
oc29t4w
know me well enough to know that means
itnprovcmentK.f-r »«ii <•>.-*. oiioaxs 5*?«. SOI liLK-REElt OIK.AAS,
good-by forever;—not one word more, if you Ociave,
For
sico;4-R’r«p «j 10; n-stoi», %vzr>, and vZ
would have me believe you worthy of my conwards. JI.LVSTJIA TED CA TALOGUEJSMAILED. A larne
discount
to Ministers, Churches, Sunday-School* Tnn mraitcc
fession.”
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED.
She had known how to use an appeal imocG
to
t4w
resist. I set my teeth to keep
possible
Use
back the struggling words, while she continITVediral
The
Authorities og
filigiieMt
“I
count
on
ued,
you to help instead of hinsay tlie strongest Tonic, Purifier and
PUT UP ONLY IN Rl.ur: BOXES.
dering me. I feel too stunned, too bewil- Europe
dered to think clearly.” She took up the Deobstruent known to the medical world is
atrikujuid is it re rehehy
Sold by
letter again, and looked at it as if some sort
Druggis,_oe2»t4w
of conflict were
going on in her mind. It arrests
Kneer and
of
vital
forces, exhaustion of the
decay
‘Nonsense!” she said, finally, with a bitter
nervous system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
Is the valuable bo k we give to all. Full of fir fa
smile; such delicate scruples are misplaced cleanse vitiated
blood, removes vesicle obstructions figures and fun. 04 pages. 50 pictures. MaiVl f.>r
between husband and
acts directly on the Liver and Spiten.
two stamps. Address G. BLACK IE &
Price $1
wife; I will respect aand
CO
7A<;
bottle. JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
your confidence as you svonld respect mine,
Broadway, N. Y.
York.ocl414w
James Kuntley.” And with that she
opened
the. letter again and read it
I'rosperf iiM'M nrr now r«*a«!y
through deliberfor our three new books, vi/:
ately.
THE rwlEDED A«3E, by
Silver P.iistrr. Highly Ornamental
she cried, when
A norMark Twain & Chas. D. Wauit
fect protecto- to put under Stoves. Ask
finished, “That man, Webster, bas
vour dealer
nkr, illustrated bv Augustus
lor it. Circulars sent free. Address
EVERY
Hopptn.
flODVS
»»y ^cret, and betrayed
STAK PLATEOKM, SO Beekman
St.,
FRIEND, by Josh Billins.
—striking the paper. “He
will
illustrated bv Thomas Xast. ami
writes, at once-whv •Toaquin miller’s
A AS
PARK
IlirSTBATEDcIir.
good
great work, l.l i« is AiilUiib
A
43 1 ALOCIJE of Money
Til K .JIOMi'M. Nothing need he said about
sent on receipt of stamp; including the la. eat
Y.Y
lla'’c not an la- these boohs. Every ody knows they will outsell all bo»t
s a it to spare
bonks for agents. E. B. TKEAT.
act
and
others, and wise agents will
Publisher
according
apply
New York.
out botn her
oc30t4w
hands, looted lone and Ilol(li"g for territory at once to AMERICAN PUBLISHING Broadway,
ocl4|4
CO., Hartford, Conn.
ly in my face
“Good-by,
A Fine Business Opening
“wherever and whatever
my life
the fastest
a young nr middle aged man of
n-Afifi^TS-For
W
4
be
will
the brighter for the
unexceptiona
ITj!/ selling article out.
Valuable
memory of you
ble
char acter. Experienced accountant and one
2*
Main plea Jb'ree. J.
God bless you, and good-by forevery
76y Broadwav, New
thousand dollars capital. InvesWgstion is invuiYr
BRIBE,
To*'kBox
.016 PoUbuid Me
ooSOMir
Address

great number of small jokes, pointless,

struek.me,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

CHANGE OF TI.1IE.

Agents and Salesmen! —Henry Ward Beecher’s
I gave her the briefest and most softened
family newspaper starts its Fall campaign, giving
outline possible of what had happened, She ! subscribers a pair of the largest and finest OLEOGRAPBS,—t wo most attractive subjects tha “take”
stood like a stone, only her face showing that
on sight,—painted by Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts
she heard. I uever saw in any human counand companions for her
Wide Awake” and “Fast
tenance such an expression as that in hers
Asleep.” Agents have immense success; call it the
“best business over ottered canvassers.” We furnish
while she listened—pity, relief, awe. all strugthe lightest and handsomest outfit and pay very high
gling together. Then she moved her lips, but commissions.
Each subscriber, old or new. receives
I heard nothing; suddenly she dropped to the
without delay two beautiful pictures. Full supfloor and buried her face in the sofa-cushions,
for
immediate
ply ready
delivery. The paper itself
stands peerless among family journals, being so popwhile a voice l should not have known for
ular
that
of
its
class
has
it
the largest circulation in
hers said: “Go—leave me alone!”
the world! Employs the best literary talent
EdI had no words for such emotions as hers in
ward Eggleston’s great serial story is fast beginning;
that moment; I could only obey her in siback chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to “My U ife and 7”
lence.
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good
As X walked away, my mind going over all
salary or an independent business should send for
that had occurred. I could no help recalling
circular and terms to J. B. FORD .4 « E N T H
& CO., New York, Boston, Chica-xY.\VANTJ3D.
the old saying, that man proposes and God
oc!4d4wt
disposes. This scheme of Webster’s, laid go, Cincinnati or San Francisco.
with such malice and treachery—we had reaI*4»nrl’* White Glycrrson afterward to think that he had had access
•ne penetrates the skin withto her writing-desk, and so discovered her
out injury, eradicates atl
Spots.
secret—this plot, I say, on which he had
Freckles, Tan, MothPatches, Black Worms, Imcounted to crush her utterly, had been the inpurities and Discolora tfb it s;
'either within or upon the
strument, in the hands of a mysterious Ptoviskin, leaving it smooth, soft
denee, ot working her deliverance; working
& pliable.
For Chapped
it after a terrible manner, it is true, but not
Hands, Rough or Chafed
the less freeing her future from its life-long
Skin it is the best
in the

shadow,

MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMERS.

Stamp aiul 10 cent* to
***& * CO., Bo* 198D, Baagorjfe.

Dissolution of Partnership.
1
is herebv given that the firm of Scribner
& Andrews is hereby dissolved by mutual con-

NOT-CE

*eDt'

R. G. SCRIBNER.
SI LAS D. ANDREWS.

AH demands of the late firm win he
er of Ike above parries.
POSTS M, Mhroh mb, MM.

settled by eithauMdti

Stores See.

Tin Ware in fine

Assort-

ment.
DO NOT FOKOET TIIE PEACE !

No. 3 Washington Street,
COB. CONGBESS ST.
•epZ7

TuASta

